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People with SARS-CoV-2 antibodies may have low risk of future infection, study finds 

NIH/National Cancer Institute 

Summary: 

People who have had evidence of a prior infection with SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19, 

appear to be well protected against being reinfected with the virus, at least for a few months, according 

to a new study. This finding may explain why reinfection appears to be relatively rare, and it could 

have important public health implications. 

FULL STORY 

 

People who have had evidence of a prior infection with SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19, 

appear to be well protected against being reinfected with the virus, at least for a few months, according 

to a newly published study from the National Cancer Institute (NCI). This finding may explain why 

reinfection appears to be relatively rare, and it could have important public health implications, 

including decisions about returning to physical workplaces, school attendance, the prioritization of 

vaccine distribution, and other activities. 

For the study, researchers at NCI, part of the National Institutes of Health, collaborated with two 

health care data analytics companies (HealthVerity and Aetion, Inc.) and five commercial laboratories. 

The findings were published on Feb. 24 in JAMA Internal Medicine. 

"While cancer research and cancer care remain?the?primary?focus of NCI's work, we were eager to 

lend our expertise in serological sciences to help address the global COVID-19 pandemic, at the request 

of Congress," said NCI Director Norman E. "Ned" Sharpless, M.D., who was one of the coauthors on 

the study. "We hope that these results, in combination with those of other studies, will inform future 

public health efforts and help in setting policy." 

"The data from this study suggest that people who have a positive result from a commercial antibody 

test appear to have substantial immunity to SARS-CoV-2, which means they may be at lower risk for 

future infection," said Lynne Penberthy, M.D., M.P.H., associate director of NCI's Surveillance 

Research Program, who led the study. "Additional research is needed to understand how long this 

protection lasts, who may have limited protection, and how patient characteristics, such as comorbid 

conditions, may impact protection. We are nevertheless encouraged by this early finding." 

Antibody tests -- also known as serology tests -- detect serum antibodies, which are immune system 

proteins made in response to a specific foreign substance or infectious agent, such as SARS-CoV-2. 
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This study was launched in an effort to better understand whether, and to what degree, detectable 

antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 protect people from reinfection with the virus. Working with 

HealthVerity and Aetion, NCI aggregated and analyzed patient information collected from multiple 

sources, including five commercial labs (including Quest Diagnostics and Labcorp), electronic medical 

records, and private insurers. This was done in a way that protects the privacy of an individual's health 

information and is compliant with relevant patient privacy laws. 

The researchers ultimately obtained antibody test results for more than 3 million people who had a 

SARS-CoV-2 antibody test between Jan. 1 and Aug. 23, 2020. This represented more than 50% of the 

commercial SARS-CoV-2 antibody tests conducted in the United States during that time. Nearly 12% 

of these tests were antibody positive; most of the remaining tests were negative, and less than 1% were 

inconclusive. 

About 11% of the seropositive individuals and 9.5% of the seronegative individuals later received a 

nucleic acid amplification test (NAAT) -- sometimes referred to as a PCR test -- for SARS-CoV-2. The 

research team looked at what fraction of individuals in each group subsequently had a positive NAAT 

result, which may indicate a new infection. The study team reviewed NAAT results at several intervals: 

0-30 days, 31-60 days, 61-90 days, and >90 days because some people who have recovered from a 

SARS-CoV-2 infection can still shed viral material (RNA) for up to three months (although they likely 

do not remain infectious during that entire period). 

The team found that, during each interval, between 3% and 4% of the seronegative individuals had a 

positive NAAT test. But among those who had originally been seropositive, the NAAT test positivity 

rate declined over time. When the researchers looked at test results 90 or more days after the initial 

antibody test (when any coronavirus detected by NAAT is likely to reflect a new infection rather than 

continued virus shedding from the original infection), only about 0.3% of those who had been 

seropositive had a positive NAAT result -- about one-tenth the rate in those who had been seronegative. 

Although these results support the idea that having antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 is associated with 

protection from future infection, the authors note important limitations to this study. In particular, the 

findings come from a scientific interpretation of real-world data, which are subject to biases that may 

be better controlled for in a clinical trial. For example, it is not known why people who had tested 

antibody positive went on to have a PCR test. In addition, the duration of protection is unknown; 

studies with longer follow-up time are needed to determine if protection wanes over time. 

To continue to comprehensively address this important research question, NCI is supporting clinical 

studies that monitor infection rates in large populations of people whose antibody status is known. 

These are known as "seroprotection" studies. NCI is also sponsoring ongoing studies using real-world 

data to assess the longer-term effect of antibody positivity on subsequent infection rates. 

This research is part of a $306 million effort that NCI has taken on at the request of Congress to 

develop, validate, improve, and implement serological testing and associated technologies applicable to 

COVID-19. Through this appropriation, NCI is working with the Department of Health and Human 

Services; the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, another part of NIH; and other 
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government agencies to apply its expertise and advanced research capabilities to respond to this 

pandemic, including efforts to rigorously characterize the performance of serology assays. 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by NIH/National Cancer Institute. Note: Content may be edited for style and length. 

 

Journal Reference: 

1. Raymond A. Harvey, Jeremy A. Rassen, Carly A. Kabelac, Wendy Turenne, Sandy Leonard, 

Reyna Klesh, William A. Meyer, Harvey W. Kaufman, Steve Anderson, Oren Cohen, 

Valentina I. Petkov, Kathy A. Cronin, Alison L. Van Dyke, Douglas R. Lowy, Norman E. 

Sharpless, Lynne T. Penberthy. Association of SARS-CoV-2 Seropositive Antibody Test With 

Risk of Future Infection. JAMA Internal Medicine, 2021; 

DOI: 10.1001/jamainternmed.2021.0366 

 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/02/210224143532.htm  

https://www.cancer.gov/news-events/press-releases/2021/sars-cov-2-antibodies-protect-from-reinfection
https://www.cancer.gov/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1001/jamainternmed.2021.0366
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Local Energy Deregulation Makes Climate Disasters Worse 

Take the case of Texas. 

 

A truck passes a row of high voltage transmission towers on February 21, 2021 in Houston, Texas. 

Justin Sullivan/Getty 

By: Eric Schewe  

Temperatures in the United States’ plains states finally returned to normal this week after a record-

shattering cold wave. The weather front was notable both for the severity and duration of low 

temperatures, setting 6,000 new daily and weekly records between 25 to 45 degrees lower than average 

around the plains states. In the past decade, climate scientists have begun identifying events like these 

as the result of an abnormal southern dip in the jet stream that pulls the frigid “polar vortex” into the 

sun belt. Many argue that these polar vortex fronts are becoming more common as a result of climate 

change, as the Arctic ice caps are quickly vanishing and temperatures dozens of degrees higher than 

average in the north disrupt normal weather patterns. 

https://daily.jstor.org/daily-author/eric-schewe/
https://weather.com/storms/winter/news/2021-02-19-record-cold-snow-winter-storms-stretch-recap
https://weather.com/storms/winter/news/2021-02-19-record-cold-snow-winter-storms-stretch-recap
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/texas-power-outage-underscores-looming-climate-tests/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/texas-power-outage-underscores-looming-climate-tests/
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And yet, the misery from this latest polar vortex event was not equally distributed. While the cold put 

tens of thousands of people out of power in several southern states, more than 4 million in Texas lost 

power. Certainly, the shock of the cold was most intense in the southeastern parts of the state, where 

the temperature only dips below freezing a handful of nights per year. Homes there are lightly 

insulated and many rely solely on electricity for heat. More than sixty Texans have been reported 

dead, while thousands face costly water damage from burst pipes. 

Bluntly, generations of Texas oilmen and politicians have sought to keep both the federal and state 

governments out of the energy business. 

Despite the “natural” aspects of the disaster, the scale and impact of the electrical grid collapse was 

exacerbated by leaders’ policy decisions of the past decades. Bluntly, generations of Texas oilmen and 

politicians have sought to keep both the federal and state governments out of the energy business. The 

state established the country’s only major separate power grid after FDR passed the Federal Power Act 

in 1935, which granted federal control over power rates and other standards on the interstate energy 

trade. In the 1990s, it pursued the most aggressive program of power deregulation in the country, 

ending local utilities monopolies with state-regulated prices and allowing companies to bid for 

individual household retail business. 

In typical times, this has made electricity prices in Texas 15% cheaper than the US average. But it 

achieved this at the cost both of grid resilience and social security during disasters. Under local 

regulations, utilities are not required either to “harden” their infrastructure against the cold, or 

maintain any reserve generation capacity. Moreover, the “Uber”-ification of the retail market has 

allowed utilities to charge homes with “flexible” pricing that did not lose power more than 100 times 

the normal rates based on “peak demand”—with some bills topping $16,000! 

This winter disaster complements a host of summer disasters, like massive wildfires and hurricanes, 

that are easier to identify as a result of a warming world. Climate scientists and sympathetic social 

scientists and economists are pushing politicians and business leaders to abandon decades of economic 

orthodoxy that the “market knows best” to better protect our infrastructure and societies from the 

unexpected impacts of climate change. But they face a daunting challenge—connecting the need for 

global scale de-carbonization and for widespread social protections against specific disasters in public 

opinion, all while maintaining urgency in the face of political news exhaustion. 

The False Promises of Deregulation 

Electric power has been one of the most contentious sites of the neoliberal transformation of the 

American economy in the past 40 years. Like so many other industries, corporate lobbyists and right 

wing politicians attacked the “inefficiencies” of the monopolies utilities demanded to recoup to the high 

sunk costs of their infrastructure investments. America’s state federalism had led to a patchwork of 

regulations that resulted in energy prices varying widely from state to state. 

Starting in the 1970s and accelerating in the 1990s, the federal and state governments passed a series of 

laws aiming to end these monopolies by forcing grid infrastructure owners to allow any power 

generators to transmit electricity and non-discriminatory rates. States like Texas and California went 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/22/us/texas-winter-storm-recovery.html?name=styln-texas-blackout&region=TOP_BANNER&block=storyline_menu_recirc&action=click&pgtype=Article&impression_id=&variant=show
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/22/us/texas-winter-storm-recovery.html?name=styln-texas-blackout&region=TOP_BANNER&block=storyline_menu_recirc&action=click&pgtype=Article&impression_id=&variant=show
https://daily.jstor.org/local-energy-deregulation-makes-climate-disasters-worse/?utm_term=The%20Case%20of%20Texas&utm_campaign=jstordaily_03042021&utm_content=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email
https://daily.jstor.org/local-energy-deregulation-makes-climate-disasters-worse/?utm_term=The%20Case%20of%20Texas&utm_campaign=jstordaily_03042021&utm_content=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email
https://www.texastribune.org/2011/02/08/texplainer-why-does-texas-have-its-own-power-grid/
https://www.texastribune.org/2011/02/08/texplainer-why-does-texas-have-its-own-power-grid/
https://www.dallasnews.com/business/energy/2021/02/21/texas-electric-bargain-a-deregulated-market-brought-fast-growth-big-investments-and-cheap-rates/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/21/us/texas-electricity-ercot-blackouts.html?action=click&block=storyline_menu_recirc&impression_id=&name=styln-texas-blackout&pgtype=Article&region=TOP_BANNER&variant=show
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/21/us/texas-electricity-ercot-blackouts.html?action=click&block=storyline_menu_recirc&impression_id=&name=styln-texas-blackout&pgtype=Article&region=TOP_BANNER&variant=show
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/20/us/texas-storm-electric-bills.html?action=click&module=RelatedLinks&pgtype=Article
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/20/us/texas-storm-electric-bills.html?action=click&module=RelatedLinks&pgtype=Article
https://daily.jstor.org/wildfires-and-climate-change/
https://daily.jstor.org/hurricanes-may-getting-severe-need-whole-new-cateogry-describe/
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further, aiming to give retail consumers direct choices over the electricity they purchase. Leading the 

charge in Texas was the notorious energy marketer Enron, which imploded in a fraud and tax 

avoidance scandal in 2001. But the Texas energy market Enron engineered has lived on. 

The deregulation movement seriously begs the question of whether electricity should be treated as a 

commodity or a public service. 

Yet in the aftermath of repeated market and grid failures, the deregulation movement seriously begs 

the question of whether electricity should be treated as a commodity or a public service. Jess Kincaid 

argues that piecemeal market-based solutions have failed both because they encourage market 

manipulation and abandon prudent government oversight over the basic functioning of power 

infrastructure. 

Prior to the Texas disaster, the biggest crisis from a state’s “free-market” power grid occurred in 

California in 2000. After changing rules to allow all available power utilities to bid to supply power to 

the California grid, prices did not fall as expected. They soared more than 200%, and the state suffered 

rolling blackouts for a year. The California attorney general ultimately discovered that generators 

conspired to intentionally withhold supply at times of peak power demand to spike prices. 

This went undetected for so long because the state regulators had been pruned back to mere market 

facilitators, while the federal power regulator failed to require timely reports on wholesale rates and so 

did not determine fair market power. A resulting spate of lawsuits sought to recover the unfair fees 

charged in this period, effectively returning to state price regulations after the fact. The Texas 

regulator ERCOT is now facing a similar scandal, with Governor Greg Abbott demanding an 

investigation as to whether price manipulation compounded grid shutdowns due to the cold. Kincaid 

makes the case for stronger federal regulation that would fairly and effectively integrate America’s 

three power grids, allowing regions with power to provide it to those that need it during similar crises. 

Greening the Grid 

Price deregulation is only part of the conservative changes in America’s electrical grid that makes 

society’s weakest so vulnerable. Our continued reliance on fossil fuels and utter failure to invest in 

energy infrastructure ensures that weather disasters, occurring with increased frequency, will continue 

to put millions out of power. 

Michelle Davis and Steve Clemmer comprehensively catalogued the growing climate threats in all 

seasons to the nation’s power supply in 2014. As power demand has grown, the number and damage of 

billion-dollar plus disasters has more than doubled since the 1980s—2012’s Hurricane Sandy cost the 

country between $25 and $50 billion alone. Nearly 100 power plants were within four feet of high tide 

around the country. The incidence and extent of wildfires more than doubled. Lack of access to water 

during droughts was another, less spectacular, cause of power shutdowns. As most conventional 

generation relies on creating steam or using water for cooling, dozens of plants have stopped operation 

when water supplies were not sufficient. And it’s no surprise that a warming world supercharges 

demand for electrical air conditioning on the hottest days. 

https://daily.jstor.org/local-energy-deregulation-makes-climate-disasters-worse/?utm_term=The%20Case%20of%20Texas&utm_campaign=jstordaily_03042021&utm_content=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email
https://daily.jstor.org/local-energy-deregulation-makes-climate-disasters-worse/?utm_term=The%20Case%20of%20Texas&utm_campaign=jstordaily_03042021&utm_content=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email
https://www.jstor.org/stable/43267676?mag=local-energy-deregulation-makes-climate-disasters-worse
https://www.jstor.org/stable/43267676?mag=local-energy-deregulation-makes-climate-disasters-worse
https://www.jstor.org/stable/43267676?mag=local-energy-deregulation-makes-climate-disasters-worse
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/23/us/texas-ercot-board-resigned.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/23/us/texas-ercot-board-resigned.html
https://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep00019?mag=local-energy-deregulation-makes-climate-disasters-worse
https://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep00019?mag=local-energy-deregulation-makes-climate-disasters-worse
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Market solutions are not sufficient to solve these problems. Davis and Clemmer identify large scale 

works necessary to prevent future disasters, including building sea walls and enhancing natural 

wetlands, and widespread infrastructure “hardening” by burying or rebuilding transmission and 

distribution lines. In the current crisis, ERCOT officials repeatedly claimed it provided “financial 

incentives” to encourage power utilities to harden their generators, natural gas lines, and electricity 

networks against weather extremes. Yet these incentives did not seem to be equal to the cost private 

companies would face to do so, as natural gas feeder lines to power generation stations froze up across 

the state. 

Better still would be mandating solutions that both reduce the use of fossil fuels as well as reducing 

energy demand overall. This includes innovative architecture and landscape design that better insulates 

buildings and switching to renewable sources of energy like wind and solar power. Despite Republican 

politicians’ initial efforts to paint Texas’ investment in wind power as a reason for the energy 

shortage this February, wind turbines actually provided above average power to the grid for this time 

of year throughout the crisis. 

Facing Our “Atmosfear”? 

The Texas winter disaster comes at a time of extreme political polarization following the Trump 

administration. The educated public is widely aware of the extreme urgency of addressing the long-

term causes and short-term ills of climate change, but there seems to be no real political movement 

aiming to fight for this goal. Vladimir Janković and David Schultz pose the compelling question of 

whether associating extreme weather events with climate change is the best way to persuade the 

public to support the most effective future policies. 

Weekly Newsletter 

Get your fix of JSTOR Daily’s best stories in your inbox each Thursday. 

Subscribe
 

Privacy Policy   Contact Us 

You may unsubscribe at any time by clicking on the provided link on any marketing message. 

The scale of climate change is much greater than prior environmental causes like littering, recycling, or 

local pollution. Janković and Schultz express concern that the oversimplification of its solution—just 

reduce carbon—is crowding out more pragmatic necessities of a future world that will never get back 

to “historic” levels of atmospheric carbon even if we stopped all new emissions immediately. Indeed, 

certain liberal ideas for preventing climate change, such as “cap and trade” don’t deviate from 

economic orthodoxy. Meanwhile, specific social justice-eworiented policies to protect poor communities 

in coastal areas, or living near power utilities have languished. “Fear-induced appeals to more extreme 

weather in a changed climate are unlikely to succeed because people view weather events (and hence 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/feb/24/texas-renewable-energy-culture-wars
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/feb/24/texas-renewable-energy-culture-wars
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/feb/24/texas-renewable-energy-culture-wars
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.2307/26388194?mag=local-energy-deregulation-makes-climate-disasters-worse
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.2307/26388194?mag=local-energy-deregulation-makes-climate-disasters-worse
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.2307/26388194?mag=local-energy-deregulation-makes-climate-disasters-worse
https://about.jstor.org/privacy/
http://www.jstor.org/contact-us/
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climate) as less predictable than other risks and thus may lead to an inability to take action,” they 

write. 

Luckily, programs like the Green New Deal can achieve both the mitigation of climate change and 

adaptation to a changed world at the same time. Decentralizing the power grid and providing green 

alternatives provides resiliency both every day and in infrequent weather disasters. Transitioning to 

electric vehicles and better still, to public transit and cycling, will reduce emissions and improve the 

reliability and pleasure of our daily commutes. New investments in local energy and weather 

infrastructure that go beyond the bare minimum will provide both employment to boost the economy 

and improve the lives of the working class. The biggest disconnect, it seems, remains between the 

public, which broadly supports these policies, and a professional political class that remains stuck in 

the orthodox economics of the past. 
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Power Failure: How Climate Change Puts Our Electricity at Risk—and What We Can Do 

By: Michelle Davis and Steve Clemmer 

Power Failure, Union of Concerned Scientists (2014) 

Union of Concerned Scientists 

Atmosfear 

By: Vladimir Janković and David M. Schultz 

Weather, Climate, and Society , Vol. 9, No. 1 (January 2017), pp. 27-37 

https://daily.jstor.org/local-energy-deregulation-makes-climate-disasters-

worse/?utm_term=The%20Case%20of%20Texas&utm_campaign=jstordaily_03042021&utm_content

=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email  

https://www.jstor.com/stable/resrep00019?mag=local-energy-deregulation-makes-climate-disasters-worse
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.2307/26388194?mag=local-energy-deregulation-makes-climate-disasters-worse
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Homo floresiensis and the myth of the ebu gogo 

ANTHROPOLOGY 

ByInvited Researcher December 23, 2020 0 comments 

Author: Paige Madison is a graduate student at the Institute of Human Origins at Arizona State University 

An ancient legend from the Indonesian island of Flores speaks of a mysterious, wild grandmother of the forest 

who eats everything: the ‘ebu gogo’. According to folklore, such tiny, hairy people as her once roamed the 

tropical forests alongside modern humans, eating crops and sometimes even human flesh. For decades, 

ethnographers documented the tale, recording details of the ebu gogo’s mumbling speech to her long, 

pendulous breasts, all while assuming the story was simply a myth. The legend became viewed in entirely 

new light, however, when the bones of an equally small, previously unknown species of human relative was 

discovered deep in a cave on the very same island. 

 
Homo floresiensis model at the David H Koch Hall of Human Origins at the Smithsonian National Museum 

of Natural History. Photo by Ryan Somma/Flickr 

The 2004 announcement of a new branch on the human evolutionary tree was astonishing, to say the least. 

Standing just over a metre tall, the hominin labelled Homo floresiensis had a small brain, the apparent ability 

to make arduous water crossings, and seemingly honed skills in making stone tools. Much of the species’ 

https://mappingignorance.org/category/humanities-social-sciences/anthropology/
https://mappingignorance.org/2020/12/23/homo-floresiensis-and-the-myth-of-the-ebu-gogo/#author
https://mappingignorance.org/2020/12/23/homo-floresiensis-and-the-myth-of-the-ebu-gogo/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#comments
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature02999
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anatomy looked primitive, yet evidence for their behaviour indicated an advanced, humanlike being. The 

hominin was so seemingly mythical that the research team drew from J R R Tolkien’s fictional world for its 

nickname: the hobbit. 

Arguably the strangest aspect of the diminutive hominins’ story was the suggestion that they survived into the 

recent past, roaming the tropical forests and ancient volcanoes as recently as 12,000 years ago. Not only was 

this date surprising because it is a time when scientists believed that Homo sapiens were alone on the planet, 

but also because it was long after the arrival of modern humans in the area – tens of thousands of years after, 

in fact. Had hobbits lived alongside our own species for all that time? 

Associations between ebu gogo and H floresiensis arose immediately after the media hobbit frenzy broke. 

From news headlines to scientific meetings, people wondered: could these two creatures be one and the same? 

Had the locals been imagining mythical, wild people of the forest – or merely reporting on them? Perhaps the 

seemingly fictitious legend had an empirical basis all along. While the media ran with the idea, some 

scientists, too, entertained it – fuelling hope that the legend could suggest that a living, breathing H 

floresiensis could still be found on some remote part of the island today. 

The proposed connection between the bones and the myth raised an interesting question, one that is being 

explored by anthropologists in other parts of the world: how far back in time can oral traditions accurately 

report events? Some scientists studying indigenous memory have suggested that oral traditions contain 

extraordinarily reliable records of real events occurring thousands of years ago. Where, then, are the 

boundaries between legend, memory, myth and science? Had the people of Flores preserved an oral record 

of H floresiensis? 

The ethnographer who originally documented the tale of ebu gogo, Gregory Forth of the University of Alberta 

in Canada, argued that anthropologists are too inclined to dismiss folk categories as products of the 

imagination, while others pointed to the many correlations that existed between the description of ebu gogo 

and H floresiensis. Both were described as having long arms, for example, and being small in stature. Many 

were intrigued by the extreme detail of the legend; surely the vivid description of the ‘pendulous breasts’ that 

the ebu gogo allegedly threw over her shoulders must be compelling. Forth even lamented that the 

‘dimensions of female breasts is, unfortunately, one of many things that cannot be gauged from 

paleontological evidence’. 

From the beginning, there were, however, weak links in the proposed connection between the prehistoric 

bones and the mythical legend. To begin with, the two concepts exist in entirely different regions of Flores. 

The category ‘ebu gogo’ belongs to the Nage people who reside more than 100 kilometres away from the H 

floresiensis discovery site at Liang Bua, across treacherous mountains and thick jungle forests. The hobbit 

cave is instead home to the culturally and linguistically distinct people known as the Manggarai. While it is 

not unimaginable that H floresiensis could have roamed the landscape, it is suspicious that ebu gogo is not a 

Manggarai invention. A quick glance across the archipelago also reveals that stories of small forest creatures 

are not unique to Flores, which is perhaps unsurprising given that the area is rife with living, humanlike 

primates. The well-known orang pendek (short people) of nearby Sumatra, for example, are thought to be 

accounts of orangutans. While Flores has no orangutans, there are plenty of macaques. 

https://rai.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.0268-540X.2005.00353.x
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Yet these holes didn’t stop discussions of ebu gogo from recurring. Expeditions endeavoured to find still-

living wildmen, hoping to gaze into their bestial eyes. Local villagers, too, began reporting having killed 

them. A mockumentary ‘inspired by real scientific discovery’ – The Cannibal in the Jungle (2015) – told the 

story of a cannibalised murder in the forest, blamed on a foreign researcher who was vindicated only after the 

discovery of H floresiensis and the realisation that the crime had been committed by ebu gogo. Playing with 

fact and fiction, it mixed genuine footage from the hobbit excavations with eccentric actors and fake 

newspaper headlines. The film even features interviews with real scientists and experts, whose comments 

about the ‘exceptional’ fossil discovery were woven into the fictional narrative. 

The myth persisted even as real scientists scoffed. But eventually holes in the ebu gogo/H 

floresiensis association grew too large to be ignored. Each expedition in search of a reported sighting revealed 

an empty cave or else, a macaque. New pieces of scientific evidence have also made the connection 

increasingly implausible, especially a revision of the dating that moved the hobbits’ disappearance to almost 

50,000 years ago. To experts, ebu gogo was about as real as the tooth fairy. 

So, what then, are we to make of the legend of ebu gogo? Why are we so captivated by the idea of ancient 

wildmen of the forest? 

Some culpability lies in the bones themselves. Over the past couple of decades, with palaeoanthropology 

changing rapidly, discoveries such as H floresiensis have overturned basic assumptions about the past. One 

example is the shifting realisation that the picture of hominin diversity during our own species’ time on this 

planet was much more crowded and entangled than previously believed – a notion brought on largely by H 

floresiensis and since added to by additional discoveries. 

Maybe the significance of the intertwined stories of H floresiensis and ebu gogo, then, is the realisation that 

scientific discoveries – particularly the unexpected ones – have the power to transform the way we think. By 

confronting scientists with something so unforeseen, these small bones opened the door to big speculation. 

H floresiensis revealed that the past was more bizarre than we imagined, full of evolutionary hodgepodges, 

unexpected migrations, and life in surprising places. And while the legend of ebu gogo failed to echo 

paleoanthropological reality, such botched connections are not always the case. Researchers from geology to 

palaeontology turn to folklore, and events from volcanic eruptions to fossil discoveries have shown that 

science has something to gain from engaging with legend. Even the fabled creature with a lion’s body and an 

eagle’s beak introduced to Greek travellers as the griffin was likely grounded in encounters with dinosaur 

bones. The interplay between science and myth has become ever more complex – and more interesting. After 

all, if hobbits once lived on a remote Indonesian island, what else was once possible? 

 

https://mappingignorance.org/2020/12/23/homo-floresiensis-and-the-myth-of-the-ebu-

gogo/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28M

apping+Ignorance%29 
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What the coronavirus does to your body that makes it so deadly 

Autor 

1. Benjamin Neuman 

Professor of Biology, Texas A&M University-Texarkana 

Cláusula de Divulgación 

COVID-19 is caused by a coronavirus called SARS-CoV-2. Coronaviruses belong to a group of viruses that 

infect animals, from peacocks to whales. They’re named for the bulb-tipped spikes that project from the 

virus’s surface and give the appearance of a corona surrounding it. 

A coronavirus infection usually plays out one of two ways: as an infection in the lungs that includes some 

cases of what people would call the common cold, or as an infection in the gut that causes diarrhea. COVID-

19 starts out in the lungs like the common cold coronaviruses, but then causes havoc with the immune system 

that can lead to long-term lung damage or death. 

SARS-CoV-2 is genetically very similar to other human respiratory coronaviruses, including SARS-CoV and 

MERS-CoV. However, the subtle genetic differences translate to significant differences in how readily a 

coronavirus infects people and how it makes them sick. 

SARS-CoV-2 has all the same genetic equipment as the original SARS-CoV, which caused a global outbreak 

in 2003, but with around 6,000 mutations sprinkled around in the usual places where coronaviruses change. 

Think whole milk versus skim milk. 

Únase y apueste por información basada en la evidencia. 

Suscribirme al boletín 

Compared to other human coronaviruses like MERS-CoV, which emerged in the Middle East in 2012, the 

new virus has customized versions of the same general equipment for invading cells and copying itself. 

https://theconversation.com/profiles/benjamin-neuman-1005826
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/labs/virus/vssi/#/virus?SeqType_s=Nucleotide&VirusLineage_ss=SARS-CoV-2,%20taxid:2697049
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/labs/virus/vssi/#/virus?SeqType_s=Nucleotide&VirusLineage_ss=Severe%20acute%20respiratory%20syndrome-related%20coronavirus,%20taxid:694009&CollectionDate_dr=2002-01-01T06:00:00.000Z%20TO%202019-03-28T05:00:00.000Z
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/labs/virus/vssi/#/virus?SeqType_s=Nucleotide&VirusLineage_ss=Middle%20East%20respiratory%20syndrome-related%20coronavirus%20(MERS-CoV),%20taxid:1335626&CollectionDate_dr=2002-01-01T06:00:00.000Z%20TO%202019-03-28T05:00:00.000Z
https://theconversation.com/profiles/benjamin-neuman-1005826
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However, SARS-CoV-2 has a totally different set of genes called accessories, which give this new virus a 

little advantage in specific situations. For example, MERS has a particular protein that shuts down a cell’s 

ability to sound the alarm about a viral intruder. SARS-CoV-2 has an unrelated gene with an as-yet unknown 

function in that position in its genome. Think cow milk versus almond milk. 

How the virus infects 

Every coronavirus infection starts with a virus particle, a spherical shell that protects a single long string of 

genetic material and inserts it into a human cell. The genetic material instructs the cell to make around 30 

different parts of the virus, allowing the virus to reproduce. The cells that SARS-CoV-2 prefers to infect have 

a protein called ACE2 on the outside that is important for regulating blood pressure. 

The infection begins when the long spike proteins that protrude from the virus particle latch on to the cell’s 

ACE2 protein. From that point, the spike transforms, unfolding and refolding itself using coiled spring-like 

parts that start out buried at the core of the spike. The reconfigured spike hooks into the cell and crashes the 

virus particle and cell together. This forms a channel where the string of viral genetic material can snake its 

way into the unsuspecting cell. 

 

An illustration of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein shown from the side (left) and top. The protein latches onto 

human lung cells. 5-HT2AR/Wikimedia 

https://viralzone.expasy.org/764?outline=all_by_species
https://viralzone.expasy.org/764?outline=all_by_species
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2020.02.058
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.abb2762
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.abb2762
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:6VSB_spike_protein_SARS-CoV-2_homotrimer.png
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SARS-CoV-2 spreads from person to person by close contact. The Shincheonji Church outbreak in South 

Korea in February provides a good demonstration of how and how quickly SARS-CoV-2 spreads. It seems 

one or two people with the virus sat face to face very close to uninfected people for several minutes at a time 

in a crowded room. Within two weeks, several thousand people in the country were infected, and more than 

half of the infections at that point were attributable to the church. The outbreak got to a fast start because 

public health authorities were unaware of the potential outbreak and were not testing widely at that stage. 

Since then, authorities have worked hard and the number of new cases in South Korea has been falling 

steadily. 

How the virus makes people sick 

SARS-CoV-2 grows in type II lung cells, which secrete a soap-like substance that helps air slip deep into the 

lungs, and in cells lining the throat. As with SARS, most of the damage in COVID-19, the illness caused by 

the new coronavirus, is caused by the immune system carrying out a scorched earth defense to stop the virus 

from spreading. Millions of cells from the immune system invade the infected lung tissue and cause massive 

amounts of damage in the process of cleaning out the virus and any infected cells. 

Each COVID-19 lesion ranges from the size of a grape to the size of a grapefruit. The challenge for health 

care workers treating patients is to support the body and keep the blood oxygenated while the lung is repairing 

itself. 

How SARS-CoV-2 infects, sickens and kills people. 

SARS-CoV-2 has a sliding scale of severity. Patients under age 10 seem to clear the virus easily, most people 

under 40 seem to bounce back quickly, but older people suffer from increasingly severe COVID-19. The 

ACE2 protein that SARS-CoV-2 uses as a door to enter cells is also important for regulating blood pressure, 

and it does not do its job when the virus gets there first. This is one reason COVID-19 is more severe in 

people with high blood pressure. 

SARS-CoV-2 is more severe than seasonal influenza in part because it has many more ways to stop cells from 

calling out to the immune system for help. For example, one way that cells try to respond to infection is by 

making interferon, the alarm signaling protein. SARS-CoV-2 blocks this by a combination of camouflage, 

snipping off protein markers from the cell that serve as distress beacons and finally shredding any anti-viral 

instructions that the cell makes before they can be used. As a result, COVID-19 can fester for a month, 

causing a little damage each day, while most people get over a case of the flu in less than a week. 

At present, the transmission rate of SARS-CoV-2 is a little higher than that of the pandemic 2009 

H1N1 influenza virus, but SARS-CoV-2 is at least 10 times as deadly. From the data that is available now, 

COVID-19 seems a lot like severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), though it’s less likely than SARS to 

be severe. 

What isn’t known 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/09/opinion/coronavirus-south-korea-church.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/09/opinion/coronavirus-south-korea-church.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/how-south-korea-flattened-its-coronavirus-curve-n1167376
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/how-south-korea-flattened-its-coronavirus-curve-n1167376
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jinf.2020.02.017
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jinf.2020.02.017
https://doi.org/10.15585/mmwr.mm6912e2
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/03/20/815408287/how-the-novel-coronavirus-and-the-flu-are-alike-and-different
https://theconversation.com/r0-how-scientists-quantify-the-intensity-of-an-outbreak-like-coronavirus-and-predict-the-pandemics-spread-130777
https://theconversation.com/r0-how-scientists-quantify-the-intensity-of-an-outbreak-like-coronavirus-and-predict-the-pandemics-spread-130777
https://www.livescience.com/covid-19-pandemic-vs-swine-flu.html
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There are still many mysteries about this virus and coronaviruses in general – the nuances of how they cause 

disease, the way they interact with proteins inside the cell, the structure of the proteins that form new viruses 

and how some of the basic virus-copying machinery works. 

Another unknown is how COVID-19 will respond to changes in the seasons. The flu tends to follow cold 

weather, both in the northern and southern hemispheres. Some other human coronaviruses spread at a low 

level year-round, but then seem to peak in the spring. But nobody really knows for sure why these viruses 

vary with the seasons. 

What is amazing so far in this outbreak is all the good science that has come out so quickly. The research 

community learned about structures of the virus spike protein and the ACE2 protein with part of the spike 

protein attached just a little over a month after the genetic sequence became available. I spent my first 20 or 

so years working on coronaviruses without the benefit of either. This bodes well for better understanding, 

preventing and treating COVID-19. 

 

https://theconversation.com/what-the-coronavirus-does-to-your-body-that-makes-it-so-deadly-

133856?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ST%20Newsletter%20112021%20FINAL&utm_content=ST%

20Newsletter%20112021%20FINAL+Version+B+CID_3531294539abb0bfcbe2384e1299ef56&utm_source=

campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=What%20the%20coronavirus%20does%20to%20your%20body%20that%

20makes%20it%20so%20deadly 

  

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/season/flu-season.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/season/flu-season.htm
https://www.medscape.com/answers/302460-86798/what-are-the-seasonal-patterns-of-rhinoviral-coronaviral-enteroviral-and-adenoviral-upper-respiratory-tract-infections-uris
https://dx.doi.org/10.1073%2Fpnas.0900933106
https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(20)30251-8
https://theconversation.com/what-the-coronavirus-does-to-your-body-that-makes-it-so-deadly-133856?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ST%20Newsletter%20112021%20FINAL&utm_content=ST%20Newsletter%20112021%20FINAL+Version+B+CID_3531294539abb0bfcbe2384e1299ef56&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=What%20the%20coronavirus%20does%20to%20your%20body%20that%20makes%20it%20so%20deadly
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https://theconversation.com/what-the-coronavirus-does-to-your-body-that-makes-it-so-deadly-133856?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ST%20Newsletter%20112021%20FINAL&utm_content=ST%20Newsletter%20112021%20FINAL+Version+B+CID_3531294539abb0bfcbe2384e1299ef56&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=What%20the%20coronavirus%20does%20to%20your%20body%20that%20makes%20it%20so%20deadly
https://theconversation.com/what-the-coronavirus-does-to-your-body-that-makes-it-so-deadly-133856?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ST%20Newsletter%20112021%20FINAL&utm_content=ST%20Newsletter%20112021%20FINAL+Version+B+CID_3531294539abb0bfcbe2384e1299ef56&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=What%20the%20coronavirus%20does%20to%20your%20body%20that%20makes%20it%20so%20deadly
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Beyond Good and Evil 

by Friedrich Nietzsche 

 

Previous Chapter Next Chapter 

Chapter I - Prejudices of Philosophers 

 

1. The Will to Truth, which is to tempt us to many a hazardous enterprise, the famous Truthfulness of which 

all philosophers have hitherto spoken with respect, what questions has this Will to Truth not laid before us! 

What strange, perplexing, questionable questions! It is already a long story; yet it seems as if it were hardly 

commenced. Is it any wonder if we at last grow distrustful, lose patience, and turn impatiently away? That this 

Sphinx teaches us at last to ask questions ourselves? WHO is it really that puts questions to us here? WHAT 

really is this "Will to Truth" in us? In fact we made a long halt at the question as to the origin of this Will—

until at last we came to an absolute standstill before a yet more fundamental question. We inquired about the 

VALUE of this Will. Granted that we want the truth: WHY NOT RATHER untruth? And uncertainty? Even 

ignorance? The problem of the value of truth presented itself before us—or was it we who presented ourselves 

before the problem? Which of us is the Oedipus here? Which the Sphinx? It would seem to be a rendezvous 

of questions and notes of interrogation. And could it be believed that it at last seems to us as if the problem 

had never been propounded before, as if we were the first to discern it, get a sight of it, and RISK RAISING 

it? For there is risk in raising it, perhaps there is no greater risk. 

2. "HOW COULD anything originate out of its opposite? For example, truth out of error? or the Will to Truth 

out of the will to deception? or the generous deed out of selfishness? or the pure sun-bright vision of the wise 

man out of covetousness? Such genesis is impossible; whoever dreams of it is a fool, nay, worse than a fool; 

things of the highest value must have a different origin, an origin of THEIR own—in this transitory, 

seductive, illusory, paltry world, in this turmoil of delusion and cupidity, they cannot have their source. But 

rather in the lap of Being, in the intransitory, in the concealed God, in the 'Thing-in-itself—THERE must be 

their source, and nowhere else!"—This mode of reasoning discloses the typical prejudice by which 

metaphysicians of all times can be recognized, this mode of valuation is at the back of all their logical 

procedure; through this "belief" of theirs, they exert themselves for their "knowledge," for something that is in 

the end solemnly christened "the Truth." The fundamental belief of metaphysicians is THE BELIEF IN 

ANTITHESES OF VALUES. It never occurred even to the wariest of them to doubt here on the very 

threshold (where doubt, however, was most necessary); though they had made a solemn vow, "DE 

OMNIBUS DUBITANDUM." For it may be doubted, firstly, whether antitheses exist at all; and secondly, 

whether the popular valuations and antitheses of value upon which metaphysicians have set their seal, are not 

perhaps merely superficial estimates, merely provisional perspectives, besides being probably made from 

some corner, perhaps from below—"frog perspectives," as it were, to borrow an expression current among 

painters. In spite of all the value which may belong to the true, the positive, and the unselfish, it might be 

possible that a higher and more fundamental value for life generally should be assigned to pretence, to the will 

to delusion, to selfishness, and cupidity. It might even be possible that WHAT constitutes the value of those 

https://americanliterature.com/author/friedrich-nietzsche/book/beyond-good-and-evil/summary
https://americanliterature.com/author/friedrich-nietzsche
https://americanliterature.com/author/friedrich-nietzsche/book/beyond-good-and-evil/preface
https://americanliterature.com/author/friedrich-nietzsche/book/beyond-good-and-evil/chapter-ii-the-free-spirit
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good and respected things, consists precisely in their being insidiously related, knotted, and crocheted to these 

evil and apparently opposed things—perhaps even in being essentially identical with them. Perhaps! But who 

wishes to concern himself with such dangerous "Perhapses"! For that investigation one must await the advent 

of a new order of philosophers, such as will have other tastes and inclinations, the reverse of those hitherto 

prevalent—philosophers of the dangerous "Perhaps" in every sense of the term. And to speak in all 

seriousness, I see such new philosophers beginning to appear. 

3. Having kept a sharp eye on philosophers, and having read between their lines long enough, I now say to 

myself that the greater part of conscious thinking must be counted among the instinctive functions, and it is so 

even in the case of philosophical thinking; one has here to learn anew, as one learned anew about heredity and 

"innateness." As little as the act of birth comes into consideration in the whole process and procedure of 

heredity, just as little is "being-conscious" OPPOSED to the instinctive in any decisive sense; the greater part 

of the conscious thinking of a philosopher is secretly influenced by his instincts, and forced into definite 

channels. And behind all logic and its seeming sovereignty of movement, there are valuations, or to speak 

more plainly, physiological demands, for the maintenance of a definite mode of life For example, that the 

certain is worth more than the uncertain, that illusion is less valuable than "truth" such valuations, in spite of 

their regulative importance for US, might notwithstanding be only superficial valuations, special kinds of 

niaiserie, such as may be necessary for the maintenance of beings such as ourselves. Supposing, in effect, that 

man is not just the "measure of things." 

4. The falseness of an opinion is not for us any objection to it: it is here, perhaps, that our new language 

sounds most strangely. The question is, how far an opinion is life-furthering, life-preserving, species-

preserving, perhaps species-rearing, and we are fundamentally inclined to maintain that the falsest opinions 

(to which the synthetic judgments a priori belong), are the most indispensable to us, that without a recognition 

of logical fictions, without a comparison of reality with the purely IMAGINED world of the absolute and 

immutable, without a constant counterfeiting of the world by means of numbers, man could not live—that the 

renunciation of false opinions would be a renunciation of life, a negation of life. TO RECOGNISE 

UNTRUTH AS A CONDITION OF LIFE; that is certainly to impugn the traditional ideas of value in a 

dangerous manner, and a philosophy which ventures to do so, has thereby alone placed itself beyond good and 

evil. 

5. That which causes philosophers to be regarded half-distrustfully and half-mockingly, is not the oft-repeated 

discovery how innocent they are—how often and easily they make mistakes and lose their way, in short, how 

childish and childlike they are,—but that there is not enough honest dealing with them, whereas they all raise 

a loud and virtuous outcry when the problem of truthfulness is even hinted at in the remotest manner. They all 

pose as though their real opinions had been discovered and attained through the self-evolving of a cold, pure, 

divinely indifferent dialectic (in contrast to all sorts of mystics, who, fairer and foolisher, talk of 

"inspiration"), whereas, in fact, a prejudiced proposition, idea, or "suggestion," which is generally their heart's 

desire abstracted and refined, is defended by them with arguments sought out after the event. They are all 

advocates who do not wish to be regarded as such, generally astute defenders, also, of their prejudices, which 

they dub "truths,"—and VERY far from having the conscience which bravely admits this to itself, very far 

from having the good taste of the courage which goes so far as to let this be understood, perhaps to warn 

friend or foe, or in cheerful confidence and self-ridicule. The spectacle of the Tartuffery of old Kant, equally 

stiff and decent, with which he entices us into the dialectic by-ways that lead (more correctly mislead) to his 

"categorical imperative"—makes us fastidious ones smile, we who find no small amusement in spying out the 

subtle tricks of old moralists and ethical preachers. Or, still more so, the hocus-pocus in mathematical form, 
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by means of which Spinoza has, as it were, clad his philosophy in mail and mask—in fact, the "love of HIS 

wisdom," to translate the term fairly and squarely—in order thereby to strike terror at once into the heart of 

the assailant who should dare to cast a glance on that invincible maiden, that Pallas Athene:—how much of 

personal timidity and vulnerability does this masquerade of a sickly recluse betray! 

6. It has gradually become clear to me what every great philosophy up till now has consisted of—namely, the 

confession of its originator, and a species of involuntary and unconscious auto-biography; and moreover that 

the moral (or immoral) purpose in every philosophy has constituted the true vital germ out of which the entire 

plant has always grown. Indeed, to understand how the abstrusest metaphysical assertions of a philosopher 

have been arrived at, it is always well (and wise) to first ask oneself: "What morality do they (or does he) aim 

at?" Accordingly, I do not believe that an "impulse to knowledge" is the father of philosophy; but that another 

impulse, here as elsewhere, has only made use of knowledge (and mistaken knowledge!) as an instrument. 

But whoever considers the fundamental impulses of man with a view to determining how far they may have 

here acted as INSPIRING GENII (or as demons and cobolds), will find that they have all practiced 

philosophy at one time or another, and that each one of them would have been only too glad to look upon 

itself as the ultimate end of existence and the legitimate LORD over all the other impulses. For every impulse 

is imperious, and as SUCH, attempts to philosophize. To be sure, in the case of scholars, in the case of really 

scientific men, it may be otherwise—"better," if you will; there there may really be such a thing as an 

"impulse to knowledge," some kind of small, independent clock-work, which, when well wound up, works 

away industriously to that end, WITHOUT the rest of the scholarly impulses taking any material part therein. 

The actual "interests" of the scholar, therefore, are generally in quite another direction—in the family, 

perhaps, or in money-making, or in politics; it is, in fact, almost indifferent at what point of research his little 

machine is placed, and whether the hopeful young worker becomes a good philologist, a mushroom specialist, 

or a chemist; he is not CHARACTERISED by becoming this or that. In the philosopher, on the contrary, there 

is absolutely nothing impersonal; and above all, his morality furnishes a decided and decisive testimony as to 

WHO HE IS,—that is to say, in what order the deepest impulses of his nature stand to each other. 

7. How malicious philosophers can be! I know of nothing more stinging than the joke Epicurus took the 

liberty of making on Plato and the Platonists; he called them Dionysiokolakes. In its original sense, and on the 

face of it, the word signifies "Flatterers of Dionysius"—consequently, tyrants' accessories and lick-spittles; 

besides this, however, it is as much as to say, "They are all ACTORS, there is nothing genuine about them" 

(for Dionysiokolax was a popular name for an actor). And the latter is really the malignant reproach that 

Epicurus cast upon Plato: he was annoyed by the grandiose manner, the mise en scene style of which Plato 

and his scholars were masters—of which Epicurus was not a master! He, the old school-teacher of Samos, 

who sat concealed in his little garden at Athens, and wrote three hundred books, perhaps out of rage and 

ambitious envy of Plato, who knows! Greece took a hundred years to find out who the garden-god Epicurus 

really was. Did she ever find out? 

8. There is a point in every philosophy at which the "conviction" of the philosopher appears on the scene; or, 

to put it in the words of an ancient mystery: 

Adventavit asinus, Pulcher et fortissimus. 

9. You desire to LIVE "according to Nature"? Oh, you noble Stoics, what fraud of words! Imagine to 

yourselves a being like Nature, boundlessly extravagant, boundlessly indifferent, without purpose or 
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consideration, without pity or justice, at once fruitful and barren and uncertain: imagine to yourselves 

INDIFFERENCE as a power—how COULD you live in accordance with such indifference? To live—is not 

that just endeavouring to be otherwise than this Nature? Is not living valuing, preferring, being unjust, being 

limited, endeavouring to be different? And granted that your imperative, "living according to Nature," means 

actually the same as "living according to life"—how could you do DIFFERENTLY? Why should you make a 

principle out of what you yourselves are, and must be? In reality, however, it is quite otherwise with you: 

while you pretend to read with rapture the canon of your law in Nature, you want something quite the 

contrary, you extraordinary stage-players and self-deluders! In your pride you wish to dictate your morals and 

ideals to Nature, to Nature herself, and to incorporate them therein; you insist that it shall be Nature 

"according to the Stoa," and would like everything to be made after your own image, as a vast, eternal 

glorification and generalism of Stoicism! With all your love for truth, you have forced yourselves so long, so 

persistently, and with such hypnotic rigidity to see Nature FALSELY, that is to say, Stoically, that you are no 

longer able to see it otherwise—and to crown all, some unfathomable superciliousness gives you the 

Bedlamite hope that BECAUSE you are able to tyrannize over yourselves—Stoicism is self-tyranny—Nature 

will also allow herself to be tyrannized over: is not the Stoic a PART of Nature?... But this is an old and 

everlasting story: what happened in old times with the Stoics still happens today, as soon as ever a philosophy 

begins to believe in itself. It always creates the world in its own image; it cannot do otherwise; philosophy is 

this tyrannical impulse itself, the most spiritual Will to Power, the will to "creation of the world," the will to 

the causa prima. 

10. The eagerness and subtlety, I should even say craftiness, with which the problem of "the real and the 

apparent world" is dealt with at present throughout Europe, furnishes food for thought and attention; and he 

who hears only a "Will to Truth" in the background, and nothing else, cannot certainly boast of the sharpest 

ears. In rare and isolated cases, it may really have happened that such a Will to Truth—a certain extravagant 

and adventurous pluck, a metaphysician's ambition of the forlorn hope—has participated therein: that which 

in the end always prefers a handful of "certainty" to a whole cartload of beautiful possibilities; there may even 

be puritanical fanatics of conscience, who prefer to put their last trust in a sure nothing, rather than in an 

uncertain something. But that is Nihilism, and the sign of a despairing, mortally wearied soul, notwithstanding 

the courageous bearing such a virtue may display. It seems, however, to be otherwise with stronger and 

livelier thinkers who are still eager for life. In that they side AGAINST appearance, and speak superciliously 

of "perspective," in that they rank the credibility of their own bodies about as low as the credibility of the 

ocular evidence that "the earth stands still," and thus, apparently, allowing with complacency their securest 

possession to escape (for what does one at present believe in more firmly than in one's body?),—who knows 

if they are not really trying to win back something which was formerly an even securer possession, something 

of the old domain of the faith of former times, perhaps the "immortal soul," perhaps "the old God," in short, 

ideas by which they could live better, that is to say, more vigorously and more joyously, than by "modern 

ideas"? There is DISTRUST of these modern ideas in this mode of looking at things, a disbelief in all that has 

been constructed yesterday and today; there is perhaps some slight admixture of satiety and scorn, which can 

no longer endure the BRIC-A-BRAC of ideas of the most varied origin, such as so-called Positivism at 

present throws on the market; a disgust of the more refined taste at the village-fair motleyness and patchiness 

of all these reality-philosophasters, in whom there is nothing either new or true, except this motleyness. 

Therein it seems to me that we should agree with those skeptical anti-realists and knowledge-microscopists of 

the present day; their instinct, which repels them from MODERN reality, is unrefuted... what do their 

retrograde by-paths concern us! The main thing about them is NOT that they wish to go "back," but that they 

wish to get AWAY therefrom. A little MORE strength, swing, courage, and artistic power, and they would be 

OFF—and not back! 
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11. It seems to me that there is everywhere an attempt at present to divert attention from the actual influence 

which Kant exercised on German philosophy, and especially to ignore prudently the value which he set upon 

himself. Kant was first and foremost proud of his Table of Categories; with it in his hand he said: "This is the 

most difficult thing that could ever be undertaken on behalf of metaphysics." Let us only understand this 

"could be"! He was proud of having DISCOVERED a new faculty in man, the faculty of synthetic judgment a 

priori. Granting that he deceived himself in this matter; the development and rapid flourishing of German 

philosophy depended nevertheless on his pride, and on the eager rivalry of the younger generation to discover 

if possible something—at all events "new faculties"—of which to be still prouder!—But let us reflect for a 

moment—it is high time to do so. "How are synthetic judgments a priori POSSIBLE?" Kant asks himself—

and what is really his answer? "BY MEANS OF A MEANS (faculty)"—but unfortunately not in five words, 

but so circumstantially, imposingly, and with such display of German profundity and verbal flourishes, that 

one altogether loses sight of the comical niaiserie allemande involved in such an answer. People were beside 

themselves with delight over this new faculty, and the jubilation reached its climax when Kant further 

discovered a moral faculty in man—for at that time Germans were still moral, not yet dabbling in the "Politics 

of hard fact." Then came the honeymoon of German philosophy. All the young theologians of the Tubingen 

institution went immediately into the groves—all seeking for "faculties." And what did they not find—in that 

innocent, rich, and still youthful period of the German spirit, to which Romanticism, the malicious fairy, 

piped and sang, when one could not yet distinguish between "finding" and "inventing"! Above all a faculty for 

the "transcendental"; Schelling christened it, intellectual intuition, and thereby gratified the most earnest 

longings of the naturally pious-inclined Germans. One can do no greater wrong to the whole of this exuberant 

and eccentric movement (which was really youthfulness, notwithstanding that it disguised itself so boldly, in 

hoary and senile conceptions), than to take it seriously, or even treat it with moral indignation. Enough, 

however—the world grew older, and the dream vanished. A time came when people rubbed their foreheads, 

and they still rub them today. People had been dreaming, and first and foremost—old Kant. "By means of a 

means (faculty)"—he had said, or at least meant to say. But, is that—an answer? An explanation? Or is it not 

rather merely a repetition of the question? How does opium induce sleep? "By means of a means (faculty)," 

namely the virtus dormitiva, replies the doctor in Moliere, 

Quia est in eo virtus dormitiva, 

Cujus est natura sensus assoupire. 

But such replies belong to the realm of comedy, and it is high time to replace the Kantian question, "How are 

synthetic judgments a PRIORI possible?" by another question, "Why is belief in such judgments 

necessary?"—in effect, it is high time that we should understand that such judgments must be believed to be 

true, for the sake of the preservation of creatures like ourselves; though they still might naturally be false 

judgments! Or, more plainly spoken, and roughly and readily—synthetic judgments a priori should not "be 

possible" at all; we have no right to them; in our mouths they are nothing but false judgments. Only, of 

course, the belief in their truth is necessary, as plausible belief and ocular evidence belonging to the 

perspective view of life. And finally, to call to mind the enormous influence which "German philosophy"—I 

hope you understand its right to inverted commas (goosefeet)?—has exercised throughout the whole of 

Europe, there is no doubt that a certain VIRTUS DORMITIVA had a share in it; thanks to German 

philosophy, it was a delight to the noble idlers, the virtuous, the mystics, the artiste, the three-fourths 

Christians, and the political obscurantists of all nations, to find an antidote to the still overwhelming 

sensualism which overflowed from the last century into this, in short—"sensus assoupire."... 
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12. As regards materialistic atomism, it is one of the best-refuted theories that have been advanced, and in 

Europe there is now perhaps no one in the learned world so unscholarly as to attach serious signification to it, 

except for convenient everyday use (as an abbreviation of the means of expression)—thanks chiefly to the 

Pole Boscovich: he and the Pole Copernicus have hitherto been the greatest and most successful opponents of 

ocular evidence. For while Copernicus has persuaded us to believe, contrary to all the senses, that the earth 

does NOT stand fast, Boscovich has taught us to abjure the belief in the last thing that "stood fast" of the 

earth—the belief in "substance," in "matter," in the earth-residuum, and particle-atom: it is the greatest 

triumph over the senses that has hitherto been gained on earth. One must, however, go still further, and also 

declare war, relentless war to the knife, against the "atomistic requirements" which still lead a dangerous 

after-life in places where no one suspects them, like the more celebrated "metaphysical requirements": one 

must also above all give the finishing stroke to that other and more portentous atomism which Christianity has 

taught best and longest, the SOUL-ATOMISM. Let it be permitted to designate by this expression the belief 

which regards the soul as something indestructible, eternal, indivisible, as a monad, as an atomon: this belief 

ought to be expelled from science! Between ourselves, it is not at all necessary to get rid of "the soul" thereby, 

and thus renounce one of the oldest and most venerated hypotheses—as happens frequently to the clumsiness 

of naturalists, who can hardly touch on the soul without immediately losing it. But the way is open for new 

acceptations and refinements of the soul-hypothesis; and such conceptions as "mortal soul," and "soul of 

subjective multiplicity," and "soul as social structure of the instincts and passions," want henceforth to have 

legitimate rights in science. In that the NEW psychologist is about to put an end to the superstitions which 

have hitherto flourished with almost tropical luxuriance around the idea of the soul, he is really, as it were, 

thrusting himself into a new desert and a new distrust—it is possible that the older psychologists had a merrier 

and more comfortable time of it; eventually, however, he finds that precisely thereby he is also condemned to 

INVENT—and, who knows? perhaps to DISCOVER the new. 

13. Psychologists should bethink themselves before putting down the instinct of self-preservation as the 

cardinal instinct of an organic being. A living thing seeks above all to DISCHARGE its strength—life itself is 

WILL TO POWER; self-preservation is only one of the indirect and most frequent RESULTS thereof. In 

short, here, as everywhere else, let us beware of SUPERFLUOUS teleological principles!—one of which is 

the instinct of self-preservation (we owe it to Spinoza's inconsistency). It is thus, in effect, that method 

ordains, which must be essentially economy of principles. 

14. It is perhaps just dawning on five or six minds that natural philosophy is only a world-exposition and 

world-arrangement (according to us, if I may say so!) and NOT a world-explanation; but in so far as it is 

based on belief in the senses, it is regarded as more, and for a long time to come must be regarded as more—

namely, as an explanation. It has eyes and fingers of its own, it has ocular evidence and palpableness of its 

own: this operates fascinatingly, persuasively, and CONVINCINGLY upon an age with fundamentally 

plebeian tastes—in fact, it follows instinctively the canon of truth of eternal popular sensualism. What is 

clear, what is "explained"? Only that which can be seen and felt—one must pursue every problem thus far. 

Obversely, however, the charm of the Platonic mode of thought, which was an ARISTOCRATIC mode, 

consisted precisely in RESISTANCE to obvious sense-evidence—perhaps among men who enjoyed even 

stronger and more fastidious senses than our contemporaries, but who knew how to find a higher triumph in 

remaining masters of them: and this by means of pale, cold, grey conceptional networks which they threw 

over the motley whirl of the senses—the mob of the senses, as Plato said. In this overcoming of the world, 

and interpreting of the world in the manner of Plato, there was an ENJOYMENT different from that which the 

physicists of today offer us—and likewise the Darwinists and anti-teleologists among the physiological 

workers, with their principle of the "smallest possible effort," and the greatest possible blunder. "Where there 
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is nothing more to see or to grasp, there is also nothing more for men to do"—that is certainly an imperative 

different from the Platonic one, but it may notwithstanding be the right imperative for a hardy, laborious race 

of machinists and bridge-builders of the future, who have nothing but ROUGH work to perform. 

15. To study physiology with a clear conscience, one must insist on the fact that the sense-organs are not 

phenomena in the sense of the idealistic philosophy; as such they certainly could not be causes! Sensualism, 

therefore, at least as regulative hypothesis, if not as heuristic principle. What? And others say even that the 

external world is the work of our organs? But then our body, as a part of this external world, would be the 

work of our organs! But then our organs themselves would be the work of our organs! It seems to me that this 

is a complete REDUCTIO AD ABSURDUM, if the conception CAUSA SUI is something fundamentally 

absurd. Consequently, the external world is NOT the work of our organs—? 

16. There are still harmless self-observers who believe that there are "immediate certainties"; for instance, "I 

think," or as the superstition of Schopenhauer puts it, "I will"; as though cognition here got hold of its object 

purely and simply as "the thing in itself," without any falsification taking place either on the part of the 

subject or the object. I would repeat it, however, a hundred times, that "immediate certainty," as well as 

"absolute knowledge" and the "thing in itself," involve a CONTRADICTIO IN ADJECTO; we really ought to 

free ourselves from the misleading significance of words! The people on their part may think that cognition is 

knowing all about things, but the philosopher must say to himself: "When I analyze the process that is 

expressed in the sentence, 'I think,' I find a whole series of daring assertions, the argumentative proof of 

which would be difficult, perhaps impossible: for instance, that it is I who think, that there must necessarily be 

something that thinks, that thinking is an activity and operation on the part of a being who is thought of as a 

cause, that there is an 'ego,' and finally, that it is already determined what is to be designated by thinking—

that I KNOW what thinking is. For if I had not already decided within myself what it is, by what standard 

could I determine whether that which is just happening is not perhaps 'willing' or 'feeling'? In short, the 

assertion 'I think,' assumes that I COMPARE my state at the present moment with other states of myself 

which I know, in order to determine what it is; on account of this retrospective connection with further 

'knowledge,' it has, at any rate, no immediate certainty for me."—In place of the "immediate certainty" in 

which the people may believe in the special case, the philosopher thus finds a series of metaphysical questions 

presented to him, veritable conscience questions of the intellect, to wit: "Whence did I get the notion of 

'thinking'? Why do I believe in cause and effect? What gives me the right to speak of an 'ego,' and even of an 

'ego' as cause, and finally of an 'ego' as cause of thought?" He who ventures to answer these metaphysical 

questions at once by an appeal to a sort of INTUITIVE perception, like the person who says, "I think, and 

know that this, at least, is true, actual, and certain"—will encounter a smile and two notes of interrogation in a 

philosopher nowadays. "Sir," the philosopher will perhaps give him to understand, "it is improbable that you 

are not mistaken, but why should it be the truth?" 

17. With regard to the superstitions of logicians, I shall never tire of emphasizing a small, terse fact, which is 

unwillingly recognized by these credulous minds—namely, that a thought comes when "it" wishes, and not 

when "I" wish; so that it is a PERVERSION of the facts of the case to say that the subject "I" is the condition 

of the predicate "think." ONE thinks; but that this "one" is precisely the famous old "ego," is, to put it mildly, 

only a supposition, an assertion, and assuredly not an "immediate certainty." After all, one has even gone too 

far with this "one thinks"—even the "one" contains an INTERPRETATION of the process, and does not 

belong to the process itself. One infers here according to the usual grammatical formula—"To think is an 

activity; every activity requires an agency that is active; consequently"... It was pretty much on the same lines 

that the older atomism sought, besides the operating "power," the material particle wherein it resides and out 
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of which it operates—the atom. More rigorous minds, however, learnt at last to get along without this "earth-

residuum," and perhaps some day we shall accustom ourselves, even from the logician's point of view, to get 

along without the little "one" (to which the worthy old "ego" has refined itself). 

18. It is certainly not the least charm of a theory that it is refutable; it is precisely thereby that it attracts the 

more subtle minds. It seems that the hundred-times-refuted theory of the "free will" owes its persistence to 

this charm alone; some one is always appearing who feels himself strong enough to refute it. 

19. Philosophers are accustomed to speak of the will as though it were the best-known thing in the world; 

indeed, Schopenhauer has given us to understand that the will alone is really known to us, absolutely and 

completely known, without deduction or addition. But it again and again seems to me that in this case 

Schopenhauer also only did what philosophers are in the habit of doing—he seems to have adopted a 

POPULAR PREJUDICE and exaggerated it. Willing seems to me to be above all something 

COMPLICATED, something that is a unity only in name—and it is precisely in a name that popular prejudice 

lurks, which has got the mastery over the inadequate precautions of philosophers in all ages. So let us for once 

be more cautious, let us be "unphilosophical": let us say that in all willing there is firstly a plurality of 

sensations, namely, the sensation of the condition "AWAY FROM WHICH we go," the sensation of the 

condition "TOWARDS WHICH we go," the sensation of this "FROM" and "TOWARDS" itself, and then 

besides, an accompanying muscular sensation, which, even without our putting in motion "arms and legs," 

commences its action by force of habit, directly we "will" anything. Therefore, just as sensations (and indeed 

many kinds of sensations) are to be recognized as ingredients of the will, so, in the second place, thinking is 

also to be recognized; in every act of the will there is a ruling thought;—and let us not imagine it possible to 

sever this thought from the "willing," as if the will would then remain over! In the third place, the will is not 

only a complex of sensation and thinking, but it is above all an EMOTION, and in fact the emotion of the 

command. That which is termed "freedom of the will" is essentially the emotion of supremacy in respect to 

him who must obey: "I am free, 'he' must obey"—this consciousness is inherent in every will; and equally so 

the straining of the attention, the straight look which fixes itself exclusively on one thing, the unconditional 

judgment that "this and nothing else is necessary now," the inward certainty that obedience will be rendered—

and whatever else pertains to the position of the commander. A man who WILLS commands something 

within himself which renders obedience, or which he believes renders obedience. But now let us notice what 

is the strangest thing about the will,—this affair so extremely complex, for which the people have only one 

name. Inasmuch as in the given circumstances we are at the same time the commanding AND the obeying 

parties, and as the obeying party we know the sensations of constraint, impulsion, pressure, resistance, and 

motion, which usually commence immediately after the act of will; inasmuch as, on the other hand, we are 

accustomed to disregard this duality, and to deceive ourselves about it by means of the synthetic term "I": a 

whole series of erroneous conclusions, and consequently of false judgments about the will itself, has become 

attached to the act of willing—to such a degree that he who wills believes firmly that willing SUFFICES for 

action. Since in the majority of cases there has only been exercise of will when the effect of the command—

consequently obedience, and therefore action—was to be EXPECTED, the APPEARANCE has translated 

itself into the sentiment, as if there were a NECESSITY OF EFFECT; in a word, he who wills believes with a 

fair amount of certainty that will and action are somehow one; he ascribes the success, the carrying out of the 

willing, to the will itself, and thereby enjoys an increase of the sensation of power which accompanies all 

success. "Freedom of Will"—that is the expression for the complex state of delight of the person exercising 

volition, who commands and at the same time identifies himself with the executor of the order—who, as such, 

enjoys also the triumph over obstacles, but thinks within himself that it was really his own will that overcame 

them. In this way the person exercising volition adds the feelings of delight of his successful executive 
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instruments, the useful "underwills" or under-souls—indeed, our body is but a social structure composed of 

many souls—to his feelings of delight as commander. L'EFFET C'EST MOI. what happens here is what 

happens in every well-constructed and happy commonwealth, namely, that the governing class identifies itself 

with the successes of the commonwealth. In all willing it is absolutely a question of commanding and 

obeying, on the basis, as already said, of a social structure composed of many "souls", on which account a 

philosopher should claim the right to include willing-as-such within the sphere of morals—regarded as the 

doctrine of the relations of supremacy under which the phenomenon of "life" manifests itself. 

20. That the separate philosophical ideas are not anything optional or autonomously evolving, but grow up in 

connection and relationship with each other, that, however suddenly and arbitrarily they seem to appear in the 

history of thought, they nevertheless belong just as much to a system as the collective members of the fauna 

of a Continent—is betrayed in the end by the circumstance: how unfailingly the most diverse philosophers 

always fill in again a definite fundamental scheme of POSSIBLE philosophies. Under an invisible spell, they 

always revolve once more in the same orbit, however independent of each other they may feel themselves 

with their critical or systematic wills, something within them leads them, something impels them in definite 

order the one after the other—to wit, the innate methodology and relationship of their ideas. Their thinking is, 

in fact, far less a discovery than a re-recognizing, a remembering, a return and a home-coming to a far-off, 

ancient common-household of the soul, out of which those ideas formerly grew: philosophizing is so far a 

kind of atavism of the highest order. The wonderful family resemblance of all Indian, Greek, and German 

philosophizing is easily enough explained. In fact, where there is affinity of language, owing to the common 

philosophy of grammar—I mean owing to the unconscious domination and guidance of similar grammatical 

functions—it cannot but be that everything is prepared at the outset for a similar development and succession 

of philosophical systems, just as the way seems barred against certain other possibilities of world-

interpretation. It is highly probable that philosophers within the domain of the Ural-Altaic languages (where 

the conception of the subject is least developed) look otherwise "into the world," and will be found on paths 

of thought different from those of the Indo-Germans and Mussulmans, the spell of certain grammatical 

functions is ultimately also the spell of PHYSIOLOGICAL valuations and racial conditions.—So much by 

way of rejecting Locke's superficiality with regard to the origin of ideas. 

21. The CAUSA SUI is the best self-contradiction that has yet been conceived, it is a sort of logical violation 

and unnaturalness; but the extravagant pride of man has managed to entangle itself profoundly and frightfully 

with this very folly. The desire for "freedom of will" in the superlative, metaphysical sense, such as still holds 

sway, unfortunately, in the minds of the half-educated, the desire to bear the entire and ultimate responsibility 

for one's actions oneself, and to absolve God, the world, ancestors, chance, and society therefrom, involves 

nothing less than to be precisely this CAUSA SUI, and, with more than Munchausen daring, to pull oneself up 

into existence by the hair, out of the slough of nothingness. If any one should find out in this manner the crass 

stupidity of the celebrated conception of "free will" and put it out of his head altogether, I beg of him to carry 

his "enlightenment" a step further, and also put out of his head the contrary of this monstrous conception of 

"free will": I mean "non-free will," which is tantamount to a misuse of cause and effect. One should not 

wrongly MATERIALISE "cause" and "effect," as the natural philosophers do (and whoever like them 

naturalize in thinking at present), according to the prevailing mechanical doltishness which makes the cause 

press and push until it "effects" its end; one should use "cause" and "effect" only as pure CONCEPTIONS, 

that is to say, as conventional fictions for the purpose of designation and mutual understanding,—NOT for 

explanation. In "being-in-itself" there is nothing of "casual-connection," of "necessity," or of "psychological 

non-freedom"; there the effect does NOT follow the cause, there "law" does not obtain. It is WE alone who 

have devised cause, sequence, reciprocity, relativity, constraint, number, law, freedom, motive, and purpose; 
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and when we interpret and intermix this symbol-world, as "being-in-itself," with things, we act once more as 

we have always acted—MYTHOLOGICALLY. The "non-free will" is mythology; in real life it is only a 

question of STRONG and WEAK wills.—It is almost always a symptom of what is lacking in himself, when 

a thinker, in every "causal-connection" and "psychological necessity," manifests something of compulsion, 

indigence, obsequiousness, oppression, and non-freedom; it is suspicious to have such feelings—the person 

betrays himself. And in general, if I have observed correctly, the "non-freedom of the will" is regarded as a 

problem from two entirely opposite standpoints, but always in a profoundly PERSONAL manner: some will 

not give up their "responsibility," their belief in THEMSELVES, the personal right to THEIR merits, at any 

price (the vain races belong to this class); others on the contrary, do not wish to be answerable for anything, 

or blamed for anything, and owing to an inward self-contempt, seek to GET OUT OF THE BUSINESS, no 

matter how. The latter, when they write books, are in the habit at present of taking the side of criminals; a sort 

of socialistic sympathy is their favourite disguise. And as a matter of fact, the fatalism of the weak-willed 

embellishes itself surprisingly when it can pose as "la religion de la souffrance humaine"; that is ITS "good 

taste." 

22. Let me be pardoned, as an old philologist who cannot desist from the mischief of putting his finger on bad 

modes of interpretation, but "Nature's conformity to law," of which you physicists talk so proudly, as 

though—why, it exists only owing to your interpretation and bad "philology." It is no matter of fact, no "text," 

but rather just a naively humanitarian adjustment and perversion of meaning, with which you make abundant 

concessions to the democratic instincts of the modern soul! "Everywhere equality before the law—Nature is 

not different in that respect, nor better than we": a fine instance of secret motive, in which the vulgar 

antagonism to everything privileged and autocratic—likewise a second and more refined atheism—is once 

more disguised. "Ni dieu, ni maitre"—that, also, is what you want; and therefore "Cheers for natural law!"—is 

it not so? But, as has been said, that is interpretation, not text; and somebody might come along, who, with 

opposite intentions and modes of interpretation, could read out of the same "Nature," and with regard to the 

same phenomena, just the tyrannically inconsiderate and relentless enforcement of the claims of power—an 

interpreter who should so place the unexceptionalness and unconditionalness of all "Will to Power" before 

your eyes, that almost every word, and the word "tyranny" itself, would eventually seem unsuitable, or like a 

weakening and softening metaphor—as being too human; and who should, nevertheless, end by asserting the 

same about this world as you do, namely, that it has a "necessary" and "calculable" course, NOT, however, 

because laws obtain in it, but because they are absolutely LACKING, and every power effects its ultimate 

consequences every moment. Granted that this also is only interpretation—and you will be eager enough to 

make this objection?—well, so much the better. 

23. All psychology hitherto has run aground on moral prejudices and timidities, it has not dared to launch out 

into the depths. In so far as it is allowable to recognize in that which has hitherto been written, evidence of 

that which has hitherto been kept silent, it seems as if nobody had yet harboured the notion of psychology as 

the Morphology and DEVELOPMENT-DOCTRINE OF THE WILL TO POWER, as I conceive of it. The 

power of moral prejudices has penetrated deeply into the most intellectual world, the world apparently most 

indifferent and unprejudiced, and has obviously operated in an injurious, obstructive, blinding, and distorting 

manner. A proper physio-psychology has to contend with unconscious antagonism in the heart of the 

investigator, it has "the heart" against it even a doctrine of the reciprocal conditionalness of the "good" and 

the "bad" impulses, causes (as refined immorality) distress and aversion in a still strong and manly 

conscience—still more so, a doctrine of the derivation of all good impulses from bad ones. If, however, a 

person should regard even the emotions of hatred, envy, covetousness, and imperiousness as life-conditioning 

emotions, as factors which must be present, fundamentally and essentially, in the general economy of life 
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(which must, therefore, be further developed if life is to be further developed), he will suffer from such a view 

of things as from sea-sickness. And yet this hypothesis is far from being the strangest and most painful in this 

immense and almost new domain of dangerous knowledge, and there are in fact a hundred good reasons why 

every one should keep away from it who CAN do so! On the other hand, if one has once drifted hither with 

one's bark, well! very good! now let us set our teeth firmly! let us open our eyes and keep our hand fast on the 

helm! We sail away right OVER morality, we crush out, we destroy perhaps the remains of our own morality 

by daring to make our voyage thither—but what do WE matter. Never yet did a PROFOUNDER world of 

insight reveal itself to daring travelers and adventurers, and the psychologist who thus "makes a sacrifice"—it 

is not the sacrifizio dell' intelletto, on the contrary!—will at least be entitled to demand in return that 

psychology shall once more be recognized as the queen of the sciences, for whose service and equipment the 

other sciences exist. For psychology is once more the path to the fundamental problems. 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/friedrich-nietzsche/book/beyond-good-and-evil/chapter-i-prejudices-of-

philosophers 
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Chapter II - The Free Spirit 

 

24. O sancta simplicitiatas! In what strange simplification and falsification man lives! One can never cease 

wondering when once one has got eyes for beholding this marvel! How we have made everything around us 

clear and free and easy and simple! how we have been able to give our senses a passport to everything 

superficial, our thoughts a godlike desire for wanton pranks and wrong inferences!—how from the beginning, 

we have contrived to retain our ignorance in order to enjoy an almost inconceivable freedom, thoughtlessness, 

imprudence, heartiness, and gaiety—in order to enjoy life! And only on this solidified, granite-like foundation 

of ignorance could knowledge rear itself hitherto, the will to knowledge on the foundation of a far more 

powerful will, the will to ignorance, to the uncertain, to the untrue! Not as its opposite, but—as its refinement! 

It is to be hoped, indeed, that LANGUAGE, here as elsewhere, will not get over its awkwardness, and that it 

will continue to talk of opposites where there are only degrees and many refinements of gradation; it is 

equally to be hoped that the incarnated Tartuffery of morals, which now belongs to our unconquerable "flesh 

and blood," will turn the words round in the mouths of us discerning ones. Here and there we understand it, 

and laugh at the way in which precisely the best knowledge seeks most to retain us in this SIMPLIFIED, 

thoroughly artificial, suitably imagined, and suitably falsified world: at the way in which, whether it will or 

not, it loves error, because, as living itself, it loves life! 

25. After such a cheerful commencement, a serious word would fain be heard; it appeals to the most serious 

minds. Take care, ye philosophers and friends of knowledge, and beware of martyrdom! Of suffering "for the 

truth's sake"! even in your own defense! It spoils all the innocence and fine neutrality of your conscience; it 

makes you headstrong against objections and red rags; it stupefies, animalizes, and brutalizes, when in the 

struggle with danger, slander, suspicion, expulsion, and even worse consequences of enmity, ye have at last to 

play your last card as protectors of truth upon earth—as though "the Truth" were such an innocent and 

incompetent creature as to require protectors! and you of all people, ye knights of the sorrowful countenance, 

Messrs Loafers and Cobweb-spinners of the spirit! Finally, ye know sufficiently well that it cannot be of any 

consequence if YE just carry your point; ye know that hitherto no philosopher has carried his point, and that 

there might be a more laudable truthfulness in every little interrogative mark which you place after your 

special words and favourite doctrines (and occasionally after yourselves) than in all the solemn pantomime 

and trumping games before accusers and law-courts! Rather go out of the way! Flee into concealment! And 

have your masks and your ruses, that ye may be mistaken for what you are, or somewhat feared! And pray, 

don't forget the garden, the garden with golden trellis-work! And have people around you who are as a 

garden—or as music on the waters at eventide, when already the day becomes a memory. Choose the GOOD 

solitude, the free, wanton, lightsome solitude, which also gives you the right still to remain good in any sense 

whatsoever! How poisonous, how crafty, how bad, does every long war make one, which cannot be waged 

openly by means of force! How PERSONAL does a long fear make one, a long watching of enemies, of 

possible enemies! These pariahs of society, these long-pursued, badly-persecuted ones—also the compulsory 

recluses, the Spinozas or Giordano Brunos—always become in the end, even under the most intellectual 

masquerade, and perhaps without being themselves aware of it, refined vengeance-seekers and poison-

Brewers (just lay bare the foundation of Spinoza's ethics and theology!), not to speak of the stupidity of moral 

indignation, which is the unfailing sign in a philosopher that the sense of philosophical humour has left him. 

The martyrdom of the philosopher, his "sacrifice for the sake of truth," forces into the light whatever of the 

agitator and actor lurks in him; and if one has hitherto contemplated him only with artistic curiosity, with 

regard to many a philosopher it is easy to understand the dangerous desire to see him also in his deterioration 
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(deteriorated into a "martyr," into a stage-and-tribune-bawler). Only, that it is necessary with such a desire to 

be clear WHAT spectacle one will see in any case—merely a satyric play, merely an epilogue farce, merely 

the continued proof that the long, real tragedy IS AT AN END, supposing that every philosophy has been a 

long tragedy in its origin. 

26. Every select man strives instinctively for a citadel and a privacy, where he is FREE from the crowd, the 

many, the majority—where he may forget "men who are the rule," as their exception;—exclusive only of the 

case in which he is pushed straight to such men by a still stronger instinct, as a discerner in the great and 

exceptional sense. Whoever, in intercourse with men, does not occasionally glisten in all the green and grey 

colours of distress, owing to disgust, satiety, sympathy, gloominess, and solitariness, is assuredly not a man of 

elevated tastes; supposing, however, that he does not voluntarily take all this burden and disgust upon himself, 

that he persistently avoids it, and remains, as I said, quietly and proudly hidden in his citadel, one thing is then 

certain: he was not made, he was not predestined for knowledge. For as such, he would one day have to say to 

himself: "The devil take my good taste! but 'the rule' is more interesting than the exception—than myself, the 

exception!" And he would go DOWN, and above all, he would go "inside." The long and serious study of the 

AVERAGE man—and consequently much disguise, self-overcoming, familiarity, and bad intercourse (all 

intercourse is bad intercourse except with one's equals):—that constitutes a necessary part of the life-history 

of every philosopher; perhaps the most disagreeable, odious, and disappointing part. If he is fortunate, 

however, as a favourite child of knowledge should be, he will meet with suitable auxiliaries who will shorten 

and lighten his task; I mean so-called cynics, those who simply recognize the animal, the commonplace and 

"the rule" in themselves, and at the same time have so much spirituality and ticklishness as to make them talk 

of themselves and their like BEFORE WITNESSES—sometimes they wallow, even in books, as on their own 

dung-hill. Cynicism is the only form in which base souls approach what is called honesty; and the higher man 

must open his ears to all the coarser or finer cynicism, and congratulate himself when the clown becomes 

shameless right before him, or the scientific satyr speaks out. There are even cases where enchantment mixes 

with the disgust—namely, where by a freak of nature, genius is bound to some such indiscreet billy-goat and 

ape, as in the case of the Abbe Galiani, the profoundest, acutest, and perhaps also filthiest man of his 

century—he was far profounder than Voltaire, and consequently also, a good deal more silent. It happens 

more frequently, as has been hinted, that a scientific head is placed on an ape's body, a fine exceptional 

understanding in a base soul, an occurrence by no means rare, especially among doctors and moral 

physiologists. And whenever anyone speaks without bitterness, or rather quite innocently, of man as a belly 

with two requirements, and a head with one; whenever any one sees, seeks, and WANTS to see only hunger, 

sexual instinct, and vanity as the real and only motives of human actions; in short, when any one speaks 

"badly"—and not even "ill"—of man, then ought the lover of knowledge to hearken attentively and diligently; 

he ought, in general, to have an open ear wherever there is talk without indignation. For the indignant man, 

and he who perpetually tears and lacerates himself with his own teeth (or, in place of himself, the world, God, 

or society), may indeed, morally speaking, stand higher than the laughing and self-satisfied satyr, but in every 

other sense he is the more ordinary, more indifferent, and less instructive case. And no one is such a LIAR as 

the indignant man. 

27. It is difficult to be understood, especially when one thinks and lives gangasrotogati [Footnote: Like the 

river Ganges: presto.] among those only who think and live otherwise—namely, kurmagati [Footnote: Like 

the tortoise: lento.], or at best "froglike," mandeikagati [Footnote: Like the frog: staccato.] (I do everything to 

be "difficultly understood" myself!)—and one should be heartily grateful for the good will to some refinement 

of interpretation. As regards "the good friends," however, who are always too easy-going, and think that as 

friends they have a right to ease, one does well at the very first to grant them a play-ground and romping-
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place for misunderstanding—one can thus laugh still; or get rid of them altogether, these good friends—and 

laugh then also! 

28. What is most difficult to render from one language into another is the TEMPO of its style, which has its 

basis in the character of the race, or to speak more physiologically, in the average TEMPO of the assimilation 

of its nutriment. There are honestly meant translations, which, as involuntary vulgarizations, are almost 

falsifications of the original, merely because its lively and merry TEMPO (which overleaps and obviates all 

dangers in word and expression) could not also be rendered. A German is almost incapacitated for PRESTO 

in his language; consequently also, as may be reasonably inferred, for many of the most delightful and daring 

NUANCES of free, free-spirited thought. And just as the buffoon and satyr are foreign to him in body and 

conscience, so Aristophanes and Petronius are untranslatable for him. Everything ponderous, viscous, and 

pompously clumsy, all long-winded and wearying species of style, are developed in profuse variety among 

Germans—pardon me for stating the fact that even Goethe's prose, in its mixture of stiffness and elegance, is 

no exception, as a reflection of the "good old time" to which it belongs, and as an expression of German taste 

at a time when there was still a "German taste," which was a rococo-taste in moribus et artibus. Lessing is an 

exception, owing to his histrionic nature, which understood much, and was versed in many things; he who 

was not the translator of Bayle to no purpose, who took refuge willingly in the shadow of Diderot and 

Voltaire, and still more willingly among the Roman comedy-writers—Lessing loved also free-spiritism in the 

TEMPO, and flight out of Germany. But how could the German language, even in the prose of Lessing, 

imitate the TEMPO of Machiavelli, who in his "Principe" makes us breathe the dry, fine air of Florence, and 

cannot help presenting the most serious events in a boisterous allegrissimo, perhaps not without a malicious 

artistic sense of the contrast he ventures to present—long, heavy, difficult, dangerous thoughts, and a TEMPO 

of the gallop, and of the best, wantonest humour? Finally, who would venture on a German translation of 

Petronius, who, more than any great musician hitherto, was a master of PRESTO in invention, ideas, and 

words? What matter in the end about the swamps of the sick, evil world, or of the "ancient world," when like 

him, one has the feet of a wind, the rush, the breath, the emancipating scorn of a wind, which makes 

everything healthy, by making everything RUN! And with regard to Aristophanes—that transfiguring, 

complementary genius, for whose sake one PARDONS all Hellenism for having existed, provided one has 

understood in its full profundity ALL that there requires pardon and transfiguration; there is nothing that has 

caused me to meditate more on PLATO'S secrecy and sphinx-like nature, than the happily preserved petit fait 

that under the pillow of his death-bed there was found no "Bible," nor anything Egyptian, Pythagorean, or 

Platonic—but a book of Aristophanes. How could even Plato have endured life—a Greek life which he 

repudiated—without an Aristophanes! 

29. It is the business of the very few to be independent; it is a privilege of the strong. And whoever attempts 

it, even with the best right, but without being OBLIGED to do so, proves that he is probably not only strong, 

but also daring beyond measure. He enters into a labyrinth, he multiplies a thousandfold the dangers which 

life in itself already brings with it; not the least of which is that no one can see how and where he loses his 

way, becomes isolated, and is torn piecemeal by some minotaur of conscience. Supposing such a one comes 

to grief, it is so far from the comprehension of men that they neither feel it, nor sympathize with it. And he 

cannot any longer go back! He cannot even go back again to the sympathy of men! 

30. Our deepest insights must—and should—appear as follies, and under certain circumstances as crimes, 

when they come unauthorizedly to the ears of those who are not disposed and predestined for them. The 

exoteric and the esoteric, as they were formerly distinguished by philosophers—among the Indians, as among 

the Greeks, Persians, and Mussulmans, in short, wherever people believed in gradations of rank and NOT in 
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equality and equal rights—are not so much in contradistinction to one another in respect to the exoteric class, 

standing without, and viewing, estimating, measuring, and judging from the outside, and not from the inside; 

the more essential distinction is that the class in question views things from below upwards—while the 

esoteric class views things FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS. There are heights of the soul from which 

tragedy itself no longer appears to operate tragically; and if all the woe in the world were taken together, who 

would dare to decide whether the sight of it would NECESSARILY seduce and constrain to sympathy, and 

thus to a doubling of the woe?... That which serves the higher class of men for nourishment or refreshment, 

must be almost poison to an entirely different and lower order of human beings. The virtues of the common 

man would perhaps mean vice and weakness in a philosopher; it might be possible for a highly developed 

man, supposing him to degenerate and go to ruin, to acquire qualities thereby alone, for the sake of which he 

would have to be honoured as a saint in the lower world into which he had sunk. There are books which have 

an inverse value for the soul and the health according as the inferior soul and the lower vitality, or the higher 

and more powerful, make use of them. In the former case they are dangerous, disturbing, unsettling books, in 

the latter case they are herald-calls which summon the bravest to THEIR bravery. Books for the general 

reader are always ill-smelling books, the odour of paltry people clings to them. Where the populace eat and 

drink, and even where they reverence, it is accustomed to stink. One should not go into churches if one wishes 

to breathe PURE air. 

31. In our youthful years we still venerate and despise without the art of NUANCE, which is the best gain of 

life, and we have rightly to do hard penance for having fallen upon men and things with Yea and Nay. 

Everything is so arranged that the worst of all tastes, THE TASTE FOR THE UNCONDITIONAL, is cruelly 

befooled and abused, until a man learns to introduce a little art into his sentiments, and prefers to try 

conclusions with the artificial, as do the real artists of life. The angry and reverent spirit peculiar to youth 

appears to allow itself no peace, until it has suitably falsified men and things, to be able to vent its passion 

upon them: youth in itself even, is something falsifying and deceptive. Later on, when the young soul, 

tortured by continual disillusions, finally turns suspiciously against itself—still ardent and savage even in its 

suspicion and remorse of conscience: how it upbraids itself, how impatiently it tears itself, how it revenges 

itself for its long self-blinding, as though it had been a voluntary blindness! In this transition one punishes 

oneself by distrust of one's sentiments; one tortures one's enthusiasm with doubt, one feels even the good 

conscience to be a danger, as if it were the self-concealment and lassitude of a more refined uprightness; and 

above all, one espouses upon principle the cause AGAINST "youth."—A decade later, and one comprehends 

that all this was also still—youth! 

32. Throughout the longest period of human history—one calls it the prehistoric period—the value or non-

value of an action was inferred from its CONSEQUENCES; the action in itself was not taken into 

consideration, any more than its origin; but pretty much as in China at present, where the distinction or 

disgrace of a child redounds to its parents, the retro-operating power of success or failure was what induced 

men to think well or ill of an action. Let us call this period the PRE-MORAL period of mankind; the 

imperative, "Know thyself!" was then still unknown.—In the last ten thousand years, on the other hand, on 

certain large portions of the earth, one has gradually got so far, that one no longer lets the consequences of an 

action, but its origin, decide with regard to its worth: a great achievement as a whole, an important refinement 

of vision and of criterion, the unconscious effect of the supremacy of aristocratic values and of the belief in 

"origin," the mark of a period which may be designated in the narrower sense as the MORAL one: the first 

attempt at self-knowledge is thereby made. Instead of the consequences, the origin—what an inversion of 

perspective! And assuredly an inversion effected only after long struggle and wavering! To be sure, an 

ominous new superstition, a peculiar narrowness of interpretation, attained supremacy precisely thereby: the 
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origin of an action was interpreted in the most definite sense possible, as origin out of an INTENTION; 

people were agreed in the belief that the value of an action lay in the value of its intention. The intention as 

the sole origin and antecedent history of an action: under the influence of this prejudice moral praise and 

blame have been bestowed, and men have judged and even philosophized almost up to the present day.—Is it 

not possible, however, that the necessity may now have arisen of again making up our minds with regard to 

the reversing and fundamental shifting of values, owing to a new self-consciousness and acuteness in man—is 

it not possible that we may be standing on the threshold of a period which to begin with, would be 

distinguished negatively as ULTRA-MORAL: nowadays when, at least among us immoralists, the suspicion 

arises that the decisive value of an action lies precisely in that which is NOT INTENTIONAL, and that all its 

intentionalness, all that is seen, sensible, or "sensed" in it, belongs to its surface or skin—which, like every 

skin, betrays something, but CONCEALS still more? In short, we believe that the intention is only a sign or 

symptom, which first requires an explanation—a sign, moreover, which has too many interpretations, and 

consequently hardly any meaning in itself alone: that morality, in the sense in which it has been understood 

hitherto, as intention-morality, has been a prejudice, perhaps a prematureness or preliminariness, probably 

something of the same rank as astrology and alchemy, but in any case something which must be surmounted. 

The surmounting of morality, in a certain sense even the self-mounting of morality—let that be the name for 

the long-secret labour which has been reserved for the most refined, the most upright, and also the most 

wicked consciences of today, as the living touchstones of the soul. 

33. It cannot be helped: the sentiment of surrender, of sacrifice for one's neighbour, and all self-renunciation-

morality, must be mercilessly called to account, and brought to judgment; just as the aesthetics of 

"disinterested contemplation," under which the emasculation of art nowadays seeks insidiously enough to 

create itself a good conscience. There is far too much witchery and sugar in the sentiments "for others" and 

"NOT for myself," for one not needing to be doubly distrustful here, and for one asking promptly: "Are they 

not perhaps—DECEPTIONS?"—That they PLEASE—him who has them, and him who enjoys their fruit, 

and also the mere spectator—that is still no argument in their FAVOUR, but just calls for caution. Let us 

therefore be cautious! 

34. At whatever standpoint of philosophy one may place oneself nowadays, seen from every position, the 

ERRONEOUSNESS of the world in which we think we live is the surest and most certain thing our eyes can 

light upon: we find proof after proof thereof, which would fain allure us into surmises concerning a deceptive 

principle in the "nature of things." He, however, who makes thinking itself, and consequently "the spirit," 

responsible for the falseness of the world—an honourable exit, which every conscious or unconscious 

advocatus dei avails himself of—he who regards this world, including space, time, form, and movement, as 

falsely DEDUCED, would have at least good reason in the end to become distrustful also of all thinking; has 

it not hitherto been playing upon us the worst of scurvy tricks? and what guarantee would it give that it would 

not continue to do what it has always been doing? In all seriousness, the innocence of thinkers has something 

touching and respect-inspiring in it, which even nowadays permits them to wait upon consciousness with the 

request that it will give them HONEST answers: for example, whether it be "real" or not, and why it keeps the 

outer world so resolutely at a distance, and other questions of the same description. The belief in "immediate 

certainties" is a MORAL NAIVETE which does honour to us philosophers; but—we have now to cease being 

"MERELY moral" men! Apart from morality, such belief is a folly which does little honour to us! If in 

middle-class life an ever-ready distrust is regarded as the sign of a "bad character," and consequently as an 

imprudence, here among us, beyond the middle-class world and its Yeas and Nays, what should prevent our 

being imprudent and saying: the philosopher has at length a RIGHT to "bad character," as the being who has 

hitherto been most befooled on earth—he is now under OBLIGATION to distrustfulness, to the wickedest 
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squinting out of every abyss of suspicion.—Forgive me the joke of this gloomy grimace and turn of 

expression; for I myself have long ago learned to think and estimate differently with regard to deceiving and 

being deceived, and I keep at least a couple of pokes in the ribs ready for the blind rage with which 

philosophers struggle against being deceived. Why NOT? It is nothing more than a moral prejudice that truth 

is worth more than semblance; it is, in fact, the worst proved supposition in the world. So much must be 

conceded: there could have been no life at all except upon the basis of perspective estimates and semblances; 

and if, with the virtuous enthusiasm and stupidity of many philosophers, one wished to do away altogether 

with the "seeming world"—well, granted that YOU could do that,—at least nothing of your "truth" would 

thereby remain! Indeed, what is it that forces us in general to the supposition that there is an essential 

opposition of "true" and "false"? Is it not enough to suppose degrees of seemingness, and as it were lighter 

and darker shades and tones of semblance—different valeurs, as the painters say? Why might not the world 

WHICH CONCERNS US—be a fiction? And to any one who suggested: "But to a fiction belongs an 

originator?"—might it not be bluntly replied: WHY? May not this "belong" also belong to the fiction? Is it not 

at length permitted to be a little ironical towards the subject, just as towards the predicate and object? Might 

not the philosopher elevate himself above faith in grammar? All respect to governesses, but is it not time that 

philosophy should renounce governess-faith? 

35. O Voltaire! O humanity! O idiocy! There is something ticklish in "the truth," and in the SEARCH for the 

truth; and if man goes about it too humanely—"il ne cherche le vrai que pour faire le bien"—I wager he finds 

nothing! 

36. Supposing that nothing else is "given" as real but our world of desires and passions, that we cannot sink or 

rise to any other "reality" but just that of our impulses—for thinking is only a relation of these impulses to one 

another:—are we not permitted to make the attempt and to ask the question whether this which is "given" 

does not SUFFICE, by means of our counterparts, for the understanding even of the so-called mechanical (or 

"material") world? I do not mean as an illusion, a "semblance," a "representation" (in the Berkeleyan and 

Schopenhauerian sense), but as possessing the same degree of reality as our emotions themselves—as a more 

primitive form of the world of emotions, in which everything still lies locked in a mighty unity, which 

afterwards branches off and develops itself in organic processes (naturally also, refines and debilitates)—as a 

kind of instinctive life in which all organic functions, including self-regulation, assimilation, nutrition, 

secretion, and change of matter, are still synthetically united with one another—as a PRIMARY FORM of 

life?—In the end, it is not only permitted to make this attempt, it is commanded by the conscience of 

LOGICAL METHOD. Not to assume several kinds of causality, so long as the attempt to get along with a 

single one has not been pushed to its furthest extent (to absurdity, if I may be allowed to say so): that is a 

morality of method which one may not repudiate nowadays—it follows "from its definition," as 

mathematicians say. The question is ultimately whether we really recognize the will as OPERATING, 

whether we believe in the causality of the will; if we do so—and fundamentally our belief IN THIS is just our 

belief in causality itself—we MUST make the attempt to posit hypothetically the causality of the will as the 

only causality. "Will" can naturally only operate on "will"—and not on "matter" (not on "nerves," for 

instance): in short, the hypothesis must be hazarded, whether will does not operate on will wherever "effects" 

are recognized—and whether all mechanical action, inasmuch as a power operates therein, is not just the 

power of will, the effect of will. Granted, finally, that we succeeded in explaining our entire instinctive life as 

the development and ramification of one fundamental form of will—namely, the Will to Power, as my thesis 

puts it; granted that all organic functions could be traced back to this Will to Power, and that the solution of 

the problem of generation and nutrition—it is one problem—could also be found therein: one would thus have 

acquired the right to define ALL active force unequivocally as WILL TO POWER. The world seen from 
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within, the world defined and designated according to its "intelligible character"—it would simply be "Will to 

Power," and nothing else. 

37. "What? Does not that mean in popular language: God is disproved, but not the devil?"—On the contrary! 

On the contrary, my friends! And who the devil also compels you to speak popularly! 

38. As happened finally in all the enlightenment of modern times with the French Revolution (that terrible 

farce, quite superfluous when judged close at hand, into which, however, the noble and visionary spectators of 

all Europe have interpreted from a distance their own indignation and enthusiasm so long and passionately, 

UNTIL THE TEXT HAS DISAPPEARED UNDER THE INTERPRETATION), so a noble posterity might 

once more misunderstand the whole of the past, and perhaps only thereby make ITS aspect endurable.—Or 

rather, has not this already happened? Have not we ourselves been—that "noble posterity"? And, in so far as 

we now comprehend this, is it not—thereby already past? 

39. Nobody will very readily regard a doctrine as true merely because it makes people happy or virtuous—

excepting, perhaps, the amiable "Idealists," who are enthusiastic about the good, true, and beautiful, and let all 

kinds of motley, coarse, and good-natured desirabilities swim about promiscuously in their pond. Happiness 

and virtue are no arguments. It is willingly forgotten, however, even on the part of thoughtful minds, that to 

make unhappy and to make bad are just as little counter-arguments. A thing could be TRUE, although it were 

in the highest degree injurious and dangerous; indeed, the fundamental constitution of existence might be 

such that one succumbed by a full knowledge of it—so that the strength of a mind might be measured by the 

amount of "truth" it could endure—or to speak more plainly, by the extent to which it REQUIRED truth 

attenuated, veiled, sweetened, damped, and falsified. But there is no doubt that for the discovery of certain 

PORTIONS of truth the wicked and unfortunate are more favourably situated and have a greater likelihood of 

success; not to speak of the wicked who are happy—a species about whom moralists are silent. Perhaps 

severity and craft are more favourable conditions for the development of strong, independent spirits and 

philosophers than the gentle, refined, yielding good-nature, and habit of taking things easily, which are prized, 

and rightly prized in a learned man. Presupposing always, to begin with, that the term "philosopher" be not 

confined to the philosopher who writes books, or even introduces HIS philosophy into books!—Stendhal 

furnishes a last feature of the portrait of the free-spirited philosopher, which for the sake of German taste I 

will not omit to underline—for it is OPPOSED to German taste. "Pour etre bon philosophe," says this last 

great psychologist, "il faut etre sec, clair, sans illusion. Un banquier, qui a fait fortune, a une partie du 

caractere requis pour faire des decouvertes en philosophie, c'est-a-dire pour voir clair dans ce qui est." 

40. Everything that is profound loves the mask: the profoundest things have a hatred even of figure and 

likeness. Should not the CONTRARY only be the right disguise for the shame of a God to go about in? A 

question worth asking!—it would be strange if some mystic has not already ventured on the same kind of 

thing. There are proceedings of such a delicate nature that it is well to overwhelm them with coarseness and 

make them unrecognizable; there are actions of love and of an extravagant magnanimity after which nothing 

can be wiser than to take a stick and thrash the witness soundly: one thereby obscures his recollection. Many a 

one is able to obscure and abuse his own memory, in order at least to have vengeance on this sole party in the 

secret: shame is inventive. They are not the worst things of which one is most ashamed: there is not only 

deceit behind a mask—there is so much goodness in craft. I could imagine that a man with something costly 

and fragile to conceal, would roll through life clumsily and rotundly like an old, green, heavily-hooped wine-

cask: the refinement of his shame requiring it to be so. A man who has depths in his shame meets his destiny 
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and his delicate decisions upon paths which few ever reach, and with regard to the existence of which his 

nearest and most intimate friends may be ignorant; his mortal danger conceals itself from their eyes, and 

equally so his regained security. Such a hidden nature, which instinctively employs speech for silence and 

concealment, and is inexhaustible in evasion of communication, DESIRES and insists that a mask of himself 

shall occupy his place in the hearts and heads of his friends; and supposing he does not desire it, his eyes will 

some day be opened to the fact that there is nevertheless a mask of him there—and that it is well to be so. 

Every profound spirit needs a mask; nay, more, around every profound spirit there continually grows a mask, 

owing to the constantly false, that is to say, SUPERFICIAL interpretation of every word he utters, every step 

he takes, every sign of life he manifests. 

41. One must subject oneself to one's own tests that one is destined for independence and command, and do 

so at the right time. One must not avoid one's tests, although they constitute perhaps the most dangerous game 

one can play, and are in the end tests made only before ourselves and before no other judge. Not to cleave to 

any person, be it even the dearest—every person is a prison and also a recess. Not to cleave to a fatherland, be 

it even the most suffering and necessitous—it is even less difficult to detach one's heart from a victorious 

fatherland. Not to cleave to a sympathy, be it even for higher men, into whose peculiar torture and 

helplessness chance has given us an insight. Not to cleave to a science, though it tempt one with the most 

valuable discoveries, apparently specially reserved for us. Not to cleave to one's own liberation, to the 

voluptuous distance and remoteness of the bird, which always flies further aloft in order always to see more 

under it—the danger of the flier. Not to cleave to our own virtues, nor become as a whole a victim to any of 

our specialties, to our "hospitality" for instance, which is the danger of dangers for highly developed and 

wealthy souls, who deal prodigally, almost indifferently with themselves, and push the virtue of liberality so 

far that it becomes a vice. One must know how TO CONSERVE ONESELF—the best test of independence. 

42. A new order of philosophers is appearing; I shall venture to baptize them by a name not without danger. 

As far as I understand them, as far as they allow themselves to be understood—for it is their nature to WISH 

to remain something of a puzzle—these philosophers of the future might rightly, perhaps also wrongly, claim 

to be designated as "tempters." This name itself is after all only an attempt, or, if it be preferred, a temptation. 

43. Will they be new friends of "truth," these coming philosophers? Very probably, for all philosophers 

hitherto have loved their truths. But assuredly they will not be dogmatists. It must be contrary to their pride, 

and also contrary to their taste, that their truth should still be truth for every one—that which has hitherto been 

the secret wish and ultimate purpose of all dogmatic efforts. "My opinion is MY opinion: another person has 

not easily a right to it"—such a philosopher of the future will say, perhaps. One must renounce the bad taste 

of wishing to agree with many people. "Good" is no longer good when one's neighbour takes it into his 

mouth. And how could there be a "common good"! The expression contradicts itself; that which can be 

common is always of small value. In the end things must be as they are and have always been—the great 

things remain for the great, the abysses for the profound, the delicacies and thrills for the refined, and, to sum 

up shortly, everything rare for the rare. 

44. Need I say expressly after all this that they will be free, VERY free spirits, these philosophers of the 

future—as certainly also they will not be merely free spirits, but something more, higher, greater, and 

fundamentally different, which does not wish to be misunderstood and mistaken? But while I say this, I feel 

under OBLIGATION almost as much to them as to ourselves (we free spirits who are their heralds and 

forerunners), to sweep away from ourselves altogether a stupid old prejudice and misunderstanding, which, 
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like a fog, has too long made the conception of "free spirit" obscure. In every country of Europe, and the same 

in America, there is at present something which makes an abuse of this name a very narrow, prepossessed, 

enchained class of spirits, who desire almost the opposite of what our intentions and instincts prompt—not to 

mention that in respect to the NEW philosophers who are appearing, they must still more be closed windows 

and bolted doors. Briefly and regrettably, they belong to the LEVELLERS, these wrongly named "free 

spirits"—as glib-tongued and scribe-fingered slaves of the democratic taste and its "modern ideas" all of them 

men without solitude, without personal solitude, blunt honest fellows to whom neither courage nor 

honourable conduct ought to be denied, only, they are not free, and are ludicrously superficial, especially in 

their innate partiality for seeing the cause of almost ALL human misery and failure in the old forms in which 

society has hitherto existed—a notion which happily inverts the truth entirely! What they would fain attain 

with all their strength, is the universal, green-meadow happiness of the herd, together with security, safety, 

comfort, and alleviation of life for every one, their two most frequently chanted songs and doctrines are called 

"Equality of Rights" and "Sympathy with All Sufferers"—and suffering itself is looked upon by them as 

something which must be DONE AWAY WITH. We opposite ones, however, who have opened our eye and 

conscience to the question how and where the plant "man" has hitherto grown most vigorously, believe that 

this has always taken place under the opposite conditions, that for this end the dangerousness of his situation 

had to be increased enormously, his inventive faculty and dissembling power (his "spirit") had to develop into 

subtlety and daring under long oppression and compulsion, and his Will to Life had to be increased to the 

unconditioned Will to Power—we believe that severity, violence, slavery, danger in the street and in the heart, 

secrecy, stoicism, tempter's art and devilry of every kind,—that everything wicked, terrible, tyrannical, 

predatory, and serpentine in man, serves as well for the elevation of the human species as its opposite—we do 

not even say enough when we only say THIS MUCH, and in any case we find ourselves here, both with our 

speech and our silence, at the OTHER extreme of all modern ideology and gregarious desirability, as their 

antipodes perhaps? What wonder that we "free spirits" are not exactly the most communicative spirits? that 

we do not wish to betray in every respect WHAT a spirit can free itself from, and WHERE perhaps it will 

then be driven? And as to the import of the dangerous formula, "Beyond Good and Evil," with which we at 

least avoid confusion, we ARE something else than "libres-penseurs," "liben pensatori" "free-thinkers," and 

whatever these honest advocates of "modern ideas" like to call themselves. Having been at home, or at least 

guests, in many realms of the spirit, having escaped again and again from the gloomy, agreeable nooks in 

which preferences and prejudices, youth, origin, the accident of men and books, or even the weariness of 

travel seemed to confine us, full of malice against the seductions of dependency which he concealed in 

honours, money, positions, or exaltation of the senses, grateful even for distress and the vicissitudes of illness, 

because they always free us from some rule, and its "prejudice," grateful to the God, devil, sheep, and worm 

in us, inquisitive to a fault, investigators to the point of cruelty, with unhesitating fingers for the intangible, 

with teeth and stomachs for the most indigestible, ready for any business that requires sagacity and acute 

senses, ready for every adventure, owing to an excess of "free will", with anterior and posterior souls, into the 

ultimate intentions of which it is difficult to pry, with foregrounds and backgrounds to the end of which no 

foot may run, hidden ones under the mantles of light, appropriators, although we resemble heirs and 

spendthrifts, arrangers and collectors from morning till night, misers of our wealth and our full-crammed 

drawers, economical in learning and forgetting, inventive in scheming, sometimes proud of tables of 

categories, sometimes pedants, sometimes night-owls of work even in full day, yea, if necessary, even 

scarecrows—and it is necessary nowadays, that is to say, inasmuch as we are the born, sworn, jealous friends 

of SOLITUDE, of our own profoundest midnight and midday solitude—such kind of men are we, we free 

spirits! And perhaps ye are also something of the same kind, ye coming ones? ye NEW philosophers? 

https://americanliterature.com/author/friedrich-nietzsche/book/beyond-good-and-evil/chapter-ii-the-free-spirit  

https://americanliterature.com/author/friedrich-nietzsche/book/beyond-good-and-evil/chapter-ii-the-free-spirit
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The Literary Risk-Takers: On New Migrant and Refugee Fiction 

John Domini Considers the Work of Viet Than Nguyen, Teju Cole, Dubravka Ugresic, and More 

By John Domini 

 

December 29, 2020 

I can’t attend, for the road between my poem and Damascus is cut off for postmodern reasons. 

–“I Can’t Attend,” by Ghayath Almadhoun 

* 

No ISBN sequence can keep track the world’s recent homeless, but the books won’t stop coming. As the 

refugee crisis grows unremittingly, with people out of Syria, El Salvador, Rwanda, Afghanistan, Bosnia… as 

the numbers mount, so do the novels and short stories. Fiction that grapples with the dislocation, the 

desperation, has surged over the past decade or so, and the output includes some celebrated recent titles. This 

year, our purgatorial 2020, has seen a fresh flurry, and several prove highly distinctive, both fine and strange. 

Myself, attracted to such imaginations (and perhaps prodded by the ghost of my father, an economic refugee 

out of Southern Italy), I’ve been struck especially by that last element: the strangeness of these creations. 

Dream passages, nutty exaggeration, linguistic somersaults, disorienting shifts of frame and focus—these 

devices and others distinguish a surprising number of the imaginative works that struggle with these broken 

lives. That goes as well for authors working in their second or third language, a situation that you’d think 

would make them rely on the simple and standard. Instead, they embrace the subversive, and this refusal to 

conform gives me my essay. I’d argue that a norm-busting impulse distinguishes the most authentic fiction 

about migrants and refugees. 

https://lithub.com/author/john-domini/
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Yet no sooner do I define my subject than it begins to warp. One of the novels that first sucked me into the 

project, wouldn’t you know it, is by a man who’s never abandoned his homeland. The Syrian Khaled Khalifa 

admits, in an Electric Literature interview, “I feel the terror strongly.” Nevertheless, he’s remained in country 

through both Assad regimes (the current monster took over from his father) and their counterinsurgencies, 

while refashioning his “terror” into three novels that have yet to see print in Damascus or Aleppo. My 

introduction was Death Is Hard Work, a 2019 US publication; the Arabic appeared in Lebanon three years 

earlier. The Work of the title is transporting a corpse, the father to three grown Damascenes. They pack the 

deceased onto a minibus for what once would’ve been a few hours’ drive. The man asked to be buried in his 

hometown, out by the border with Turkey. 

But theirs is no country for honoring the dead. Revolutions and crackdowns have left “souls… moaning under 

the rubble,” and as for the living, they haunt the landscape worse. Khalifa’s roving intimacy allows us to share 

each sibling’s mounting chills at every new checkpoint. Most are staffed by the dictator’s goons, Mukhabarat, 

brandishing heavy weapons and assessing “fees.” More dangerous still are the freelancers who wave them off 

the road, the Russian mercenaries or jihadi cells. At one of the latter stops, the trembling sister has to “cover 

up completely… her headscarf around her face.” Both brothers suffer their own degradations, and throughout, 

the text makes cunning reference to Dante’s Inferno. 

VIDEO FROM LIT HUB: 

Douglas Stuart at the Hay Festival Winter Weekend 

 

Douglas Stuart at the Hay Festival Winter Weekend 
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Robert Macfarlane and Jackie Morris talk to Nicola Davies at the Hay Festival Winter Weekend 
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The pilgrims do find some relief when they reach the zones “held by the Free Army,” along the frontier. The 

rebels, “good-natured,” could provide safe passage out, and in fits and starts the siblings broach the subject. 

To quit the country looks easier than the journey they’ve just endured. Their denuded former village and its 

cemetery afford little uplift. On the other hand, have they really reached such an extreme, beyond dread, 

beyond discouragement? Tattered as their family ties are, don’t they still provide some consolation? 

Suspended between flight and inertia, Khalifa’s novel generates an exquisite tension even when the elements 

at work are unconventional. Throughout, there are off-the-wall flashes of humor, and the three protagonists 

prove educated and adaptable—just sort of people who could make a life abroad. That goes for the sister as 

well, despite how hard Syrian society can be on women. She provides her own glimpses into an inferno, the 

angle of view odd but the sensitivity transcendent. Indeed, as I read more of this author, unable to resist, I 

found exceptional women central to his accomplishment. 

Both his earlier novels had women in the lead: first In Praise of Hatred (Arabic 2008, English 2012), and 

second—the one I’d call his Everest—No Knives in the Kitchens of the City (2013/2016). Each traces a 

woman’s sidewinder’s route to maturity and exile, via a chronology that runs both forwards and back, 

between illuminated moments and anxious longueurs. The unnamed narrator of In Praise is in her teens most 

of the way, though a conduit for stories that range over generations. She joins the opposition, does a stretch in 

a women’s prison that mixes hallucination and grit, and ends up an outlaw. Perhaps she’ll join the Free 

Army—and yet she looks almost ordinary beside Sawsan, the protagonist of No Knives. 

I’d argue that a norm-busting impulse distinguishes the most authentic fiction about migrants and refugees. 
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Like all Khalifa’s women, Sawsan knows her resources, in particular the spell cast by her looks. Around the 

neighborhood, she inspires the recurring term “irrepressible,” a word that in Arabic seems likewise binary, 

heroic and diabolic. It suits not just a character given to extremes, but also a novel teeming with incident yet 

concluding in ruins. Changes of heart are rendered with the glittering detail of a Persian miniature, but come 

together in the collapse of “a family which had been in Aleppo for a thousand years.” One relative joins the 

fight against the Americans, in Baghdad, and returns a broken man; another, a greatly gifted queer musician, 

suffers betrayal by those closest. As for Sawsan, her teachers are of necessity Assad loyalists, their urges left 

unchecked, and so her primary instruction concerns the “lethal bliss” of intimacy. The woman graduates to a 

strutting paratrooper, almost Mukhabarat herself. Yet the man she believes will make a winning match turns 

out hapless, and the shifting winds of power carry Sawsan to Dubai, to Paris, and finally to rebel sympathies. 

On every return to Aleppo she encounters fresh ravages of the regime she’s served, turning the notion of 

home ghostly: “the souls of great cities will haunt their destroyers to the grave.” By the time she’s 40 she’s 

settled in the EU, in a sham of a surrogate family. 

Now, just as novels so rich as Khalifa’s resist thumbnail summary, Sawsan doesn’t fit the stereotype of a 

“refugee.” Europeans and Americans tend to picture something more destitute, perhaps living in a cardboard 

box, though Merriam-Webster says only: “one who flees for safety, esp. to a foreign country.” The yearning 

for a true haven, something more than survival, is what drives these Syrians, and on reflection their range of 

outcomes seems only to be expected. Humanity in all its variety, “irrepressible”—what else should concern a 

storyteller? Just as the author continues to hang on in Damascus, the runaways he imagines all upend 

expectation. 

To put it another way, Khalifa’s daring and unusual stories fit neatly among the work that interests me most, 

on this sorry subject—but his living situation looks out of synch. The incongruity, however, doesn’t much 

distress me. Rather, I see it as another of the earmarks of the best writing about people either under threat or 

in exile. As I say, by now their numbers run into the tens of millions, and surely this means a rambunctious 

diversity is entirely apropos, when it comes to the authors among them. Just as any good artist is sui generis, 

raising their own complications, so these all have their own personal journeys and cultural frameworks. 

Then too, given how such creative output is growing, no essay can speak to it all. I know better than to try and 

compile a bibliography. I’ll consider only a handful of recent narratives, all as convincing and eccentric as the 

three I’ve discussed so far. Looking again at No Knives in the Kitchens of This City, for instance, I perceive an 

ungainly and provocative aesthetic in its very title. My epigraph suggests the same, from a poem by Gayath 

Almadhoun, a refugee Palestinian (translated in Adrenalin, 2017): the old road just won’t do, to escape a 

place of devastation—even if the escape is solely by story. 

* 

To put it another way, the subject may be the wretched of the Earth, to echo the famed title from Frantz 

Fanon, but the stories keep smashing his honored old icon. Fanon’s 1961 polemic tore into colonialism, and 

of course the argument remains righteous, but its call for violent overthrow and new nationalism, over recent 

decades, has had some hideous consequences. What drives Sawsan from Aleppo isn’t the French Mandate of 

1919. Rather, that legacy is just one more piece in a mosaic composed of gleanings from many different eras. 

Contributing to the effect is the dodgy point of view, now his, now hers—and isn’t that device also 

experimental? Around most workshops, at least? 
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Working outside the norms, one way or another, has also served a few creative writers out of “the North,” 

when they’ve tackled fleeing “the South.” A recent splendid example is Go, Went, Gone (2017) by Germany’s 

Jenny Erpenbeck. In the US, however, the best-known such novel could be American Dirt, by Jeanine 

Cummins. The controversy around that book seems, in retrospect, instructive. 

The yearning for a true haven, something more than survival, is what drives these Syrians, and on reflection 

their range of outcomes seems only to be expected. 

Cummins took an imaginative risk, as an author raised in suburban Maryland, writing about desperate 

Mexicans. A laudable risk, you’d think, even given the flawed effort that resulted. But the schism between 

subject and storyteller was made toxic by money, a fat advance and promotional budget; it’s this that 

triggered the public outcry, and that I find telling. I find American Dirt, as narrative, entirely conventional. In 

tracking an illegal border-crossing, its motives and ordeals, the novel relies on worn-out tropes like the hustler 

with a heart of gold, and on a thriller’s structure and pacing. It’s industry-friendly, in short. This hardly makes 

the book evil, but it illuminates the challenges of such a subject, especially when compared to an American 

novel by a recent refugee, a narrative with a number of the same elements, like gunplay and close scrapes—

namely, Viet Than Nguyen’s The Sympathizer (2015). 

The Pulitzer winner needs no plot summary here. For my argument, what matters is its unnamed narrator 

protagonist, recalling In Praise of Hatred, and the similarity between this “Captain” and Sawsan. Like 

Khalifa’s knotty lead, Nguyen’s confronts no end of painful ambiguities, thanks to his undercover work for 

Communist Vietnam. Once disillusion sets in, he even sounds like Sawsan: “A revolution fought for 

independence and freedom could make those things worth less than nothing.” Then too, for a novel about the 

tragedy of America in Southeast Asia, The Sympathizer startles us with its comedy. Nguyen brings off a 

picaresque, with a screwball twist or two. His knight-errant knocks around Saigon and LA before ending up 

with the boat people, in yet another attempt to flee that gets badly complicated. Granted, things also get ugly, 

out on the water. There’s bloody business throughout, and while the Captain’s cross-cultural insights can 

fetch a smile (the Hollywood material especially), they often deliver a burn. Still, what most renders this 

novel non-traditional is its easy way with a laugh. 

Is this a stretch, calling Nguyen experimental? His novel does without quotation marks, but otherwise isn’t 

the rhetoric orthodox (though devoid of cliché) and the chronology straightforward (though with flashbacks 

and shocks)? At first glance there appears nothing outré about his follow-up, The Refugees (2019), a set of 

stories with a dedication that wears its heart on its sleeve: “For all the refugees, everywhere.” Yet the 

collection opens with a ghost, in a tale that insists on its reality: “As they haunt our country, so do we haunt 

theirs.” Otherwise, Nguyen’s shorter work may lack for outright fantasy, but not for fantastic surprises. A 

transplant saves the life of a no-account card-player, but it tumbles him into more nefarious scams. A refugee 

in San Francisco discovers his homosexuality, in the process betraying families both back home and 

Stateside—and yet confronts deceit still uglier in a letter from his father in the “new Vietnam.” 

Audacious invention is what links The Refugees to the more flamboyant Sympathizer, while at the same time 

setting it apart from hackneyed fare like American Dirt. Another way to put the point would be to say, simply, 

that Nguyen’s better. Fair enough, but “better” in this case includes embracing an inclination towards the wild 

and freewheeling. The author has lately announced, on social media, that he’s working up a trilogy out 

his Sympathizer materials; all the books will continue his toying with the stuff of Le Carré and other 
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espionage masters. Clearly he’s not reining in any impulses, and for all I know, that’s the healthiest outlet for 

an imagination so scarred. 

Another well-known transplant case, also a prizewinner, is Teju Cole. His narrators are forever up in their 

heads, and in place of plot he offers an entertaining meander, inviting comparison to W.G. Sebald. His 

debut Open City (2011) inhabits “Julius,” born like Cole in Nigeria. A migrant with status, completing an 

advanced degree at Columbia U, his capacious thoughts take on Mahler, Malcolm X, and much else, 

including several wanderers like himself. The first may appear in the opening pages, as Julius meditates on 

the geese over Manhattan. Among the humans, none tell a more tragic story than the young Liberian Saidu, 

now awaiting deportation. The narrator, however, visits this detainee in a professional capacity; Julius mouths 

a few sympathies but never returns. Here and throughout, he’s a latter-day M. Teste, his every interaction at a 

remove. When the med student finds himself in a club with Rwandans, “teenagers during the genocide,” he 

claims the discovery “changed the tenor of the evening,” yet all that comes of it is another long walk, full of 

musings. “What losses, I wondered, lay behind their laughter and flirting?” 

Or behind the narrator’s disconnect? Cole himself, I must point out, can engage with the heartache of 

dislocation. In a September think piece for the Times Magazine, ostensibly an essay on Caravaggio, the sight 

of a shipwrecked migrant boat set him weeping. But we don’t see either of his novels’ protagonists breaking 

down like that, and in this the work finds a fresh embodiment for exile trauma. Over the last half-century, 

stories about the displaced have tended to burn with intensity. See Salman Rushdie, when his setting’s 

contemporary, or for that matter The Sympathizer—or Mohsin Hamid’s new Exit West. 

Hamid checks all the boxes under “Refugee Novel,” starting in a proud city gone to pieces, where loved ones 

get blown to bits at random; from there in moves to tent camps and other shadow-spaces. Between every rock 

and hard place, however, Hamid inserts a kind of Star Trek transporter. A nervy move, yet it never makes 

cartoon creatures of its central couple. On the contrary, their anguish drives the narrative, a love story on 

tenterhooks. While catching the nuances between Saeed and Nadia, the text rises to moments that reach 

beyond: “when we migrate, we murder from our lives those we leave behind.” 

Over the last half-century, stories about the displaced have tended to burn with intensity. See Salman Rushdie, 

when his setting’s contemporary, or for that matter The Sympathizer—or Mohsin Hamid’s new Exit West. 

A terrific novel, really, Exit West seems to have its own smooth round hole waiting, among the texts I’m 

considering.  Nevertheless, it too feels rather like a square peg. Its author never suffered ethnic cleansing, an 

ISIS purge, or anything of the sort. Granted, in shuttling between Lahore and London, his two homes, Hamid 

must’ve crossed paths with many less fortunate. His latest no doubt has personal connections. Still, it’s no cry 

from the heart, and in that sense a very different animal from novels like Khalifa’s, or especially The 

Enlightenment of the Greengage Tree (Australia 2017, US 2019), the debut of the Iranian Shokoofeh Azar. 

A finalist for the Booker International (the Booker for work in translation), Greengage stands out as the most 

didactic among those I’m looking at. Scene after scene castigates the Ayatollahs for their destruction of the 

ancient Persian culture. Not that Azar lacks the gift of amazement, not at all. Her model is Garcia Marquez, 

but when she cites his Hundred Years, she’s by no means professorial: the scene is a book-burning. Another 

barbaric act, destroying a luthier’s shop, gives the novel its narrator, a ghost. This phantom allows for 

breathtaking shifts between worlds, now groaning with a father under torture, now watching his daughter turn 
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into a mermaid. Yet whatever their metamorphosis, none of Azar’s people quit the country; even the mermaid 

dallies along the shores of the Caspian Sea. Rather it’s the author who got away. Her Acknowledgments thank 

“the free country of Australia”—and so like the other narratives here, it both fits and doesn’t. 

The Congolese Alain Mabanckou, now based in LA, likewise sets his novels in the old country, with one 

notable exception. Online at the latest Brooklyn Book Festival, the novelist spoke of his murdered family and 

of an identity “erased” by writing in French. These hard knocks, however, have provoked him to playful 

fiction. Line by line, he’s a rule-breaker, and his narratives crackle with irony. Still, a fine piece of work 

like Broken Glass (2010) keeps the focus on the neighborhood, either Brazzaville or some smaller town. Only 

one novel travels abroad, Mabanckou’s debut Blue White Red (France 1997, US 2010). Here a local boy 

makes good up North, or so it appears. Every year on his return, “the first thing we noticed was [his] color… 

nothing like ours…, oily and black as manganese. His was extraordinarily white…, the brilliant skin of a 

Parisian.” Ah, but the brilliance is only skin-deep. When the young narrator tries his own luck in the French 

capital, his comeuppance suggests a comic reimagining of Kafka’s Trial. A remarkable cultural mélange, 

really, this novel reminds us that though the monsters of racism and colonialism still have their claws in the 

current generation of refugees, the struggle to get free has grown complicated. 

The work of Dubravka Ugresic, a Croatian, often returns to an evening in early 1990s, as Yugoslavia 

imploded, when she had to slip out of her apartment carrying “a bag with the bare essentials.” That particular 

description comes from The Fox (Croatia 2017, US 2018), a novel according to Ugresic, though its unnamed 

narrator shares her author’s literary vocation, Amsterdam address, and more. Regardless of genre, anyway, 

the text locates its center in her hair’s-breadth escape from Zagreb (or wherever). Around that circle other 

recollections and fixations, finally generating a poignant awareness. “To never, never wish for a home,” 

concludes our narrator (or whoever), “was simply impossible.” 

Ugresic belongs among the uprooted and bereft, certainly, but she doesn’t lack for idiosyncrasy. Her dozen 

titles include as much non-fiction as fiction, and in her way she’s a standard-bearer for tradition. All European 

culture provides her material, her intellectual range broader than Teju Cole’s. The Fox capers through a 

history of the arts, from fables concerning the title creature to the arcana of Russian Modernism to the 

author’s own moment, in which she’s more than sharp enough to spot how her story’s gotten pigeonholed. 

Writing about forced migration, she notes, has entered “the faddish slang of literary scholarship;” it’s called 

“miglit.” Very much a wised-up postmodern, her project pairs up well with Mabanckou’s. 

* 

Now, how do the homeless bring it all back home? 

The question’s a joke, naturally, in keeping with the bumptious storytelling, the trompe-l’œil, that figure so 

largely in this fiction. As for an answer, wrapping up my overview, I’ll consider three new texts that make as 

good a fit for the “miglit” library as any of the titles here. Each appeared in the States this year, each speaks 

from authority about a life in dire 21st-century straits, and each finds an alternative variety of narrative. 

[Pullquote]Though the monsters of racism and colonialism still have their claws in the current generation of 

refugees, the struggle to get free has grown complicated.[/Pullquote] 
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Silence Is My Mother Tongue (UK, 2018), the second novel from Sulaiman Addonia, takes place entirely in a 

refugee camp. A raddle of huts in a parched corner of the Sudan, such a place was the author’s childhood 

home, as his dedication acknowledges. He was driven from Eritrea by the long and lunatic war with Ethiopia, 

yet while his narrative depicts that trail of tears, it never feels like a slog. Rather, the disruptive humanity in 

what’s going on calls to mind Tadeusz Borowski, the way he whistled past the graveyards of Auschwitz, 

in This Way for the Gas, Ladies & Gentlemen. 

Addonia’s Silence opens with one of the strangest sustained passages in any of these texts (more outlandish, 

too, than the Saudi coming of age in his first novel). A fluttery omniscient perspective drops in here and there 

throughout a trial that plays like vaudeville, with a glimpse of masturbation and other shenanigans. Yet what’s 

at issue is no joke. The defendant is Saba, the “mongrel” daughter of an Eritrean and an Ethiopian, far too 

smart for her own good—she hopes to attend college. Now Saba must prove herself worthy of marriage; a 

fundamentalist Muslim midwife must confirm that her hymen’s intact. 

Suffocating social roles besiege Saba on all sides, though she’s a long way from ordinary society. Once the 

novel’s chronology circles back to the arrival in camp, the first challenge is to find water and the next to make 

it safe to drink. Everyone scrapes along hand to mouth, yet at the same time flourish plumes of culture. Back 

in Asmara the common language was colonial, Italian, and in camp there’s both a polylingual bibliophile and 

an opera singer. A tragic case, that singer, a victim of the water’s toxins, but as the woman dies she bursts into 

an aria. A similar fate befalls the “cinema,” a shadow-puppet theater of remarkable sophistication—too much 

so for the camp imam. He and his acolytes close the show, and drive Saba almost to giving up. Lying 

“supine,” she reflects, “perhaps this was the natural position of a girl… If not, why did surrendering feel so 

much easier?” 

Insofar as this girl resists, and gets off her back, it proves Addonia’s neatest trick, the equal of those in Viet 

Nguyen. You might say Saba enters another culture before leaving camp, she achieves savior faire, and in a 

wild touch nonetheless just right, she scribbles her hopes in fractured beginner’s English: “hide me black in 

skin of Europe.” 

The protagonist of They Have Fired Her Again, by the Salvadoran Claudia Hernández, hides her brown in the 

skin of New York. Her very name, Lourdes, takes some hunting to ferret out, in the dizzying rush of the style, 

its shifting points of view suggesting the blur inside a passing subway: 

I go to some classes around here, on Fourth Avenue…. I’m learning more quickly and meeting more people, 

Latinos, especially. Good people, although they’re kind of boring. They only like going to Hispanic places 

and to spend as little as possible. I don’t understand them. They say that’s how us who come here with a visa 

and by plane are—we don’t understand. We don’t know what it’s like walking in fear and being hungry for 

many days. We throw away our money because it hasn’t cost us much. 

“We,” “they,” “I”—who? Seeking stability, a reader notes the name of the title character, which contains a 

miracle. And doesn’t the same hold true for the title? To live off the books is to depend on miracles, just as to 

get fired again implies getting hired as well. Everyone here, whatever the pronoun, plays hopscotch among 

paying gigs and other arrangements. A woman stays “in the bedroom that the bookseller from 53rd and 5th 

found for me in the apartment of his friend,” and gets “messages that the owner of La Flor leaves for me.” So 

the bookseller and florist, like nearly every face whirling by, are both “we” and “they”: both an employer or 
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landlord, holding some small advantage, and at the same time just another wayfarer, struggling to keep their 

fixed address and green card. 

Capturing this confusion, the migrant’s frets and shakes, itself constitutes quite an accomplishment for a 

single long story. Hernández, however, also works in traces of myth and fairytale. Power animals, here a wolf 

and there a cat, prowl the avenues seductively; Mister Orestes looms as well, both supernatural and pathetic, 

not unlike his mythic namesake. These fabulist elements feel threatening at times, at others lifegiving, and 

either way they help illuminate anew the hustle at the margins of the North. 

A hustle, I should add, that Hernández herself has avoided. In San Salvador, she’s made her living as a 

teacher, though she’s no stranger to the wretched; most of her writing concerns her country’s devastating civil 

war. Scholastique Mukasonga, on the other hand, has endured as desperate a trial as any author I’ve looked at. 

She was born in Rwanda, a minority Tutsi, and she had to flee first persecution, then genocide. Her 

new Igifu (France, 2010) presents just five stories, call them chapters in a short novel, and the first might be a 

Wiki-link for the word “refugee.” In a camp as barren as Saba’s in Silence, “igifu” is a girl’s “cruel guardian 

angel:” Tutsi for hunger. 

The episodes that follow touch down at other points along Mukasonga’s escape route; she was the lone family 

member to survive. Following the massacres of ‘94, it took her ten years to revisit Rwanda, and then only as a 

solid French citizen, but after that she began to write for publication, and over the last fifteen years she’s 

fashioned a monument to the lost. Her biggest success came with Our Lady of the Nile (France 2012, US ‘14), 

set in a girls’ school where tribal hatred counts for more than Christian charity, and the author demonstrates 

the same skill at microcosm in this brief text. 

Mukasonga herself called Igifu fiction, during an online talk with Community Bookstore, and it features the 

stuff of dream and rumor, as well as leaping across decades. In the opener, fainting from hunger practically 

carries her to Oz: “like a tornado dragging me toward those lights, and they grew brighter and brighter and 

there were more and more of them, sparkling….” Another mood altogether, folksy, savvy, pervades the long 

centerpiece, which details the trials of a Tutsi woman “beyond question the most beautiful of them all.” We 

learn the nickname for the lower-caste mistress of a powerful man: his “second office.” Yet while this artist 

demonstrates mastery while playing in a number of different keys, her subject always comes back to grief. 

“Grief” serves as the title for the closer, perhaps the most directly drawn from her experience. It features a 

Tutsi émigré, now a teacher in France, returning after long absence to the gutted family home. The places of 

her heart have “become the labyrinth of her despair, with no way out”—except of course via what we’re 

reading. 

This paradox seems a good point on which to conclude. It’s one more incidence of adaptive coloration, 

cloaking creation in despair. A trick like that isn’t limited to our po-mo moment, of course, it’s as old as 

irony, and so the most recent wave of the dispossessed has its forebears, earlier champions of aesthetic 

freedom. Rushdie would be the obvious case. Another is the Palestinian Elias Khoury, born in 1948, shaking 

things up in novels like Gate of the Sun (Lebanon ‘98, US 2005). But making a list matters less, by far, than 

getting a grip on the way these imaginations work and trying to understand why. 

A writer so hard up, after all, would seem more likely to move the other way, towards documentary realism. 

Work in that mode isn’t difficult to find. Two stirring examples would be Omar Robert Hamilton’s novel of 
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the Tahrir Square uprisings, The City Always Wins (2017), and Samar Yazbek’s memoir of surviving 

Syria, The Crossing (2016). Franz Fanon himself would salute such brave efforts—Yazbek, a woman, strove 

to be an honest journalist. Yet none of the authors I’ve considered lack for bravery, when it comes to what’s 

ugly, bloody, or iniquitous about running for your life. Even the frisky Mabanckou, in Blue White Red, growls 

at how the displaced “first had to pay a fine to recover the freedom to exist.” But watching him and these 

others respond the way they do, with dekes and feints, to me affirms the greater value of experiment. To 

refuse established approaches, predictable dramatic turns, looks ultimately like the most honest response to 

their upheavals, and the most to the point. Tristan Tzara, trying to define Dada, claimed he wanted to “urinate 

in different colors;” what distinguishes the best new migrant and refugee fiction is the wild hues in which they 

piss on their ugly fates. 

  

 

John Domini has contributed a number of pieces to Lit Hub. His next book will be a memoir, The Archeology 

of a Good Ragù. 

 

John Domini 

John Domini’s latest novel is, The Color Inside a Melon. Coming in 2021 is his memoir, The Archeology of a 

Good Ragù 

https://lithub.com/the-literary-risk-takers-on-new-migrant-and-refugee-fiction/ 

  

https://lithub.com/author/john-domini/
https://lithub.com/author/john-domini/
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Volcanic eruptions directly triggered ocean acidification during Early Cretaceous 

First study to use stable calcium and strontium isotopes to examine oceanic anoxic event 

Northwestern University 

A new study supports the hypothesis that the Ontong Java Plateau large igneous province eruptions led to 

oceanic anoxic event 1a, 127 to 100 million years ago. 

Share: 

     

FULL STORY 

 

 

Volcanic eruption (stock image). 

Credit: © Fotos 593 / stock.adobe.com 
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Around 120 million years ago, the earth experienced an extreme environmental disruption that choked oxygen 

from its oceans. 

Known as oceanic anoxic event (OAE) 1a, the oxygen-deprived water led to a minor -- but significant -- mass 

extinction that affected the entire globe. During this age in the Early Cretaceous Period, an entire family of 

sea-dwelling nannoplankton virtually disappeared. 

By measuring calcium and strontium isotope abundances in nannoplankton fossils, Northwestern earth 

scientists have concluded the eruption of the Ontong Java Plateau large igneous province (LIP) directly 

triggered OAE1a. Roughly the size of Alaska, the Ontong Java LIP erupted for seven million years, making it 

one of the largest known LIP events ever. During this time, it spewed tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) into the 

atmosphere, pushing Earth into a greenhouse period that acidified seawater and suffocated the oceans. 

"We go back in time to study greenhouse periods because Earth is headed toward another greenhouse period 

now," said Jiuyuan Wang, a Northwestern Ph.D. student and first author of the study. "The only way to look 

into the future is to understand the past." 

The study was published online last week (Dec. 16) in the journal Geology. It is the first study to apply stable 

strontium isotope measurements to the study of ancient ocean anoxic events. 

Andrew Jacobson, Bradley Sageman and Matthew Hurtgen -- all professors of earth and planetary sciences at 

Northwestern's Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences -- coauthored the paper. Wang is co-advised by all 

three professors. 

Clues inside cores 

Nannoplankton shells and many other marine organisms build their shells out of calcium carbonate, which is 

the same mineral found in chalk, limestone and some antacid tablets. When atmospheric CO2 dissolves in 

seawater, it forms a weak acid that can inhibit calcium carbonate formation and may even dissolve preexisting 

carbonate. 

To study the earth's climate during the Early Cretaceous, the Northwestern researchers examined a 1,600-

meter-long sediment core taken from the mid-Pacific Mountains. The carbonates in the core formed in a 

shallow-water, tropical environment approximately 127 to 100 million years ago and are presently found in 

the deep ocean. 

"When you consider the Earth's carbon cycle, carbonate is one of the biggest reservoirs for carbon," Sageman 

said. "When the ocean acidifies, it basically melts the carbonate. We can see this process impacting the 

biomineralization process of organisms that use carbonate to build their shells and skeletons right now, and it 

is a consequence of the observed increase in atmospheric CO2 due to human activities." 

Strontium as corroborating evidence 
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Several previous studies have analyzed the calcium isotope composition of marine carbonate from the 

geologic past. The data can be interpreted in a variety of ways, however, and calcium carbonate can change 

throughout time, obscuring signals acquired during its formation. In this study, the Northwestern researchers 

also analyzed stable isotopes of strontium -- a trace element found in carbonate fossils -- to gain a fuller 

picture. 

"Calcium isotope data can be interpreted in a variety of ways," Jacobson said. "Our study exploits 

observations that calcium and strontium isotopes behave similarly during calcium carbonate formation, but 

not during alteration that occurs upon burial. In this study, the calcium-strontium isotope 'multi-proxy' 

provides strong evidence that the signals are 'primary' and relate to the chemistry of seawater during OAE1a." 

"Stable strontium isotopes are less likely to undergo physical or chemical alteration over time," Wang added. 

"Calcium isotopes, on the other hand, can be easily altered under certain conditions." 

The team analyzed calcium and strontium isotopes using high-precision techniques in Jacobson's clean 

laboratory at Northwestern. The methods involve dissolving carbonate samples and separating the elements, 

followed by analysis with a thermal ionization mass spectrometer. Researchers have long suspected that LIP 

eruptions cause ocean acidification. "There is a direct link between ocean acidification and atmospheric 

CO2 levels," Jacobson said. "Our study provides key evidence linking eruption of the Ontong Java Plateau 

LIP to ocean acidification. This is something people expected should be the case based on clues from the 

fossil record, but geochemical data were lacking." 

Modeling future warming 

By understanding how oceans responded to extreme warming and increased atmospheric CO2, researchers can 

better understand how earth is responding to current, human-caused climate change. Humans are currently 

pushing the earth into a new climate, which is acidifying the oceans and likely causing another mass 

extinction. 

"The difference between past greenhouse periods and current human-caused warming is in the timescale," 

Sageman said. "Past events have unfolded over tens of thousands to millions of years. We're making the same 

level of warming (or more) happen in less than 200 years." 

"The best way we can understand the future is through computer modeling," Jacobson added. "We need 

climate data from the past to help shape more accurate models of the future." 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by Northwestern University. Original written by Amanda Morris. Note: Content may be 

edited for style and length. 

 

https://news.northwestern.edu/stories/2020/12/volcanic-eruptions-directly-triggered-ocean-acidification-during-early-cretaceous/
https://www.northwestern.edu/
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The Snow Queen 

by Adrienne Rich 

Issue no. 2 (Summer 1953) 

Child with a chip of mirror in his eye 

Saw the world ugly, fled to plains of ice 

Where beauty was the Snow Queen’s promises, 

Under my lids a splinter sharp as his 

Has made me wish you lying dead 

Whose image digs the needle deeper still. 

In the deceptive province of my birth 

I have seen yes turn no, the saints descend 

Their sacred faces twisted into smiles, 

The stars gone lechering, the village spring 

Gush mud and toads—all miracles 

Befitting an incalculable age. 

To love a human face was to discover 

The cracks of paint and varnish on the brow, 

Soon to distrust all impulses of flesh 

That strews its sawdust on the chamber floor, 

While at the window peer two crones 

Who once were Juliet and Jessica. 

No matter, since I kept a little while 

One thing intact from that perversity— 

While landscapes bloomed in monstrous cubes and coils. 

In you belonged simplicities of light 

To cool the vision, teach the air 

To shine, the stars to find their way again. 

Yet here the Snow Queen’s cold prodigious will 

Commands me, and your face has lost its power, 

Dissolving to its opposite like the rest. 

Under my ribs a diamond splinter now 

Sticks, and is rooted; only you 

Deny the frozen spear that drives me through 

 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=711a5d29ab&e=d538c8f2e0 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=711a5d29ab&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=711a5d29ab&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=711a5d29ab&e=d538c8f2e0
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A Beginning, Not a Decline: Colette on the Splendor of Autumn and the Autumn of Life 

In praise of “the gaiety of those who have nothing more to lose and so excel at giving.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

The weather has seeded our earliest myths, inspired some of our greatest art, and even affects the way we 

think. In our divisive culture, where sharped-edged differences continue to fragment our unity, it is often the 

sole common ground for people bound by time and place — as we move through the seasons, we weather the 

whims of the weather together. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/07/08/karen-armstrong-short-history-of-myth/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/10/22/georgia-okeeffe-southwest/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/12/11/weather-creativity/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/12/11/weather-creativity/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0374513082/braipick-20
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Of the four seasons, autumn is by far the most paradoxical. Wedged between an equinox and a solstice, it 

moors us to cosmic rhythms of deep time and at the same time envelops us in the palpable immediacy of its 

warm afternoon breeze, its evening chill, its unmistakable scentscape. It is a season considered temperate, but 

one often tempestuous in its sudden storms and ecstatic echoes of summer heat. We call it “fall” with the 

wistfulness of loss as we watch leaves and ripe fruit drop to the ground, but it is also the season of abundance, 

of labor coming to fruition in harvest. 

The peculiar pleasures and paradoxes of autumn are what the great French writer Sidonie-Gabrielle Colette 

(January 28, 1873–August 3, 1954), better known as Colette, explores in a portion of Earthly Paradise: An 

Autobiography of Colette Drawn from Her Lifetime Writings (public library) — the posthumously 

published, out-of-print treasure that gave us her abiding wisdom on writing, withstanding criticism, and the 

obsessive-compulsiveness of creative work. 

 

Recounting an essay assignment from her schoolgirl days, Colette writes in the autumn of her life: 

It has always remained in my memory, this note written with red ink in the margin of a French composition. I 

was eleven or twelve years old. In thirty lines I had stated that I could not agree with those who called the 

autumn a decline, and that I, for my part, referred to it as a beginning. Doubtless my opinion on the matter, 

which has not changed, had been badly expressed, and what I wanted to say what that this vast autumn, so 

imperceptibly hatched, issuing from the long days of June, was something I perceived by subtle signs, and 

especially with the aid of the most animal of my senses, which is my sense of smell. But a young girl of 

twelve rarely has at her disposal a vocabulary worthy of expressing what she thinks and feels. As the price of 

not having chosen the dappled spring and its nests, I was given a rather low mark. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/09/16/henry-beston-northern-farm-harvest/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0374513082/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0374513082/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/earthly-paradise-an-autobiography/oclc/376290&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/08/15/colette-earthly-paradise-writing-criticism/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/08/15/colette-earthly-paradise-writing-criticism/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0374513082/braipick-20
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She considers how autumn haunts the other seasons and signals its superior splendor: 

Art from Collect 

Raindrops: The Seasons Gathered 

The rage to grow, the passion to flower begin to fade in nature at the end of June. The universal green has by 

then grown darker, the brows of the woods take on the color of fields of eel grass in shallow seas. In the 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/03/19/collect-raindrops-nikki-mcclure/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/03/19/collect-raindrops-nikki-mcclure/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/03/19/collect-raindrops-nikki-mcclure/
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garden, the rose alone, governed more by man than by season, together with certain great poppies and some 

aconites, continues the spring and lends its character to the summer. 

[…] 

Depths of dark greenery, illusion of stability, incautious promise of duration! We gaze at these things and say: 

“Now this is really summer.” But at that moment, as in a windless dawn there sometimes floats an 

imperceptible humidity, a circle of vapor betraying by its presence in a field the subterranean stream beneath, 

just so, predicted by a bird, by a wormy apple with a hectically illuminated skin, by a smell of burning twigs, 

of mushrooms and of half-dried mud, the autumn at that moment steals unseen through the impassive 

summer… 

[…] 

Even a child cannot respond to everything. But its antennae quiver at the slightest signal. 

After several pages of lyrically recounted late-summer memories from her childhood, Colette contemplates 

the singular impressionability of early memory — a sort of time-capsule of consciousness that stays with us 

for life: 

The style of things, the kind of things that we shall love in later life are fixed in that moment when the child’s 

strong gaze selects and molds the figures of fantasy that for it are going to last. 

 by Nikki McClure 

Reflecting on how her mother entered the autumn of her own life — “with such serenity,” with “the gaiety of 

those who have nothing more to lose and so excel at giving” — Colette considers the sensorial and symbolic 

rewards of the season: 

Even as I write, it is approaching once again, the season that a schoolgirl celebrated long ago because, 

precociously, she loved it. It comes back decked in gold, so as to inspire wisdom, or its opposite, so that the 

chestnut tree may flower a second time, so that the cat, which weaned its last litter in June, may feel the need 

for further adventures, so that the swallow may be misled and start another nest, so that a ripened woman may 

glow with sunlight and sigh: “I’m sure there’ll never be another winter…” 

And, indeed, how beautiful Colette’s notion is — this notion of autumn as a beginning rather than a decline 

— as a metaphor for the life-cycle of human existence, in the context of the art of growing older. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/09/03/grace-paley-aging/
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Art from Trees at Night by Art Young, 1926. (Available as a print.) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/06/trees-at-night-art-young/
https://society6.com/product/goodbye-summer-from-trees-at-night-by-art-young_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/goodbye-summer-from-trees-at-night-by-art-young_print?curator=brainpicker
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Complement this particular portion of Earthly Paradise with Henry Beston on harvest and the human spirit, 

Willa Cather’s soulful portrait of happiness, painted under the autumn sun, Italian artist Alessandro Sanna’s 

stunning watercolor ode to the seasonality of being, and this unusual vintage children’s books for grownups 

about life and death, dedicated to autumn. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/09/22/colette-autumn/?mc_cid=2c81d37ad7&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0374513082/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/09/16/henry-beston-northern-farm-harvest/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/08/26/willa-cather-my-antonia-happiness/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/02/27/the-river-alessandro-sanna/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/07/02/the-magic-box-pintauro-laliberte/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/07/02/the-magic-box-pintauro-laliberte/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/09/22/colette-autumn/?mc_cid=2c81d37ad7&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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How to Make Irrigation Healthy 

by Florence Nightingale 

 

How to Make Irrigation Healthy is the appendix to Nightingale's paper, Life or Death in India (1874). 

 

The cause of irrigation has received a frightful significance from this Bengal famine, irrigation being literally 

a matter of life and death. Not whether we will have irrigation or not; but how to make it healthy, and how to 

pay for it, are our questions. Wherever water for irrigation and navigation exists, famine is effectually met. 

The paramount necessity of combining drainage with irrigation was never forced upon the attention in 

Southern India, as it has of late years been in Bengal and the North-West Provinces. 

In the great irrigated districts of the Godavery and Kistna in the northern part of Madras, and of the north-

west provinces and Punjab, drainage is now being taken in hand on a great scale, as outbreaks of fever have 

shown the results of its neglect. 

In Tanjore, south of Madras, where there are above 1,000,000 acres of irrigated rice, without a weed to be 

seen, the drainage is said to be of the rudest description, yet the health of the people good. The population is 

more than 700 per square mile in the Delta. But the climate is a dry one; not moist like that of Bengal. 

In this part of India the thermometer never falls so low in the cold months as it does farther north; and there 

appears to be some relation between the range of temperature at that time of the year and the prevalence of 

fever. 

The Hooghly drainage investigation was taken up by the able Col. Haig, then chief engineer of the Irrigation 

Department, under the orders of the Lieut.-Governor, Sir G. Campbell, though there are no irrigation works 

there, in hopes of contributing towards the clearing up of the fever question, which has of late years assumed 

such enormous importance, or rather its enormous importance has only now come to be known. The fever 

seems partly owing to entire want of drainage, partly to foul drinking-water in the dry season. 

Much more information than what Col. Haig managed, with all his super-eminent ability and energy, to 

collect in the course of a six months' enquiry, is said to be needed; and there is at least one point, the relative 

levels of sub-soil water, about which we as yet know far too little. 

Col. Haig's 'Note' embodies certain facts in regard to the rainfall, surface levels, and drainage discharges of 

the district; but, as he states, he has no pretension to having exhausted the subject. 

https://americanliterature.com/author/florence-nightingale
https://americanliterature.com/author/florence-nightingale/essay/life-or-death-in-india
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It is not, however, more enquiry that is most needed. Enquiry and investigation are the curse of India, as of 

any country where we do not act up to the light we have: where evils are investigated and re-investigated fifty 

times over, simply as an excuse for doing nothing. 

Everybody has known for half a century that, if the water of Bengal were regulated, the superabundance 

carried off during the monsoon, and plenty of water, fresh from the rivers, carried through every village in the 

dry season for irrigation, drinking, and carriage, the whole condition of the people would be immeasurably 

improved. All that is wanted is that the works should be executed; but this is the one thing that will not be 

done. 

We shall have the country levelled and surveyed, the works planned and approved, report upon report called 

for, and commission upon commission appointed: anything that can be done as a reason for doing nothing. 

1. One question is whether an area of ground,Shallow water unhealthy. covered to such a depth with water as 

not to give off malaria from decomposition of dead organic matter, is necessarily unwholesome. This would 

be very much the condition of an ordinary tank, or of a lake in which the surface of the water is retained 

permanently at a fixed, or nearly fixed, level. 

In the dry climate of Southern India such masses of water are said to be perfectly healthy; but in the warm, 

moist climate of Bengal the growth of aquatic plants is so prodigious that unless tanks are periodically cleared 

of the weeds and mosses, which form in time a dense mat of vegetation on the surface, the water, it is said, 

becomes unfit to drink, and gives out deleterious gases. 

But, in point of fact, such cases are extremely rare. As a rule the surface of every tank or collection of water 

falls several feet during the dry months, and exposes a margin of damp soil more or less saturated with 

organic matter, which is, of course, unhealthy. 

Lower Bengal is one mass of tanks, mostly very small, in which every kind of pollution collects all through 

the dry season; and from these in many places the people drink. All are natural hollows or formed by 

excavation—not, as in South and Central India, by damming up the outlets of valleys and hollows. But very 

few are dug out to such a depth as to leave, during the hot months, a sufficient depth of water to prevent 

decomposition, and fewer still are properly cleansed and protected from defilement by organic impurities. 

Even in Bengal it is the poverty, not the will, of the people that consents to drink bad water. Whenever they 

have the means, they are glad to fence and line their tanks and wells with masonry. A sure sign of a thriving 

landowner is: masonry tanks and wells on his property. The rich often bring their water from immense 

distances, in sealed jars, on men's heads; and there is no such popular application of taxation as in improved 

water-supply. 

Sub-soil water level. 2. Observations of the level of sub-soil water are doubtless most important.[1] It is 

stated, however, that in tracts in Lower Bengal where the fever has been most deadly the water-level in the 

dry months is at an unobjectionable depth below the surface, say sixteen feet. But it does not follow from this 

that, during and immediately after the rains, the sub-soil may not give out fatal malaria. 
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If the water rises too high during the rainy season, the difficulty in a rice-growing district is how to lower it. 

The moment you cut a drain the ryots complain of it as injuring their crops by drawing off the water in which 

they always keep the rice standing to a depth of three to six inches, if they can get enough. 

This is, of course, the consequence of partial work. What is wanted is a general regulation of the water, so that 

everywhere water shall be kept at the level required: some inches over the surface for rice: some feet under 

the surface, where irrigation is not needed. 

3. The ryots always, and justly, prefer running toMoving water best for crops as for health. stagnant water. 

Irrigation with stagnant water is injurious to health and also to vegetation. Irrigation should be accompanied 

by improving the natural drainages of the country, so as to keep the water moving, however slowly. 

But the difficulty is said to be, how to supply moving water, and make the works pay at the same time, for the 

whole surface of the country. Everywhere, however, water can be supplied for irrigation at a cost enormously 

below its value—the average cost of water in works on a large scale being about £2 per acre of rice. 

Irrigation works are planned generally to supply one cubic foot per second to every 133 acres, which is the 

same as one cubic yard per acre per hour, or ⅕ inch in depth on the surface per day. Two-thirds of a cubic 

yard per hour for 100 days are given for wheat or other 'dry grain,' and two cubic yards per hour for 120 days 

for rice, including rain—i.e. ⅛ inch per day for dry grains and ⅜ for rice. 

To this extent, even if every cultivable acre in the country were irrigated, we can change the water; but, as 

only a certain proportion of the area commanded by the canals is irrigated, and of this all is not receiving 

water at the same time, we do, in fact, supply a greater depth, and in that degree renew the water lying on the 

surface. 

In the rice districts in Madras the whole area is irrigated: in the wheat country out of the tropics in the dry-

season cultivation a portion only of the area is irrigated. 

There is no doubt that the more water that is passed through the rice-fields in a running stream, the better the 

yield, both because stagnant water is more or less injurious, and because more water means more silt, which 

renews and fertilises the soil, and leaves, together with matter in chemical combination, behind it food for the 

plant. 

It is certain that if the ground were thoroughly and sufficiently intersected by deep drains, and water enough 

supplied to meet the increased consumption which this would involve, rice cultivation might be a healthy 

employment. There is rarely fever in a village surrounded by rice swamp as long as the water is moving—

'living,' as the natives say; the fever time begins when the water falls and stagnates. 

Expense is the sole thing that stands in the way of all these improvements. As it is, our irrigation works in N. 

India are said barely to pay the interest on the outlay. Is this because we persist in debiting the works with the 

cost of all our blunders? Do we make a canal on a bad plan—twice as costly (say) as need be, and only half as 

useful—excluding navigation and cheap transit; and then, because it only pays 5 per cent., do we say, 
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'irrigation won't pay'? If we kept our turnpike road or bridge accounts in the same way, without reckoning 

consequences, should we not find that road-making and bridge-building was of all things the most fruitless 

application of public money, and that it was better finance to build houses and let them as gin-shops? 

The management of the works may be so wrong that, as in Orissa, the people refuse to use the water; and this 

is the case in only one out of the seven vast works which the Government have executed. The actual results 

are these; the cost of irrigation on these great works has been from £1 to £3. 10s. per acre, including the 

navigation; and the actual increased value of crop is from £1. 10s. to £2. 10s. in grain only, besides straw. 

Is it not only because we are in such a hurry for results that the people seem slow to take water? Irrigation, 

unless it come from great rivers in flood season, when it renews the soil, requires manure; and manure costs 

money; and the people have to get a little money or credit before they can use their greatest boon. 

Of the value of the canals for transit, the following may give some idea: Up the valley of the Ganges at least a 

million tons a year are carried at present prices, a small quantity by the rail at 1½d., besides half as much 

more paid out of taxes, and the main portion at about ½d. by the rivers; by the canals this would cost about 

1⁄20d., or £200 a mile for a million tons, against £6,000 by rail, or £2,000 by river; a perfect steam-boat canal, 

40 yards broad, on that line costing about £3,000 a mile. 

The irrigation works in the north-west yield an enormous profit in all, about £1. 10s. in grain only, on an 

expenditure of £2. 5s. per acre, or 60 per cent., besides the straw and navigation (on the Ganges Canal). 

And the area of irrigation is still extending. About 7 per cent. net of this now comes into the treasury. In the 

Jumna Canals, in the same part of the country, the returns into the treasury are 25 per cent., and in all the 

Madras districts double and treble that. The question of returns to Government,[2] though a point of 

importance, is of much smaller consequence than that of total benefits to the community. Besides its being a 

question of life or death, of health or disease, of civilisation, comfort, and cleanliness, or dirt and barbarism 

and misery, the average total benefits are at least 100 per cent. The Godavery district used to export £60,000 a 

year; it now exports, by sea only, £800,000 or £900,000 a year, besides the whole population being well fed 

and well clothed and housed; so that their home consumption is probably doubled. The 560,000 acres 

irrigated, then, now yield about £1,100,000 a year more in grain, besides straw and navigation, by an 

expenditure of about £600,000. 

The results of the irrigation and navigation works in the Godavery Delta have been so conspicuous that I 

cannot but give the following short account: In 1843, when the first sketch of them was made by Sir Arthur 

Cotton, he and Lady Cotton took up their abode in tents and rough sheds on the bank of the river, or rather on 

the side of the river-bed; for only a narrow thread of water was flowing down the middle of that bed, and on 

each side of that thread was a mile and a half, at least, of hot, deep sand. The want and filth and need of every 

kind around were a continual, pressing sorrow. The weary faces of the women, toiling through the dry river-

bed with their waterpots, creeping out of their huts after the exhausting heat of the day to bring the family 

supply of water between one and two miles, their naked feet sinking at every step in burning sand, were most 

distressing; and the thought how insufficient the supply after all the labour, painful to look back upon even 

now. 

Sir Arthur and Lady Cotton remained in that district some years, till the works were fairly set on foot. 
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In 1861, they visited the Godavery Delta again, and describe the happiness of that visit. Instead of dry sand, 

the river-bed was covered full with abundant water; instead of parched, perishing attempts at cultivation, there 

were rich crops of many kinds, and trees which seemed to have sprung up as by magic; instead of filthy, 

waterless villages, there were channels, well filled, flowing everywhere; and instead of the weary, over-

worked women, almost all looked well fed, well washed, and comfortable. One great obstacle to religious 

civilisation thus removed, the time and strength of mind and body need no longer be solely taken up with the 

daily drudgery which before absorbed every power. But, in this as in other cases, the occurrence of Fever has 

warned us to look to our drainages. 

Irrigation to be combined with drainage. 4. No one, now-a-days, would think of proposing irrigation without 

drainage. 

There is no danger in the one provided the other goes with it. 

The engineer's problem is to apportion the one to the other, so as to increase production without injuring 

health. 

Degeneration due to malaria and rack-renting. 5. Whether the physical degeneration of the people in and over 

Bengal is due solely or chiefly to malaria, or to malaria and rack-renting combined, is just the point which a 

commission might be appointed to investigate. But the drainage and irrigation works should be executed first. 

About these there is no doubt. This is as well known as St. Paul's. And the investigation may be carried on 

afterwards. 

Under the permanent settlement the share of the produce of the soil left to the cultivator is often too little for 

health. A process of slow starvation may thus go on, which so enfeebles the great mass of the people, that 

when any epidemic sets in they are swept off wholesale. Land is let and sublet to a degree unknown anywhere 

else. The Zemindar will let his land to a Patnidar, the Patnidar to a Durpatnidar, the Durpatnidar again to a 

Seypatnidar, and he again may farm it out to an Izaridar. 

Under such a system what portion of the produce do we suppose falls to the share of the ryot who tills the 

soil? 

Then, population has increased to a degree that has raised the fear lest it may have outstripped the productive 

powers of the soil. 

After at least half a million souls had (in the estimate of the present collector) been swept off by the fever in 

the Hooghly district, the population was still at the rate of 1,000 to the square mile. 

But the productive powers of the soil under irrigation are enormous. One crop of rice without any manure at 

all will produce sufficient to feed a population of 2,000 per square mile. 

The poor people are glad to go long distances for work and food, if they know where they are to be found. 

They go readily as coolies to the West Indies and Mauritius. But if Bengal were properly furnished with roads 

and canals of irrigation, navigation, and drainage, might not a population half as large again as the present be 
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maintained in health and comfort? Are not the vast tracts of jungle—fertile land, but without population—

quite as striking a feature in Bengal as the dense masses of rural population in the cleared parts? 

6. If a complete system of drainage were carried out,Periodical inspection necessary. periodical inspection by 

specially appointed officers would be essential to prevent the destruction of the smaller channels and 

consequent outbursts of fever. It is astonishing how evils are unseen by eyes accustomed to them. 

7. Every village should have its pure water supply.Village water supply. The present state of the supply in 

Bengal is shocking beyond description. The water drunk by a large portion of India is utterly unfit for men's 

use, and is often brought from miles distant. Much might be done by the people themselves, under proper 

supervision, in the way of clearing out and deepening existing tanks. But this should be combined with a fresh 

water-supply from the great rivers by means of the subsidiary irrigation channels. 

Wherever we have irrigation the people have this, and appreciate it highly. 

But, if we are to have all these things, there must be, we are told, some tax of the nature of a water-rate (as in 

towns), to be levied on the whole community. 

It is impossible to regulate the drainage and water supply of vast tracts, like those in Bengal, except at an 

expense which cannot be met, it is said, by the mere receipts from irrigation, which (with navigation tolls in 

the canals) have hitherto been our sole source of profit. There is no question about returns, however, if the 

water is used; and, if it is not, it can only be from mismanagement, as in Orissa. Col. Haig remarks upon the 

'far stronger feeling of confidence and security which prevails under a Ryotwari settlement' (speaking of the 

Godavery) 'than under a Zemindari.' When a Cuttack ryot is asked why he does not use the water, which he 

acknowledges is so profitable, he says, 'What is the use of it, when half the profit goes to the Zemindar and 

half to the money-lender?' While the water has been generally refused this year, a considerable extent has 

been irrigated surreptitiously; and when one of the engineers was reporting about it, a Native Revenue official 

told him he had had his predecessor turned out, and he would have him turned out too if he reported it. Such 

is the confusion in these districts. Such the relation between the State and the 'creatures of its own creation,' 

the Zemindars. Such the difference between the Ryotwari and Zemindari tenures. 

8. It is here, however, that the Government hesitate, or rather that they have drawn back. 

Lord Mayo's Government was in favour of a compulsory rate in all irrigated districts. 

Lord Northbrook and Sir G. Campbell are against it. 

But, without it, it is said that irrigation and drainage (if the works are to be constructed by Government) can 

never be carried out on a scale commensurate with the wants of the country. 

Is there much diversity of opinion, however, where the water is actually given? But then no compulsion is 

needed. Are not the people only too glad to get and pay for the water, as fast as they can prepare their fields 

and get manure? But are we not always in a hurry? and, after shutting our eyes for years to the truth as to the 
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value of irrigation, always trying to force the poor cultivators to take the water the very instant we ourselves 

are converted to a sense of its value, and charging them for all the blunders we have made in supplying it? 

Nay: do we not even go further and make laws enabling Government to charge for the water, even if it is not 

supplied: if we only intended or promised to supply it? 

Was not Lord Mayo's proposed law of this character? 

Had he lived, he would have modified it, so as to charge for water only where actually given. But really no 

law is needed. If we only make the works, bring the water, and sell it at reasonable rates, the people are only 

too glad to buy it for their fields. 

Was not Lord Mayo misled, for the time, by a policy—better at drawing up symmetrical laws which looked 

well on paper, than in carrying the people with it to do what was needed? 

The Duke of Argyll's final decision against such a rate is said to have stopped two or three immense irrigation 

schemes (one for five millions of acres in Oudh) in the very part of the country which is either now threatened 

with famine; or, not threatened—the famine is upon us. 

But was it so much the 'Duke of Argyll's final decision,' as the mistakes of Lord Mayo's unfinished policy 

which stopped the irrigation schemes? 

Did not Lord Mayo fall, for the time, into the hands of the Fisherman's wife, who never would make the best 

of what the Enchanted Fish gave her, but always wanted something better? She, after somewhat violently 

opposing Canalisation for years, went far beyond its demands, and would do nothing till an Act was passed to 

enable her to tax every Ryot in India for water, as soon as she had good intentions of irrigating his fields. And 

when she was told she must tax only after she had given the water, she sulked, and would not amend her Act. 

So with Loans: there was no end of writing and planning, but it never got beyond paper. 

They never borrowed the money, because they were always following some new butterfly of Finance. 

And so they never had it to spend. 

Nothing can be more just than a partial compulsory water-rate in the irrigated tracts, because, whether the 

people irrigate or not, they have the enormous benefits of navigation, drainage, drinking-water, forage, &c. 

Under the Orissa Works, at £3. 10s. per irrigable acre in cost of works, 2¾ rupees an acre would pay 8 per 

cent., leaving the transit free, and the increase of produce 15 rupees an acre at least. 

The water-rate paid in Godavery on about 500,000 acres, at 4 rupees, is £200,000; but the increase of 

Revenue has been above £300,000. 
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If no water-rate at all were levied, it would be impossible to prevent the works paying, from the increased 

revenue due to the increased wealth of the people. As a native gentleman wisely said, the Government of a 

rich population can never be poor. 

But at this moment, including all mistakes in projection from want of experience, and the temporary failure 

from refusal of water in Orissa, all the new works would show a direct net return of some 20 per cent. into the 

treasury, and at least 100 per cent. in all. 

If the Canal is completed up the valley of the Ganges it will carry two million tons a year at 1⁄10d. per mile, 

and at all speeds, from that of the Railway downwards, against 200,000 tons carried by the Railway at 1½d. a 

mile, though supported by half a million a year paid out of the treasury as interest of its debt. 

But Railways are wanted as well as Canals. And as matters now stand, must they not be made before Canals? 

Must we not do what comes to our hand to promote communication, without limiting ourselves to what is 

abstractedly best? It has been truly said that, while 'we want waggons to carry hay, we provide phaetons.' But, 

if we want to get across country, do we not take what the country affords—jaunting car or broken-down gig? 

People here will give their money and labour to make Railways and not to make Canals. Shall India wait till 

they get wiser, or let internal improvement, which depends so much on easy intercommunication, stand still 

till she has made them wiser? 

If all the Canals which the great artist has devised, and which he could give men to execute, were made, the 

works would then convert the world. 

Meantime, we should get all the Railroads and common roads made which we could find money or men for; 

certain that, if not the best and cheapest, they are the next best, next cheapest appliances we can give the 

country. 

Is it not the fact: that we want both Railway and Canal? 

And must not the Canal, which will supersede Railways, be very different from any Canal we have yet seen? 

But we may believe in its coming—that is, a Canal workable by steam as well as by animal power;—and able 

to carry at 10 miles an hour. 

That we shall see this in India before it appears in Europe is likely. 

But will anything save example convert the world? 

Meantime, even if we give India only Railways, the people will neither starve nor stagnate. 

9. There is no great new irrigation work in India that is not paying ample direct net profits, excepting that of 

Orissa; and that not at all on account of any real failure in the project, but only from the non-use of the water, 
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which will of course be got over before long, and there is not the least probability of its occurring anywhere 

else. 

Indeed, the so-called failure of the Orissa works is mainly due to the tardy and incomplete execution of the 

original scheme. Government no sooner saw that the works must be a financial success than they bought 

them—and then starved them—waiting for more plans, estimates, and paper, before the money to complete 

them was given. We saw the 'Haywaggon,' in fact, and were charmed with it, and bought it as it stood, half-

finished; and have since been doubting whether we can afford to complete the wheels, and whether the tyres 

should be broad or narrow. 

10. The question will now be forced on public attention. It is no longer a question. The famine looms large 

and terrible upon us, as an awful fact. 

What has been done in irrigation. It must not, however, be supposed that little is being done in the way of 

irrigation. 

In Bengal alone we have been spending, for some years past, half a million annually; and that is only one 

province. 

There is said to be a practical limit to the rate at which such extensive works can be carried on—viz. available 

labour supply. If this is pressed upon unduly, wages rise (Oh, would they should!), and with them the price of 

all materials of construction. In Southern Behar and Orissa we are said to have quite reached this limit, for 

there has been a considerable increase in rates since the works were begun. But is not one of the most 

important effects of these works that they help to release the labouring population from their bondage to the 

high castes and wealthy, and in all ways improve their condition and raise wages?[3] Every district could 

easily provide labourers for an expenditure of £100,000 a year, requiring about 20,000 people; and 

£30,000,000 could easily be spent in three or four years. 

There is said to have been much, too, in our recent experience of irrigation in Bengal—chiefly the 

unwillingness of the people to take our canal water, except when driven to it by the failure of the rains—to 

cause the Government to pause before beginning new schemes, without some such guarantee for the 

repayment of the interest on the outlay as a compulsory rate would afford. The works are all carried out with 

loan funds, and the interest must be met from some source. But, as above said, our expenditure has been, and 

continues to be, £500,000 per annum. 

As far as has been seen in India, however, 'the unwillingness of the people to take canal water' really means 

'our own bad management' in some way or another. 

One can hardly conceive now but that, even had famine been averted, the great drought would not have given 

a vigorous impulse to this most important class of land improvements. 

But famine has come. 

In Lower Bengal the field for drainage is boundless. 
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There, however, the one question which stops theWho is to pay? way is whether Government will make the 

Zemindars, who are the possessors of the soil, pay for the works or not. Here there is great hesitation. Are the 

Zemindars so selfish and worthless a class as to exercise their considerable influence over the Government in 

this way? And would they resist, as is said, with all their might? 

The drainage, however, of about eighty square milesDrainage experiment on the Hooghly. of swamps on the 

banks of the Hooghly is now being carried out at the expense of the landowners, under a special Act; and 

Government would probably have awaited the result of this experiment before extending the Act to greater 

schemes. 

But if the famine interrupts everything it must also urge forward everything. 

May it not also force the authorities to look in the face the terrible evils of the whole Zemindarry system? Is 

not the case something similar to that of the old Bengal army; and, if it is still ignored, may not a similar 

terrible convulsion ensue? 

The subject is so vast that it is impossible to do more than just touch upon the principal points here. 

II. 

Crops improved. 1. Irrigation and drainage improve the crop, and give crop when and where there would be 

none. Consequently— 

Who is to profit? 2. These combined works improve the entire value of the land: and the question is, Who is 

to reap the increase? 

The Zemindar? 3. This must be either the Zemindar and his subordinates, who have spent nothing, or the 

Government which finds the money, or the ryot who cultivates. In England we should force the Zemindar to 

bear his part by a Poor Law to compel him to feed the suffering people, in the hope that he would find it 

cheaper to irrigate and drain than to feed. 

Or we should pass a law calling on all proprietors to improve the drainage, irrigation, and roads over their 

property, on pain of being taxed for the support of their people every time that famine comes—something as 

we did in Ireland, where we charged for famine and where the landlords had to pay over and above what other 

landlords had to pay, because the people were dying. Should not the fixed land-tax rest only on the basis that 

the people can live and not die? 

This was, in fact, Lord Cornwallis' principle. People blame his 'Permanent Settlement,' but they forget that the 

best half of his plan was never carried out by his successors. He clearly intended to make the Zemindars 

maintain a police, make roads, and do all other things that a landowner should do. But when he died his 

successors went to sleep. 
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4. Drainage and irrigation will improve the stamina'The husbandman that laboureth must be first partaker of 

the fruits.' of the entire working population; but of this improvement the Zemindar, if untaxed for the work, 

will reap the whole profit. 

In Godavery there is no comparison between present condition of the people and that before the works. But 

the extraordinary effect these works have had in the improvement of the people's bodily strength and spirit is 

one that is not generally observed. In Godavery the difference between a people under-fed and working 

utterly without hope, and the same people as they now are, is most striking. There is, perhaps, nearly three 

times the amount of work done by the same population, now that they are well fed and more sure of fair 

treatment than they were before. When we began the works, we used to find in cutting the canals, that large 

gangs would average one cubic yard per day; and this rapidly increased to three under exactly the same 

circumstances. Well-to-do, the people have now no look of poverty. 

Value increased. 5. Hence sanitary work, such as this, creates a great surplus value over and above the present 

value; and, when we consider the millions of acres to be improved, the addition will be very great. 

Conjoint liability. 6. Would not the best course be in India to take a lesson from the present distress, so as to 

plan for the future some conjoint liability for the drainage and irrigation works? 

The Hooghly scheme will afford valuable indications on this point, because the increase can be used as a 

standard. 

But the difficulties in the way are said to be enormous, arising from the extremely complicated state of 

property and innumerable interests in the land in permanently settled Bengal, and from the engagements made 

with the landholders under existing settlements elsewhere. Some idea of what these are in temporarily settled 

districts may be gathered from the Orissa irrigation scheme: they are far greater in the permanently settled. 

Also, is it right that the revenue for the whole of India should bear the cost of improving the revenue of the 

Bengal Zemindars? 

Would they wish it themselves? 

We cannot believe this of a noble body of Indian gentlemen. 

Should not the local revenue be augmented to pay for this? 

Also, if money is borrowed, it must be repaid with interest, although it is applied to the improvement of 

private estates. 

Clearly, in some way or other, justice requires that men who own these lands, on which so many thousands 

die from preventable fevers—and now and then from a famine, which counts its deaths by hundreds of 

thousands—should either pay, or the Government should remove the people (one of our alternatives), in 

which case the value of land will cease to exist. 
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7. Should not the landowner be made liable by lawPractical solutions. to pay for all that is really done to 

improve the land or to save the lives of the people on it? Is not the real practical solution of the financial 

problem a scheme like that applied to Lancashire after the cotton famine—a fund administered by trustees 

who lend from it, on security of local revenues, for works of permanent value to the reproductive powers of 

the locality, the advances to be repaid by instalments from local revenue at such rates as shall extinguish the 

debt in a reasonable term of years? 

Or should not the Government do as they did in Ireland—advance money to the landlords, and send to the 

Encumbered Estates Courts all who could not repay them? 

Such plans have been often laid before the Government of India; and, no doubt, some time will be adopted. 

One effect of the famine may be predicted, and that is, that it will lead to a revolution in the Zemindarry 

system in Bengal; which, in its effects on the mass of the population, can be compared to one thing only, 

namely, the slavery system as it was in the United States. 

Pecuniary loss in labourers' deaths exceeds cost of works. 8. The wealth of an agricultural country is the result 

of labour; and, in a properly governed country, labour ought always to be producing wealth. 

Every efficient labourer is a wealth-producing agent; and every efficient labourer, lost by death, is a pecuniary 

loss to the country. 

These are truisms. 

The people pay 2½ rupees per head in taxes—the interest of 50 rupees, sufficient to irrigate 2 acres, which 

would support 5 people: and in actual famine 10 rupees would certainly provide food per head through the 

famine. 

Scarcity and famine act in two ways; they reduce the wealth-producing power of survivors, and destroy the 

wealth-producing power of those who die. 

When labourers die by thousands on account of famine and epidemics, because the ground on which they 

existed was left without irrigation and drainage, it may be affirmed with certainty that the pecuniary loss to 

the country exceeds what would have been the cost of works. 

May not this be safely assumed as a law of the universe from which there is no escape? We may cry back on 

account of the cost of doing what Nature says must be done: but this will not prevent her from presenting her 

bill at the due time; and when presented it must be honoured, whether we will or no. 

A large part of India is occupied on these conditions, and an awful bill it is. 

9. But the people are not the only sufferers. OurArmy. noble Indian army, although it may be saved from 

famine, is doomed to the inheritance of epidemics which always begin among the people. 
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We know all this now. The sanitary history of the British army in India begins with the sanitary history of the 

Indian people. 

III. A few Facts about Canals. 

Colonel Rundall, the Inspector-General ofIrrigation. Irrigation, projected, and for the most part worked out, 

the plans and estimates for the following schemes:— 

The Sone scheme, for the irrigation of theSone. Shahabad, Patna, and part of the Gya districts south of the 

Ganges, included in the great tract now in danger of being laid waste with this dread famine. This work is in 

hand. 

The canal, from Monghyr to Mirzapore, will be 180′ wide at bottom, with a depth of 8 feet, and a length of 

about 180 miles, of which 30 miles have been excavated to one-half of the full section. This canal will be 

used not only for irrigation, but for connecting the Lower Ganges with the Great Ganges Canal. Its great size 

renders it well adapted as a relief work, as large numbers can be massed upon it, which has already been 

done; and the railway, at no great distance, will enable food for the labourers to be supplied at different points 

along the line. 

There are other smaller canals (40 to 50 miles in length each) forming parts of the same scheme. 

The execution of some of these, it is understood, has been ordered. 

The Sone works irrigate South Behar, south of the Ganges. Their value, as part of the grand line of 

communication up the valley of the Ganges, will be even greater than for irrigation. From Allahabad to 

Monghyr is 300 miles, and on this part two million tons would be carried per annum; saving, even compared 

with the river, about ½d. a ton a mile, or £4,000 a mile—£1,200,000 a year in all. This is besides many 

hundred miles of branch canals. If the works cost four millions this alone would be 30 per cent. 

Gunduck. There are two proposed canals on the Gunduck, a tributary of the Ganges on the north, to supply 

the Chumparun and Tirhoot districts on the one side, and Sarun on the other—through the middle of one 

district of the famine-stricken country. 

A fight was certainly made to start one, at least, of these at once. 

Damoodah. The Damoodah Canal project was brought forward in Lord Mayo's time, and a beginning made; 

but Government afterwards stopped the works, on the ground, it is said, that as coal had been found at 

Midnapoor, it might not be necessary to carry the coal from Raneegunj. Shortly after, on the convict in charge 

of the boring at Midnapoor being relieved, his successor asked whether any more coal had been found, and 

was told by the native in charge that they had not put any into the bore lately. But on this discovery 

Government did not re-order the Damoodah Canal. 

Under this pressure of famine, however, it is likely to be resumed, with two or three other stopped works. 

Two modifications of it, though poor substitutes indeed, were wisely suggested, in hopes of getting some 
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irrigation started, and of them the little canal from the Damoodah in the Hooghly district has been ordered to 

be carried out. But the works had not been begun; and we may still rejoice to hear that Colonel Rundall's 

original scheme has now been accepted by Government in its integrity. 

There is the great canal, which it is proposed toMoorshedabad. construct from the Ganges at Rajmahal, and to 

bring down beside the Bhagiruttee (the name given to the upper part of the Hooghly) to tide water near 

Calcutta. 

This would irrigate Moorshedabad, now so cruelly suffering, and Nuddea, and enable boats and steamers to 

avoid the difficulties of the navigation of the Bhagiruttee, and the circuitous route through the Sunderbuns. 

It would be a magnificent work: was originally proposed by Sir A. Cotton, the most perfect master of the 

question living (by others, indeed, it is said, before him), and the plans worked out under Colonel Rundall's 

orders. 

2½ millions acres. The first three schemes, above mentioned, would afford irrigation for at least 2,500,000 

acres. If they had now been in operation, the saving of crops, irrespective of the increased yield due to 

irrigation, would have been half a ton per acre. So that 1,250,000 tons of food would have been secured, 

which has now been lost—enough effectually to have prevented famine, and perhaps even scarcity. 

In North Behar and Oudh, the great works projected have all been stopped. 

Is there one of the many works thus stopped that would not have entirely prevented the famine in its tract? 

The Rajmahal Canal has been thoroughly projected, and might be begun at once. It will form 200 miles of the 

main Ganges Valley Canal, and can be connected with the Sone Canals by a link of about 70 miles. This, with 

the Sirhind Canal from the Sutlej to the Jumna, the Ganges Canal to Cawnpoor, another lower Ganges Canal 

to Allahabad, will form 1,200 miles of perfect steamboat navigation, the finest navigation in the world, and 

will save at least £4,000 a mile, £5,000,000 a year, as compared with river transit. On the railway alone there 

is actually paid £1,600,000 for the carriage of goods only, at 1½d. a ton; on the canal this would cost, at 

1⁄10d., £100,000, saving £1,500,000. 

Such are the sums India is losing for want of cheap transit. 

But if a complete system of canals were cut on all the main lines, every part of India would pour food into any 

distressed tract in any quantities, and at a nominal cost of carriage. 

A return showing the extent of irrigation in Madras Presidency, gives 4,800,000 acres, and the real area is 

above this. This is at the rate of 250,000 acres per district. About 40,000,000 of acres more, besides the works 

in progress, would give every district in India 250,000 acres, and cost about £100,000,000, producing an 

additional value of grain of about £200,000,000 a year, besides the transit; the whole benefit being certainly 

eight or ten times the whole amount of taxation, £40,000,000. That is, it is in our power in this way to do eight 

or ten times more for enriching India than the abolition of all the taxes. 
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The total paid into the treasury in Madras for water is about £3,000,000 a year. 

The Sone works are now watering more than 130,000 acres—the first year, the water-rate of which would be, 

at 3r., £40,000—on a present expenditure of about £500,000, including all the fundamental works; and the 

value of crop is estimated at £450,000. 

Such is the real case of irrigation. 

Do not many write as if all irrigation had been a loss to the Government, and the one difficulty how to obtain 

it without overwhelming burthens on the country? The Godavery works alone, in their present unfinished 

state, pay the interest of £5,000,000. 

Is there anything to prevent the Government ordering at once the irrigation of from 250,000 to 500,000 acres 

in every district in India, including a complete network of steamboat canals of 20,000 or 30,000 miles, 

embracing all India, and to be completed in five years, with an absolute certainty of two or three times the 

present interest of money in direct returns? The Sone works are calculated to irrigate about 2,000,000 acres, 

paying £500,000 water-rate alone, or 12 per cent. on £4,000,000. 

The water-rate paid in Godavery is 4rs. per acre of rice; on the Ganges Canal 2½rs. an acre of wheat. Some of 

the old irrigation in Madras used to pay 20rs. an acre; some now pay, it is said, 12rs., and much pays 8rs. 

Two millions a year are now actually paid for goods transit between Calcutta and the confluence of the 

Ganges and Brahmapootra, a distance of 130 miles, £15,000 a mile per annum; while £3,000 a mile would 

make a perfect steamboat canal, carrying at ¼r. a ton for the whole distance, or £50,000 for the present 

2,000,000 tons, producing a saving on the present traffic of 500 per cent.; this is besides about 1,000,000 tons 

that would be carried along the first 100 miles of the canal for the Upper Ganges. And at this charge the 

present traffic would be soon doubled. 

On this little line of 130 miles, a saving would be effected of at least £3,000,000 a year, including the new 

traffic. 

N.B.—Seven-eighths of the traffic still go by a very bad navigation of 470 miles, three times the distance by 

rail, and taking six weeks on an average. 

Is not the Government of India too much like aDispensary Government. dispensary, which does all that man 

can do to cure when too late to do anything to prevent? 

IV. 

These facts speak loud: I have no need to add myAre we to pay out of current revenue? poor words. He who 

runs may read. 
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What is the answer given by modern 'financial policy' or impolicy? That we must only do what we can pay for 

out of current revenue, or at least what will pay for itself at once. 

[Instead of interest enough not being taken in India, too much, it would seem, is taken—an ignorant, unsound 

interest. So much the worse for India.] 

It seems like going back 500 years: to the times when our beds were our banks, and we took out of our old 

stocking, hid in the mattress or in a hole in the floor, enough for a miserable sustenance day by day, careless 

of whether we starved or died 100 days hence. 

Christ himself tells us not to bury our talent in a napkin, but to put it out to interest. 

'Sound Indian finance' appears to be what Plato calls 'wanting to have money safely kept and not used,' or 

'justice useful' and 'money useless.' 

Is it not as though we said: It is 'unsound financialOr by loan? policy' to live unless you have money in your 

stocking; to borrow in order to build, or to trade, or to farm; you must not make railways except you can pay 

for them out of your income, nor telegraphs, nor any means of communication by steam or water? 

Is not this reversing the whole principle which has given England her unparalleled success in trade and 

manufacture—her greatness, as a nation, over the whole globe? 

Unless you have money in your stocking to do it, we say in India, don't do it; you must not utilise the money 

in your neighbour's stocking. You can't eat roads, or railways, or canal-banks this year, though they may bring 

you a hundred-fold produce in twenty years. Be not fools who spend their money, unless, having £100 in your 

mattress, you can see £110 for every £100 in your mattress before Christmas. Eat what you can grow in your 

garden; you can keep your own money safer than anybody else can use it for you. 

Is it 'extravagance' to provide for ten years hence, or even, as this famine has but too fatally proved, for one 

short year hence, what we are to eat then?—or die of starvation—unless we can provide with the money now 

in hand? 

Is it 'sound finance' to let a man starve a year hence, and live this year by eating up all he has? 

Is it cheap to let him die, too dear to make him live, if you have to provide for his next year's food on 

borrowed capital, even if that capital returns cent. per cent. in future years; and even if—not borrowing it—

you spend next year millions where you would only have had to spend thousands this year, besides the small 

item of a few hundreds of thousands of acres of depopulated country? 

Is it cheaper to let a man 'get dead' than to feed him or house him, on borrowed capital? 

Then comes the drought; and costs us tens of millions instead of millions, to say nothing of a million or two 

of people who 'get dead.' 
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To thrust these poor remarks upon those who know it all so much better than I, and can put it so much more 

forcibly, seems needless.[4] This appalling famine speaks louder than any man can do—or woman either. 

But one must live in order to be a subject for sanitary considerations at all; and one must eat to live. If one is 

killed off by famine, one certainly need not fear fever or cholera. 

CONCLUSION. 

This great essential work of the regulation of the water of India is perhaps at this moment the most important 

question in the world; or rather not question—action. 

Nothing can compare with it for the material progress of the people, and their moral progress is greatly 

dependent upon it: for, till the people are in a measure relieved from their bondage to poverty and want, they 

cannot attend to other things. 

Another very important point, and intimately connected with irrigation in all ways, has to be taken up: and 

that is, the subject of manufacturing in India. 

There are at this moment at least 100,000 horse water power available and made no use of in the great 

irrigation canals. The canals will convey the goods to and from manufactories, and the irrigation will set free 

millions from agricultural labour for such work. 

With cheap labour, cheap power, cheap carriage, and cheap food, India will have the very highest advantages 

for manufacture, for civilisation, and also for life, and all that makes life worth having to those whom God has 

created higher than the brutes, and only a little 'lower than the angels.' 

The precise relation between the level of the subsoil-water and the prevalence and intensity of fever has not 

yet been traced in Lower Bengal. Both irrigation and drainage are there new things. The first irrigation work 

was not begun until 1862, and that by a private company: the Government expended nothing upon works of 

this class until 1868 or 1869. 

The Dancienic Drainage Works, in the Hooghly district, carried out last year, are the first of their kind. 

But in N.W. India—i.e. the N.W. Provinces and Punjab—some important facts have been established. In the 

districts on the upper part of the Ganges Canal, which were, of course, the first and the most copiously 

irrigated, there has been for many years a terrible increase of fever. By many it was asserted that the fever 

owed its origin to the canal; that the Mozuffernuggur District, e g., which is now said to be so unhealthy that 

it is in general avoided by officials, was formerly one of the healthiest and most popular. 

This, however, appears to have been clearly disproved. There is abundant proof of the existence of fever long 

before the canal was heard of. But this also seems to be certain that, wherever irrigation has been excessive, 

and stagnant pools and swamps have been formed, by carrying the minor distributary channels (as was 

formerly frequently done in the hurry of construction or from a faulty system) across the natural drainages, 

there has been a marked increase in the prevalence and virulence of fever. 
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Wherever the subsoil levels (which are usually termed the 'spring levels' in the N.W. Provinces and Punjab 

Reports) have been raised by supersaturation of soil from their original depth of twenty-five to forty feet to 

twelve feet or less, there there has been a terrible increase in the mortality from fever. Though still disputed, 

this fact is now pretty generally admitted by the best authorities, and in some official 'Resolution' of the N.-W. 

Provinces Government, it is distinctly laid down as the basis of remedial measures. Sir W. Muir is a hearty 

friend to irrigation. 

How far this 'water-logged' state of the soil in the districts referred to is due to excessive irrigation, and how 

far to the faulty alignments of distributaries and neglect of drainage above alluded to is not decided. 

But misuse of water is often made an excuse for not draining. 

Where the laws of drainage have palpably been violated, of course the remedy is plain and will be certain. 

And much may be done by selecting new sites for villages on higher ground. 

Rice cultivation, which consumes an enormous quantity of water, has greatly increased in the upper part of 

the Ganges Canal, and no doubt has been one cause of supersaturation. It is said that it has been determined to 

check this by raising the water rates! In the case of one large town where the fever had been severe, a 

committee recommended that the rice cultivation, which had crept right up to one town, should be prohibited 

within a certain distance of all dwellings. 

Scientific sanitary irrigation is in its infancy. The danger is lest the abuse, or ignorant use, of irrigation should 

lead to its undue restriction, and cause the Government to hesitate in carrying out works on the scale required, 

at least, to secure the food supply of the country. Possibly, Sir G. Campbell, for one, was unduly influenced in 

this way; but his Government is so imperial that he never had time to think properly of the subject. 

Official papers are written as though the Government were simply a trading Company to whom the sole 

question was: What direct profit can be obtained? The works in the Godavery essentially altered the condition 

of the whole body of labourers almost immediately. The employers found that their most energetic men would 

leave them for the works, if not better treated. And thus the employment of 30,000 people at good wages, with 

thoroughly good treatment, affected the welfare of a million. The state of the agricultural labourer was low 

enough in England; it may be supposed what it is under Indian landowners of high caste. It will, perhaps, be 

said that the loan system has been now adopted, and public works are no longer carried on out of current 

revenue only; That the Government is no longer in the position of the old woman with the stocking; 

That the principle has long since been admitted that the cost of such works should not be borne by the existing 

generation, which has only a life interest in them, but in the shape of interest upon public loans by succeeding 

generations, which will equally benefit by them. 

But this is not true. Loans have been talked of, but not raised, nor sanctioned till Famine came; and now the 

money may be spent—not in preventing Famine, but in feeding and keeping alive some of its victims. 
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It will perhaps be said that for years the whole expenditure on irrigation and State railways has been defrayed 

from special loan funds. 

But this is not so. 

That the Government is open to blame for not having conceded the first sooner, and also for not having 

pushed forward such works fast enough, though the immense establishments which it has been necessary to 

organise could only have been got up by degrees. 

But this is hardly true. 

Why did they stop private companies from doing the work? 

There has been fatal hesitation for the last three or four years, not so much in carrying on the schemes actually 

in hand—for some of these have been prosecuted and funds supplied as fast as the engineers could submit 

estimates and designs—as in starting new schemes. And this has chiefly arisen from the presumed discovery 

that the promises held out by the advocates of irrigation of high direct returns are illusory (made so indeed by 

our own mistakes), and that, with the notable exception of some great works in Madras specially conditioned, 

such schemes do not, and for many years to come will not, pay the current interest on the loan capital 

invested. This is what is said. 

But then why did they abolish the Income Tax? 

There is no doubt that such works do vastly enrich the land and add to the general wealth of the community, 

and it may safely be concluded that, directly or indirectly, they must eventually pay—even in spite of our own 

mistakes. 

In permanently settled Bengal, the Government, in laying out money upon irrigation, is always said to be in 

the position of a man who, having given his property in lease for ever at a mere quit-rent, proceeds to lay out 

vast sums upon it. The tenant reaps the whole profit. 

From whence, then, are returns to come? Increased wealth will lead to increased consumption, but of what? 

Opium or spirits? God forbid. Let us hope that these two sources of income are to decrease, not increase. Salt? 

The 'Poor Man's Income Tax?' God forbid again, we say. 

What, then, are we to look to? 

Should not the Government do as they did in Ireland—advancing money to the Landlords? 

Or as was done in Lancashire after the Cotton Famine? 
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But when Lord Mayo's tax was negatived, as above recounted, both he and the members of his Government, 

who had up to that time been staunch irrigators, drew back, and refused to advocate any new schemes without 

such a guarantee. 

And so matters have stood. 

Has not the old woman been to blame, although she had begun a little to mend her ways before the day of 

retribution came, too late to avert the sad fruits of former error? 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/florence-nightingale/essay/how-to-make-irrigation-healthy 

  

https://americanliterature.com/author/florence-nightingale/essay/how-to-make-irrigation-healthy
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What's up, Skip? Kangaroos really can 'talk' to us, study finds 

Kangaroos can intentionally communicate with humans, research reveals 

University of Roehampton 

Summary: 

Animals that have never been domesticated, such as kangaroos, can intentionally communicate with humans, 

challenging the notion that this behavior is usually restricted to domesticated animals like dogs, horses or 

goats, a new study has found. 

FULL STORY 

 

 

Kangaroo (stock image). 

Credit: © James Thew / stock.adobe.com 
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Animals that have never been domesticated, such as kangaroos, can intentionally communicate with humans, 

challenging the notion that this behaviour is usually restricted to domesticated animals like dogs, horses or 

goats, a first of its kind study from the University of Roehampton and the University of Sydney has found. 

The research which involved kangaroos, marsupials that were never domesticated, at three locations across 

Australia*, revealed that kangaroos gazed at a human when trying to access food which had been put in a 

closed box. The kangaroos used gazes to communicate with the human instead of attempting to open the box 

themselves, a behaviour that is usually expected for domesticated animals. 

Ten out of 11 kangaroos tested actively looked at the person who had put the food in a box to get it (this type 

of experiment is known as "the unsolvable problem task"). Nine of the 11 kangaroos additionally showed 

gaze alternations between the box and the person present, a heightened form of communication where they 

look between the box and human. 

The research builds on previous work in the field which has looked at the communication of domesticated 

animals, such as dogs and goats, and whether intentional communication in animals is a result of 

domestication. Lead author Dr Alan McElligott, University of Roehampton (now based at City University of 

Hong Kong), previously led a study which found goats can understand human cues, including pointing, to 

gather information about their environment. Like dogs and goats, kangaroos are social animals and Dr 

McElligott's new research suggests they may be able to adapt their usual social behaviours for interacting with 

humans. 

Dr Alan McElligott said: "Through this study, we were able to see that communication between animals can 

be learnt and that the behaviour of gazing at humans to access food is not related to domestication. Indeed, 

kangaroos showed a very similar pattern of behaviour we have seen in dogs, horses and even goats when put 

to the same test. 

"Our research shows that the potential for referential intentional communication towards humans by animals 

has been underestimated, which signals an exciting development in this area. Kangaroos are the first 

marsupials to be studied in this manner and the positive results should lead to more cognitive research beyond 

the usual domestic species." 

Dr Alexandra Green, School of Life and Environmental Sciences at the University of Sydney, said: 

"Kangaroos are iconic Australian endemic fauna, adored by many worldwide but also considered as a pest. 

We hope that this research draws attention to the cognitive abilities of kangaroos and helps foster more 

positive attitudes towards them." 

*The study involved kangaroos at three locations in Australia: Australian Reptile Park, Wildlife Sydney Zoo 

and Kangaroo Protection Co-Operative. The research was funded by a grant from the Association for the 

Study of Animal Behaviour (ASAB). 

 

Story Source: 
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Materials provided by University of Roehampton. Note: Content may be edited for style and length. 
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https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/12/201217135258.htm 

  

https://www.roehampton.ac.uk/life-sciences/news/kangaroos-can-intentionally-communicate-with-humans-research-reveals/
https://www.roehampton.ac.uk/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rsbl.2020.0607
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/12/201217135258.htm
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It might be the world’s biggest ocean, but the mighty Pacific is in peril 

GEOSCIENCES 

Authors: Jodie L. Rummer, Associate Professor & Principal Research Fellow, James Cook 

University; Bridie JM Allan, Lecturer/researcher, University of Otago; Charitha Pattiaratchi, Professor of 

Coastal Oceanography, University of Western Australia; Ian A. Bouyoucos, Postdoctoral fellow, James 

Cook University; Irfan Yulianto, Lecturer of Fisheries Resources Utilization, IPB University, and Mirjam 

van der Mheen, Fellow, University of Western Australia 

Shutterstock 

The Pacific Ocean is the deepest, largest ocean on Earth, covering about a third of the globe’s surface. An 

ocean that vast may seem invincible. Yet across its reach – from Antarctica in the south to the Arctic in the 

north, and from Asia to Australia to the Americas – the Pacific Ocean’s delicate ecology is under threat. 

In most cases, human activity is to blame. We have systematically pillaged the Pacific of fish. We have used 

it as a rubbish tip – garbage has been found even in the deepest point on Earth, in the Mariana Trench 11,000 

metres below sea level. 

https://mappingignorance.org/category/science/geosciences/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-05-14/mariana-trench-dive-finds-rubbish-at-sea-deepest-point/11109960
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And as we pump carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, the Pacific, like other oceans, is becoming more acidic. 

It means fish are losing their sense of sight and smell, and sea organisms are struggling to build their shells. 

Oceans produce most of the oxygen we breathe. They regulate the weather, provide food, and give an income 

to millions of people. They are places of fun and recreation, solace and spiritual connection. So, healthy, 

vibrant oceans benefit us all. And by better understanding the threats to the precious Pacific, we can start the 

long road to protecting it. 

The ocean plastic scourge 

The problem of ocean plastic was scientifically recognised in the 1960s after two scientists saw albatross 

carcasses littering the beaches of the northwest Hawaiian Islands in the northern Pacific. Almost three in four 

albatross chicks, who died before they could fledge, had plastic in their stomachs. 

Now, plastic debris is found in all major marine habitats around the world, in sizes ranging from nanometers 

to meters. A small portion of this accumulates into giant floating “garbage patches”, and the Pacific Ocean is 

famously home to the largest of them all. 

Most plastic debris from land is transported into the ocean through rivers. Just 20 rivers contribute two-thirds 

of the global plastic input into the sea, and ten of these discharge into the northern Pacific Ocean. Each year, 

for example, the Yangtze River in China – which flows through Shanghai – sends about 1.5 million metric 

tonnes of debris into the Pacific’s Yellow Sea. 

A wildlife killer 

Plastic debris in the oceans presents innumerable hazards for marine life. Animals can get tangled in debris 

such as discarded fishing nets, causing them to be injured or drown. 

Some organisms, such as microscopic algae and invertebrates, can also hitch a ride on floating debris, 

travelling large distances across the oceans. This means they can be dispersed out of their natural range, and 

can colonise other regions as invasive species. 

And of course, wildlife can be badly harmed by ingesting debris, such as microplastics less than five 

millimetres in size. This plastic can obstruct an animal’s mouth or accumulate in its stomach. Often, the 

animal dies a slow, painful death. 

Seabirds, in particular, often mistake floating plastics for food. A 2019 study found there was a 20% chance 

seabirds would die after ingesting a single item, rising to 100% after consuming 93 items. 

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-16510-3_1
https://www.plasticethics.com/home/2019/5/19/estimate-of-plastic-waste-from-rivers-into-the-worlds-oceans
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/stemming-the-plastic-tide-10-rivers-contribute-most-of-the-plastic-in-the-oceans/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/stemming-the-plastic-tide-10-rivers-contribute-most-of-the-plastic-in-the-oceans/
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0100289
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-018-36585-9
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Discarded fishing nets, or ‘ghost nets’ can entangle animals like turtles. 

Shutterstock 

A scourge on small island nations 

Plastic is extremely durable, and can float vast distances across the ocean. In 2011, 5 million tonnes of 

debris entered the Pacific during the Japan tsunami. Some crossed the entire ocean basin, ending up on North 

American coastlines. 

And since floating plastics in the open ocean are transported mainly by ocean surface currents and winds, 

plastic debris accumulates on island coastlines along their path. Kamilo Beach, on the south-eastern tip of 

Hawaii’s Big Island, is considered one of the world’s worst for plastic pollution. Up to 20 tonnes of debris 

wash onto the beach each year. 

Similarly, on uninhabited Henderson Island, part of the Pitcairn Island chain in the south Pacific, 18 tonnes of 

plastic have accumulated on a beach just 2.5km long. Several thousand pieces of plastic wash up each day. 

Kamilo Beach is referred to as the world’s dirtiest. 

Subtropical garbage patches 

Plastic waste can have different fates in the ocean: some sink, some wash up on beaches and some float on the 

ocean surface, transported by currents, wind and waves. 

https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/aa-updates/japan-tsunami-marine-debris.html
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/aa-updates/japan-tsunami-marine-debris.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-35638091
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-35638091
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/jan/10/kamilo-beach-plastic-hawaii-pollution
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jul/30/henderson-island-the-pacific-paradise-groaning-under-18-tonnes-of-plastic-waste
https://images.theconversation.com/files/369019/original/file-20201112-17-18bnqff.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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Around 1% of plastic waste accumulates in five subtropical “garbage patches” in the open ocean. They’re 

formed as a result of ocean circulation, driven by the changing wind fields and the Earth’s rotation. 

There are two subtropical garbage patches in the Pacific: one in the northern and one in the southern 

hemisphere. 

The northern accumulation region is separated into an eastern patch between California and Hawaii, and a 

western patch, which extends eastwards from Japan. 

Locations of the five subtropical garbage patches. 

van der Mheen et al. (2019) 

Our ocean garbage shame 

First discovered by Captain Charles Moore in the early 2000s, the eastern patch is better known as the Great 

Pacific Garbage Patch because it’s the largest by both size (around 1.6 million square kilometers) and amount 

of plastic. By weight, this garbage patch can hold more than 100 kilograms per square kilometre. 

The garbage patch in the southern Pacific is located off Valparaiso, Chile, extending to the west. It has lower 

concentrations compared to its giant counterpart in the northeast. 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2015/1/150109-oceans-plastic-sea-trash-science-marine-debris/#close
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2015/1/150109-oceans-plastic-sea-trash-science-marine-debris/#close
https://images.theconversation.com/files/366049/original/file-20201028-15-1kmbdqw.png?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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Discarded fishing nets make up around 45% of the total plastic weight in the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. 

Waste from the 2011 Japan tsunami is also a major contributor, making up an estimated 20% of the patch. 

With time, larger plastic debris degrades into microplastics. Microplastics form only 8% of the total weight of 

plastic waste in the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, but make up 94% of the estimated 1.8 trillion pieces of 

plastic there. In high concentrations, they can make the water “cloudy”. 

Each year, up to 15 million tonnes of plastic waste are estimated to make their way into the ocean 

from coastlines and rivers. This amount is expected to double by 2025 as plastic production continues to 

increase. 

We must act urgently to stem the flow. This includes developing plans to collect and remove the plastics and, 

vitally, stop producing so much in the first place. 

Divers releasing a whale shark from a fishing net. 

Fisheries on the verge of collapse 

As the largest and deepest sea on Earth, the Pacific supports some of the world’s biggest fisheries. For 

thousands of years, people have relied on these fisheries for their food and livelihoods. 

But, around the world, including in the Pacific, fishing operations are depleting fish populations faster than 

they can recover. This overfishing is considered one of the most serious threats to the world’s oceans. 

Humans take about 80 million tonnes of wildlife from the sea each year. In 2019, the world’s leading 

scientists said of all threats to marine biodiversity over the past 50 years, fishing has caused the most harm. 

They said 33% of fish species were overexploited, 60% were being fished to the maximum level, and just 7% 

were underfished. 

The decline in fish populations is not just a problem for humans. Fish play an important role in marine 

ecosystems and are a crucial link in the ocean’s complex food webs. 

Not plenty of fish in the sea 

Overfishing happens when humans extract fish resources beyond the maximum level, known as the 

“maximum sustainable yield”. Fishing beyond this causes global fish stocks to decline, disrupts food chains, 

degrades habitats, and creates food scarcity for humans. 

The Pacific Ocean is home to huge tuna fisheries, which provide almost 65% of the global tuna catch each 

year. But the long-term survival of many tuna populations is at risk. 

For example, a study released in 2013 found numbers of bluefin tuna – a prized fish used to make sushi – 

had declined by more than 96% in the Northern Pacific Ocean. 

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/article/great-pacific-garbage-patch-isnt-what-you-think/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/article/great-pacific-garbage-patch-isnt-what-you-think/
https://science.sciencemag.org/CONTENT/347/6223/768.abstract
https://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms15611.
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/347/6223/768
https://theoceancleanup.com/
https://www.fisheriesjournal.com/archives/2020/vol8issue5/PartA/8-4-84-862.pdf
https://ipbes.net/sites/default/files/2020-02/ipbes_global_assessment_report_summary_for_policymakers_en.pdf
https://www.fisheriesjournal.com/archives/2020/vol8issue5/PartA/8-4-84-862.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/maximum-sustainable-yield
https://www.pewtrusts.org/~/media/assets/2014/07/protecting_the_pacific.pdf
http://isc.ac.affrc.go.jp/pdf/Stock_assessment/PBF_2014_Exec_Summary_4_04-17.pdf
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Developing countries, including Indonesia and China, are major overfishers, but so too are developing 

nations. 

Along Canada’s west coast, Pacific salmon populations have declined rapidly since the early 1990s, partly 

due to overfishing. And Japan was recently heavily criticised for a proposal to increase quotas on Pacific 

bluefin tuna, a species reportedly at just 4.5% of its historic population size. 

Experts say overfishing is also a problem in Australia. For example, research in 2018 showed large fish 

species were rapidly declining around the nation due to excessive fishing pressure. In areas open to fishing, 

exploited populations fell by an average of 33% in the decade to 2015. 

Stocks of fish used to make sushi have declined in number. 

Shutterstock 

So what’s driving overfishing? 

There are many reasons why overfishing occurs and why it is goes unchecked. The evidence points to: 

• poverty among fishers in developing nations 

https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/asia-pacific/indonesia/stories-in-indonesia/indonesia-fisheries/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-09-30/china-super-trawlers-overfishing-world-oceans/10317394
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/222296823_On_the_decline_of_Pacific_salmon_and_speculative_links_to_salmon_farming_in_British_Columbia
https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/articles/2020/09/30/fisheries-managers-should-reject-bid-to-hike-quota-of-pacific-bluefin-tuna
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-06-06/australian-fish-stocks-declining-by-30-per-cent-research-finds/9837930
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0960982208015728
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• fishing subsidies that enable large fishing fleets to travel to the waters of developing countries and 

compete with small-scale fishers and keep ailing industries going 

• poor fishery and community management 

• weak compliance with fishing regulations due to shortfalls in local government capacity. 

Overfishing is stripping the Pacific Ocean of marine life. 

Shutterstock 

 

Let’s take Indonesia as an example. Indonesia lies between the Pacific and Indian oceans and is the 

world’s third-biggest producer of wild-capture fish after China and Peru. Some 60% of the catch is made by 

small-scale fishers. Many hail from poor coastal communities. 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10640-012-9542-x
https://unctad.org/news/end-fishing-subsidies-protect-millions-jobs-developing-countries
https://www.pnas.org/content/117/4/2218
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1186/s40152-014-0015-4
http://www.fao.org/3/ca9229en/CA9229EN.pdf
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Overfishing was first reported in Indonesia in the 1970s. It prompted a presidential decree in 1980, banning 

trawling off the islands of Java and Sumatra. But overfishing continued into the 1990s, and it persists today. 

Target species include reef fishes, lobster, prawn, crab, and squid. 

Indonesia’s experience shows how there is no easy fix to the overfishing problem. In 2017, the Indonesian 

government issued a decree that was supposed to keep fishing to a sustainable level – 12.5 million tonnes per 

year. Yet, in may places, the practice continued – largely because the rules were not clear and local 

enforcement was inadequate. 

Implementation was complicated by the fact that almost all Indonesia’s smaller fishing boats come under the 

control of provincial governments. This reveals the need for better cooperation between levels of government 

in cracking down on overfishing. 

Globally, compliance and enforcement of fishing limits is often poor. 

Shutterstock 

What else can we do? 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/0165783695004483
https://sipuu.setkab.go.id/PUUdoc/858/kp0391980.pdf
https://theaseanpost.com/article/indonesias-fisheries-not-managed-efficiently
http://jdih.kkp.go.id/peraturan/50%20KEPMEN-KP%202017.pdf
http://sidatik.kkp.go.id/files/src/023dfaa957829d846cfb59164b6c5774.pdf
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To prevent overfishing, governments should address the issue of poverty and poor education in small fishing 

communities. This may involve finding them a new source of income. For example in the town of Oslob in 

the Philippines, former fishermen and women have turned to tourism – feeding whale sharks tiny amounts of 

krill to draw them closer to shore so tourists can snorkel or dive with them. 

Tackling overfishing in the Pacific will also require cooperation among nations to monitor fishing practices 

and enforce the rules. 

And the world’s network of marine protected areas should be expanded and strengthened to conserve marine 

life. Currently, less than 3% of the world’s oceans are highly protected “no take” zones. In Australia, many 

marine reserves are small and located in areas of little value to commercial fishers. 

The collapse of fisheries around the world shows just how vulnerable our marine life is. It’s clear that humans 

are exploiting the oceans beyond sustainable levels. Billions of people rely on seafood for protein and for 

their livelihoods. But by allowing overfishing to continue, we harm not just the oceans, but ourselves. 

Providing fishers with an alternative income can help prevent overfishing. 

Shutterstock 

https://theconversation.com/poor-filipino-fishermen-are-making-millions-protecting-whale-sharks-122451
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2019/09/paper-parks-undermine-marine-protected-areas/
https://theconversation.com/australian-commercial-fish-populations-drop-by-a-third-over-ten-years-97689
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC39409/
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The threat of acidic oceans 

The tropical and subtropical waters of the Pacific Ocean are home to more than 75% of the world’s coral 

reefs. These include the Great Barrier Reef and more remote reefs in the Coral Triangle, such as those in 

Indonesia and Papua New Guinea. 

Coral reefs are bearing the brunt of climate change. We hear a lot about how coral bleaching is damaging 

coral ecosystems. But another insidious process, ocean acidification, is also threatening reef survival. 

Ocean acidification particularly affects shallow waters, and the subarctic Pacific region is particularly 

vulnerable. 

Coral reefs cover less than 0.5% of Earth’s surface, but house an estimated 25% of all marine species. Due to 

ocean acidification and other threats, these incredibly diverse “underwater rainforests” are among the most 

threatened ecosystems on the planet. 

A chemical reaction 

Ocean acidification involves a decrease in the pH of seawater as it absorbs carbon dioxide (CO₂) from the 

atmosphere. 

Each year, humans emit 35 billion tonnes of CO₂ through activities such as burning of fossil fuels and 

deforestation. 

Oceans absorb up to 30% of atmospheric CO₂, setting off a chemical reaction in which concentrations of 

carbonate ions fall, and hydrogen ion concentrations increase. That change makes the seawater more acidic. 

Since the Industrial Revolution, ocean pH has decreased by 0.1 units. This may not seem like much, but it 

actually means the oceans are now about 28% more acidic than since the mid-1800s. And 

the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) says the rate of acidification is accelerating. 

Why is ocean acidification harmful? 

Carbonate ions are the building blocks for coral structures and organisms that build shells. So a fall in the 

concentrations of carbonate ions can spell bad news for marine life. 

In more acidic waters, molluscs have been shown to have trouble making and repairing their shells. They also 

exhibit impaired growth, metabolism, reproduction, immune function, and altered behaviours. For example, 

researchers exposed sea hares (a type of sea slug) in French Polynesia to simulated ocean acidification and 

found they had less foraging success and made poorer decisions. 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/coral-reefs-losing-ground-in-pacific/#:%7E:text=More%20than%2075%20percent%20of,of%20their%20destruction%20has%20doubled.
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/coral-reefs-losing-ground-in-pacific/#:%7E:text=More%20than%2075%20percent%20of,of%20their%20destruction%20has%20doubled.
https://theconversation.com/i-studied-what-happens-to-reef-fish-after-coral-bleaching-what-i-saw-still-makes-me-nauseous-134247
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/full/10.1146/annurev.marine.010908.163834
https://ipbes.net/sites/default/files/2020-02/ipbes_global_assessment_report_summary_for_policymakers_en.pdf
https://ipbes.net/sites/default/files/2020-02/ipbes_global_assessment_report_summary_for_policymakers_en.pdf
https://www.usgs.gov/natural-hazards/coastal-marine-hazards-and-resources/science/pacific-coral-reefs?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
https://netl.doe.gov/coal/carbon-storage/faqs/carbon-dioxide-101#:%7E:text=Anthropogenic%20CO2%20sources%20are,2%20emissions%20as%20a%20byproduct.
https://www.climate.gov/news-features/understanding-climate/climate-change-atmospheric-carbon-dioxide
https://www.nature.com/scitable/knowledge/library/ocean-acidification-25822734/
https://www.ipcc.ch/srocc/chapter/summary-for-policymakers/
https://www.pmel.noaa.gov/co2/story/A+primer+on+pH
https://www.ipcc.ch/
https://www.ipcc.ch/srocc/chapter/summary-for-policymakers/
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/full/10.1146/annurev.ecolsys.110308.120227
https://g.co/kgs/QtN9CD
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0011372
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00227-013-2219-3
https://academic.oup.com/conphys/article/4/1/cow009/2951330
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0141113617300879?casa_token=DQaB9tZe8uQAAAAA:78Evj1qI_cf6YRg2vnB0mO82alkKAAGEV6DU_WFGbWBA_7rz4To7-anyXUmfApq_6u_JeYXvMw
http://dx.doi.org/10.3354/ab00037
http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rspb.2013.2377
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-020-62304-4
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Ocean acidification is also a problem for the fishes. Many studies have revealed elevated CO₂ can disrupt 

their sense of smell, vision and hearing. It can also impair survival traits, such as a fish’s ability 

to learn, avoid predators, and select suitable habitat. 

Such impairment appears to be the result of changes in neurological, physiological, and molecular 

functions in fish brains. 

Sea hares exposed to acidification made poorer decisions. 

Shutterstock 

Predicting the winners and losers 

Of the seven oceans, the Pacific and Indian Oceans have been acidifying at the fastest rates since 1991. This 

suggests their marine life may also be more vulnerable. 

However, ocean acidification does not affect all marine species in the same way, and the effects can vary over 

the organism’s lifetime. So, more research to predict the future winners and losers is crucial. 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-018-0224-8
https://jeb.biologists.org/content/jexbio/217/3/323.full.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-018-24026-6/
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rsbl.2019.0618
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1461-0248.2009.01400.x
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00442-011-2081-2
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-018-0224-8/
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep33216
https://www.nature.com/articles/nclimate3087
https://www.nature.com/articles/nclimate3087
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/sevenseas.html
https://www.ipcc.ch/srocc/chapter/chapter-5/
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-environ-012320-083019
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This can be done by identifying inherited traits that can increase an organism’s survival and reproductive 

success under more acidic conditions. Winner populations may start to adapt, while loser populations should 

be targets for conservation and management. 

One such winner may be the epaulette shark, a shallow water reef species endemic to the Great Barrier Reef. 

Research suggests simulated ocean acidification conditions do not impact early growth, development, and 

survival of embryos and neonates, nor do they affect foraging behaviours or metabolic performance of adults. 

But ocean acidification is also likely to create losers on the Great Barrier Reef. For example, researchers 

studying the orange clownfish – a species made famous by Disney’s animated Nemo character – found they 

suffered multiple sensory impairments under simulated ocean acidification conditions. These ranged from 

difficulties smelling and hearing their way home, to distinguishing friend from foe. 

Clownfish struggled to tell friend from foe when exposed to ocean acidification. 

Shutterstock 

It’s not too late 

https://researchonline.jcu.edu.au/60316/1/60316_Munday_et_al_2019.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1016%2Fbs.amb.2016.06.001
https://doi.org/10.1093/conphys/cow003
https://doi.org/10.1093/icesjms/fsv085
https://doi.org/10.1093/conphys/cou047
https://www.pnas.org/content/106/6/1848.short
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/full/10.1098/rsbl.2011.0293
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/full/10.1098/rspb.2009.0784
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/j.1461-0248.2009.01400.x
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More than half a billion people depend on coral reefs for food, income, and protection from storms and 

coastal erosion. Reefs provide jobs – such as in tourism and fishing – and places for recreation. Globally, 

coral reefs represent an industry worth US$11.9 trillion per year. And importantly, they’re a place of deep 

cultural and spiritual connection for Indigenous people around the world. 

Each year, humans emit 35 billion tonnes of CO₂. 

Shutterstock 

 

Ocean acidification is not the only threat to coral reefs. Under climate change, the rate of ocean warming 

has doubled since the 1990s. The Great Barrier Reef, for example, has warmed by 0.8℃ since the Industrial 

Revolution. Over the past five years this has caused devastating back-to-back coral bleaching events. The 

effects of warmer seas are magnified by ocean acidification. 

Cutting greenhouse gas emissions must become a global mission. COVID-19 has slowed our movements 

across the planet, showing it’s possible to radically slash our production of CO₂. If the world meets the most 

https://www.noaa.gov/education/resource-collections/marine-life/coral-reef-ecosystems
http://coralreefs.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/modified-consensus-statement-ICRS-2018.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/srocc/chapter/summary-for-policymakers/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-018-0041-2
https://theconversation.com/we-just-spent-two-weeks-surveying-the-great-barrier-reef-what-we-saw-was-an-utter-tragedy-135197
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/ece3.516
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ambitious goals of the Paris Agreement and keeps global temperature increases below 1.5℃, the Pacific will 

experience far less severe decreases in oceanic pH. 

We will, however, have to curb emissions by a lot more – 45% over the next decade – to keep global warming 

below 1.5℃. This would give some hope that coral reefs in the Pacific, and worldwide, are not completely 

lost. 

Clearly, the decisions we make today will affect what our oceans look like tomorrow.  

Our decisions today will determine the fate of tomorrow’s oceans. 

Shutterstock 

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative Commons license. Original article. 

https://mappingignorance.org/2020/12/21/it-might-be-the-worlds-biggest-ocean-but-the-mighty-pacific-is-in-

peril/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28M

apping+Ignorance%29 

  

https://climateactiontracker.org/methodology/paris-temperature-goal/
https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-019-02737-8
https://theconversation.com/
https://theconversation.com/it-might-be-the-worlds-biggest-ocean-but-the-mighty-pacific-is-in-peril-150745
https://mappingignorance.org/2020/12/21/it-might-be-the-worlds-biggest-ocean-but-the-mighty-pacific-is-in-peril/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29
https://mappingignorance.org/2020/12/21/it-might-be-the-worlds-biggest-ocean-but-the-mighty-pacific-is-in-peril/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29
https://mappingignorance.org/2020/12/21/it-might-be-the-worlds-biggest-ocean-but-the-mighty-pacific-is-in-peril/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29
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On the Solstice: Deep Winter Dreams of the Spring to Come 

Rick Bass Considers the Truth of Things at the Darkest Time of the Year 

By Rick Bass 

 

December 21, 2020 

For Barry Lopez and Debra Gwartney 

There have been some big ideas every now and again that masquerade as truth, or shortcuts to truth—ideas 

that find cunning attachment to the lock-and-key architecture of the hemispheric globes of our brains. These 

artificial truths weigh as heavily upon us, I suppose, as a deep blanket of snow, or even a covering of stones. 

They try to bury us and, over time, sometimes they succeed. Where I live, in a tiny garden of Eden in 

northwest Montana, up against the Canadian border—the beleaguered Yaak Valley—we have only 25 grizzly 

bears remaining, the problem being that the US Forest Service keeps building roads deep into the forest 

and clearcutting the mountains. I know, I know, there’s a pandemic, but hear me out about these bad ideas—

the trouble they get us into, once they’ve attached to our gray-matter and then replicate, first in individuals, 

then populations, then cultures, then globally. 

It’s in winter, I think, that we might have our best opportunity for getting out from under the burden of these 

bad ideas. 

https://lithub.com/author/rick-bass/
https://lithub.com/rick-bass-on-salvaging-americas-forest-arks-against-the-coming-fire/
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When I think back on our country’s history, part of the national myth is of muscular self-determinism. And 

maybe that existed, I don’t know—I have my doubts. The great bulk of our affluence and so-called progress 

came at the expense of the natural world. Our destiny was shaped by the luck of fortuitous geographic 

location, temperate climate, huge expanses of fertile soil, uncut forests, minerals veining every mountain 

range—heaven on earth, it must have seemed to those who would see such things as heaven. Even as 

sometimes I wonder if future generations—if our species remains extant—will look back on this moment with 

similar envy. I hope not. 

VIDEO FROM LIT HUB: 

Robert Macfarlane and Jackie Morris talk to Nicola Davies at the Hay Festival Winter Weekend 

 

Robert Macfarlane and Jackie Morris talk to Nicola Davies at the Hay Festival Winter Weekend 

Lee Child talks to Heather Martin at the Hay Festival Winter Weekend 

Lee Child talks to Heather Martin at the Hay Festival Winter Weekend 

Darwin didn’t intend to wreak such havoc, but his observation of evolution and niches had a fatal flaw. The 

ecosystems he was witnessing in the Galapagos (and he stayed there only a few months) were the newest in 

the world—Day One in the Garden of Eden. As with our own country, there was an extraordinary abundance, 

a great bounty formed by the nexus of three equatorial currents and steady solar exposure on the only land 

around. Fantastic speciation occurred rapidly as each lifeform set about to using that bounty with the 

enthusiastic focus that is one of the hallmarks of life. 

https://lithub.com/watch-robert-macfarlane-jackie-morris-and-nicola-davies-in-conversation/
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Sure, it was dramatic. It was so easy to see. It was like kindergarten, from an evolutionary biology 

perspective. 

Had he applied similar attentiveness to another ecosystem—one that had been around a great deal longer (the 

youngest islands in the Galapagos are but 10,000 years young—just barely done smoldering), he might have 

discerned the extraordinary degree of sophisticated cooperative agreements that are created of necessity once 

things start to get a little crowded. This might have helped us become more comfortable with notions of 

“survival of the most cooperative”—over the long run—rather than the easily digestible but extremely limited 

idea, “survival of the fittest.” Indeed, what Darwin witnessed was not fitness, but luck. The tortoises that 

landed on those infinitesimal flecks of stone out amidst the great sea were neither powerful nor cunning, just 

lucky. Sailors returning home to South America didn’t need them for meat any longer and tossed them 

overboard. They floated until they landed. Life proceeded. But “survival of the luckiest” doesn’t cast so 

formidable or proud a shadow. 

Being an environmentalist and therefore long-practiced in the art of worry, I fret that now another terrible idea 

might infect our brains, like a virus. 

Back here on the island of North America—what indigenous people called “Turtle Island”—well, I’ve kind of 

skipped over slavery. We didn’t invent it but it was there with us at the beginning; it is part of who we were, 

and therefore, until erosion wears that idea entirely away, part of who we are. And if another human being 

could be owned and possessed—a spirit—then what else could not? Even time itself—a numismatic 

abstraction, when severed from what D.H. Lawrence called “the blood root of things—might be available for 

packaging, bartering, marketing, control. The workplace efficiency metrics of Frederick Taylor and 

“Taylorism”—wherein workers’ movements were broken down into the smallest of units, and basic equations 

calculated about how much load could be carried up what percentage of slope in a certain number of hours to 

create the most “productivity” from labor—unleashed another deadly wisp of thinking, that Time is money. 

We see this today in Amazon’s warehouses, wherein computers measure employees’ efficiency and even let 

them go if they do not make their marks: Taylorism enhanced by algorithms. 

Ever since Taylor’s infernal idea, our species’ relationship with time—and with our selves, entombed briefly 

within our bodies—has never been the same. If ever we had the capacity to be at peace and relish doing 

nothing, even for a little while—to recognize the productivity in doing absolutely nothing, even if for a little 

while—it was damaged severely, if not destroyed, by the ever-present awareness of the ticking of the clock, 

and the idea we could barter ever-more time in exchange for ever-more money. A greater recipe for 

unhappiness would be hard to imagine. 

What does any of this have to do with the solstice? Up where I live, it’s typically a time where most life 

disappears—leaves the valley—while those creatures that remain go underground to sleep. The bears, 

certainly, but even the salamanders, which, scientists have discovered, have a certain chemical in their blood, 

despite being cold-blooded, that keeps their blood from freezing. (If it froze, the jagged ice crystals within 

would shred their delicate cell walls). 

How can life be so tenuous and yet durable in the same moment? 
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(Speaking of myths: salamanders have long been associated with fire, due to their hibernating in rotting logs 

which, when tossed on a winter’s bonfire, warmed them quickly back to “life,” so that they came wriggling 

back, as if from out of the flames). 

* 

Unless I am missing something, it has been a while since we have had a really wrecking ball wrong-turn in 

science. We build dangerous little myths every day, at every level—it often seems the entire pre-indigenous 

culture of the United States is constructed of the frail scaffolding of myth. Being an environmentalist and 

therefore long-practiced in the art of worry, I fret that now another terrible idea might infect our brains, like a 

virus. 

We know there is a terrible fear and anger amongst us now—a rage, really. There are those who say all anger 

is but fear—usually the fear of rejection or abandonment—and I can imagine that our long march away from 

a once-intimate relationship with the four seasons, and the land, may well be part of our growing existential 

estrangement and isolation. And this biological abandonment is compounded now of course by the 

understanding that to save ourselves and one another, we must grow even more distant from one another. 

As the power of complex cooperatives was overlooked in Darwin’s quick trip to the Galapagos, and as Taylor 

lassoed the ghost of time and eviscerated time’s essence, so too now in the year of our Lord 2020 has the 

ancient concept of truth—perhaps another abstraction, like time—been turned upside down and had its 

nucleus extracted, leaving only the shell, like a fossil, or a dried sheath of myelin. For truth to have become so 

irrelevant and marginalized by the president-as-entertainer these last four years, and that new relationship 

with the non-truth was still embraced by some 74 million voters, I worry that this hollowness, this 

uselessness, when it comes to truth, might become the new normal. That this virus of an idea will preside over 

the death of truth, and the death of science, and, perhaps saddest of all, the death of art, which is felt most 

powerfully when it is perceived to be true—irreducibly true. 

I do not believe that the idea of truth, and truth’s consequences and accountabilities, has been killed stone-

dead—only that it has been badly damaged. 

(I am not saying Democrats, or indeed all people, don’t lie. I am saying I am not aware of any other human 

being who has told over 23,000 lies in the last four years. To practice understatement, it’s been a bit of a 

battering. I envision the smoking black twisted rock badlands of the Galapagos, cooling, forming to stone, and 

awaiting life, a new garden in the forming—but how long the wait?) 

How can we overcome the violence of these virulent ideas? The poet Jim Harrison was fond of quoting 

another poet, Rimbaud: “I want this hardened arm to stop dragging this tarnished image.” 

The stories we tell ourselves, and each other, matter. The savior who on Easter Sunday is gone when the 

boulder is rolled away from the tomb is little different in my mind from the grizzly that emerges from her own 

cave on Easter, stepping sleepily back out into a sunlit world of yellow glacier lilies. It does the darkness of 

the winter solstice a disservice to define winter only by its anticipated end, though it is my experience also 
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that too many northern winters are like too many concussions: each one can cloud the mind further; each can 

be injurious on its own, and devastating in the cumulative. 

We are so new in the world, so lost and clumsy. Already we have moved too far from the earth that made us, 

that bore us. That bears us, if only just, and still. 

There is still time, time to claw back some semblance of a more sane relationship to and with the idea of 

truth. No ideas but in things, wrote the physician-poet, William Carlos Williams, shortly after the pandemic of 

1918. Glacier lilies, caves, boulders; sky, ocean, river, fire, dirt—when a creator creates a world of things, life 

will flow into it. Cannot be kept out. 

I do not believe the world is survival of the fittest, but a twinned braid wrought between strands of the luckiest 

and the most cooperative. If anything, I believe that brute force is toxic—that too much power corrupts, and 

that absolute power corrupts absolutely. 

I do not believe that time is money—if anything, I believe that relationship between the two is a toxic one. 

I do not believe that the idea of truth, and truth’s consequences and accountabilities, has been killed stone-

dead—only that it has been badly damaged. That in this coming hard winter it will sleep, wounded, beneath 

the snow, and that the dreams it dreams—the possibilities—will be vibrant, and fantastic. That it—truth—will 

be back, and when it is, we must and will celebrate it. Deify it. 

To breathe oxygen back into the beast of numbness—to breathe oxygen back into the lifeless—can best be 

done by the solace of beauty, and art. Beauty, like warmth and light, can dissolve the tenacious outer sheaths. 

Other than wild nature itself—places still vast enough to rekindle in us what Wallace Stegner called “the birth 

of awe”—the thing I think we must guard most carefully within the frail vessels of our bodies is the 

abstraction of hope. What we need now is a hope enucleated with the germ, the thread, of grit. (I love that 

Stegner called the landscape of his beloved American West “the geography of hope.”) 

We have not seen the worst. I do believe anger is fear, and that more fear is coming. How we behave in the 

face of it is a curious opportunity for us as individuals as well as a culture. In this coming darkest of 

dreamtimes, how does one go about healing the damage of those false myths—centuries’ worth—upon which 

we slumber? What do they have in common, so that in seeking to vanquish that enemy, we might focus most 

efficiently on the task at hand, which surely is more than mere survival? 

I think at their root each of these virus-like myths contains what we can term a great ugliness: that which 

creates a repulsion, a repellence so great we can almost confuse it with an attraction. The ugliness that people, 

and time, can be owned; the ugliness that brute force—so fragile and temporary a condition, in any event—

makes right, and that cooperation is for weaklings. And the idea—most sinister of all—that there is no truth; 

that the truth can be beaten down by repetition of the lie; that truth’s essence, its DNA, can be captured and 

converted to that of the lie. 

These are all ugly. A necessary antidote then is beauty: a beauty that is the match or superior to that ugliness. 
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As we will be relying upon our scientists, in this darkest dream, so too will we be relying on our artists: now, 

as well as afterward. There is a great need for the small, the gentle, the delicate; for the balm of finesse, craft, 

care, attention. For the little fires of passion. We have had enough roaring, for a while. 

I go days at this time of year without speaking a word even to my dogs. I dream without sleeping. 

Even the great bears themselves, sleeping like astronauts beneath us in winter, slow their heartbeats at the 

solstice to almost zero: only a very few beats per minute. But in that rarity, power, waiting, power, building. 

I believe they dream of beauty: of the yellow lilies of Easter, and the wild violets and rank mushrooms and 

pink flesh of trout; of berries, of stones, of antlers, feathers, moss, fire. And fire’s warmth. 

I go days at this time of year without speaking a word even to my dogs. I dream without sleeping. I march 

downward, back down into the earth that is real, if nothing else is. I scratch at the paper. A long time ago 

another physician-poet told us that men die every day from not reading poetry. 

We’re in the midst of a winter genocide—the aged, the poor, the people of non-white color—that runs parallel 

to a concurrent and frenzied ecocide. How did you like the play, Mrs. Lincoln? We exist as if between layers, 

strata, of great and nearly continuous wrongs, like the sheaths that encases the heartless, lifeless, nearly-

mechanical assemblage of the protein-alphabet, the protein lock-and-key, that is a virus. 

To breathe oxygen back into the beast of numbness—to breathe oxygen back into the lifeless—can best be 

done by the solace of beauty, and art. Beauty, like warmth and light, can dissolve the tenacious outer sheaths. 

* 

All anger is fear. But there is a world of difference between fear and courage. Fear is not acting. Courage 

however is when you are afraid but act anyway. It is the yellow spark, the yellow lily. 

Stories are but dreams extended, dreams initiated, dreams attenuated toward the light and the waking—toward 

action. 

* 

I am thinking of the trapper’s fire—a custom in the north country where, upon leaving a cabin to be vacant for 

some time, the one departing lays but does not light a fire of the best tinder and kindling, so that if another 

traveler, lost and cold, should stumble upon the cabin, clumsy and freezing and deep in need, a fire can be lit 

with but a single match, and the traveler saved. 

Manners, and consideration; the things that makes us human, flawed though we are, yet with such 

extraordinary hearts. Hearts so capable of grief, and of grief’s opposite. 
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Rick Bass 

Rick Bass, the author of 30 books, won the Story Prize for his collection For a Little While and was a finalist 

for the National Book Critics Circle Award for his memoir Why I Came West. His most recent book is The 

Traveling Feast: On the Road and at the Table with My Heroes. His work, which has appeared in The New 

Yorker, The Atlantic, Esquire, and The Paris Review, among many other publications, and has been 

anthologized numerous times in The Best American Short Stories, has also won multiple O. Henry Awards 

and Pushcart Prizes, as well as NEA and Guggenheim fellowships. Bass lives in Montana’s Yaak Valley, 

where he is a founding board member of the Yaak Valley Forest Council. 

https://lithub.com/on-the-solstice-deep-winter-dreams-of-the-spring-to-come/ 
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The Mark On The Wall 

by Virginia Woolf 

 

Published in 1921, The Mark on the Wall was one of eight short stories in her short story 

collection, Monday or Tuesday. 

 

Max Pixel, Hole cretto background 

PERHAPS IT WAS the middle of January in the present year that I first looked up and saw the mark 

on the wall. In order to fix a date it is necessary to remember what one saw. So now I think of the fire; 

the steady film of yellow light upon the page of my book; the three chrysanthemums in the round glass 

bowl on the mantelpiece. Yes, it must have been the winter time, and we had just finished our tea, for I 

remember that I was smoking a cigarette when I looked up and saw the mark on the wall for the first 

time. I looked up through the smoke of my cigarette and my eye lodged for a moment upon the burning 

https://americanliterature.com/author/virginia-woolf
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coals, and that old fancy of the crimson flag flapping from the castle tower came into my mind, and I 

thought of the cavalcade of red knights riding up the side of the black rock. Rather to my relief the 

sight of the mark interrupted the fancy, for it is an old fancy, an automatic fancy, made as a child 

perhaps. The mark was a small round mark, black upon the white wall, about six or seven inches above 

the mantelpiece. 

How readily our thoughts swarm upon a new object, lifting it a little way, as ants carry a blade of straw 

so feverishly, and then leave it.... If that mark was made by a nail, it can't have been for a picture, it 

must have been for a miniaturethe miniature of a lady with white powdered curls, powder-dusted 

cheeks, and lips like red carnations. A fraud of course, for the people who had this house before us 

would have chosen pictures in that wayan old picture for an old room. That is the sort of people they 

werevery interesting people, and I think of them so often, in such queer places, because one will never 

see them again, never know what happened next. They wanted to leave this house because they wanted 

to change their style of furniture, so he said, and he was in process of saying that in his opinion art 

should have ideas behind it when we were torn asunder, as one is torn from the old lady about to pour 

out tea and the young man about to hit the tennis ball in the back garden of the suburban villa as one 

rushes past in the train. 

But as for that mark, I'm not sure about it; I don't believe it was made by a nail after all; it's too big, 

too round, for that. I might get up, but if I got up and looked at it, ten to one I shouldn't be able to say 

for certain; because once a thing's done, no one ever knows how it happened. Oh! dear me, the mystery 

of life; The inaccuracy of thought! The ignorance of humanity! To show how very little control of our 

possessions we havewhat an accidental affair this living is after all our civilizationlet me just count over 

a few of the things lost in one lifetime, beginning, for that seems always the most mysterious of 

losseswhat cat would gnaw, what rat would nibblethree pale blue canisters of book-binding tools? Then 

there were the bird cages, the iron hoops, the steel skates, the Queen Anne coal-scuttle, the bagatelle 

board, the hand organall gone, and jewels, too. Opals and emeralds, they lie about the roots of turnips. 

What a scraping paring affair it is to be sure! The wonder is that I've any clothes on my back, that I sit 

surrounded by solid furniture at this moment. Why, if one wants to compare life to anything, one must 

liken it to being blown through the Tube at fifty miles an hourlanding at the other end without a single 

hairpin in one's hair! Shot out at the feet of God entirely naked! Tumbling head over heels in the 

asphodel meadows like brown paper parcels pitched down a shoot in the post office! With one's hair 

flying back like the tail of a race-horse. Yes, that seems to express the rapidity of life, the perpetual 

waste and repair; all so casual, all so haphazard.... 

But after life. The slow pulling down of thick green stalks so that the cup of the flower, as it turns over, 

deluges one with purple and red light. Why, after all, should one not be born there as one is born here, 

helpless, speechless, unable to focus one's eyesight, groping at the roots of the grass, at the toes of the 

Giants? As for saying which are trees, and which are men and women, or whether there are such 

things, that one won't be in a condition to do for fifty years or so. There will be nothing but spaces of 

light and dark, intersected by thick stalks, and rather higher up perhaps, rose-shaped blots of an 

indistinct colourdim pinks and blueswhich will, as time goes on, become more definite, becomeI don't 

know what.... 
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And yet that mark on the wall is not a hole at all. It may even be caused by some round black 

substance, such as a small rose leaf, left over from the summer, and I, not being a very vigilant 

housekeeperlook at the dust on the mantelpiece, for example, the dust which, so they say, buried Troy 

three times over, only fragments of pots utterly refusing annihilation, as one can believe. 

The tree outside the window taps very gently on the pane.... I want to think quietly, calmly, spaciously, 

never to be interrupted, never to have to rise from my chair, to slip easily from one thing to another, 

without any sense of hostility, or obstacle. I want to sink deeper and deeper, away from the surface, 

with its hard separate facts. To steady myself, let me catch hold of the first idea that passes.... 

Shakespeare.... Well, he will do as well as another. A man who sat himself solidly in an arm-chair, and 

looked into the fire, soA shower of ideas fell perpetually from some very high Heaven down through his 

mind. He leant his forehead on his hand, and people, looking in through the open door,for this scene is 

supposed to take place on a summer's eveningBut how dull this is, this historical fiction! It doesn't 

interest me at all. I wish I could hit upon a pleasant track of thought, a track indirectly reflecting credit 

upon myself, for those are the pleasantest thoughts, and very frequent even in the minds of modest 

mouse-coloured people, who believe genuinely that they dislike to hear their own praises. They are not 

thoughts directly praising oneself; that is the beauty of them; they are thoughts like this: 

"And then I came into the room. They were discussing botany. I said how I'd seen a flower growing on 

a dust heap on the site of an old house in Kingsway. The seed, I said, must have been sown in the reign 

of Charles the First. What flowers grew in the reign of Charles the First?" I asked(but I don't 

remember the answer). Tall flowers with purple tassels to them perhaps. And so it goes on. All the time 

I'm dressing up the figure of myself in my own mind, lovingly, stealthily, not openly adoring it, for if I 

did that, I should catch myself out, and stretch my hand at once for a book in self-protection. Indeed, it 

is curious how instinctively one protects the image of oneself from idolatry or any other handling that 

could make it ridiculous, or too unlike the original to be believed in any longer. Or is it not so very 

curious after all? It is a matter of great importance. Suppose the looking glass smashes, the image 

disappears, and the romantic figure with the green of forest depths all about it is there no longer, but 

only that shell of a person which is seen by other peoplewhat an airless, shallow, bald, prominent world 

it becomes! A world not to be lived in. As we face each other in omnibuses and underground railways 

we are looking into the mirror; that accounts for the vagueness, the gleam of glassiness, in our eyes. 

And the novelists in future will realize more and more the importance of these reflections, for of course 

there is not one reflection but an almost infinite number; those are the depths they will explore, those 

the phantoms they will pursue, leaving the description of reality more and more out of their stories, 

taking a knowledge of it for granted, as the Greeks did and Shakespeare perhapsbut these 

generalizations are very worthless. The military sound of the word is enough. It recalls leading articles, 

cabinet ministersa whole class of things indeed which as a child one thought the thing itself, the 

standard thing, the real thing, from which one could not depart save at the risk of nameless damnation. 

Generalizations bring back somehow Sunday in London, Sunday afternoon walks, Sunday luncheons, 

and also ways of speaking of the dead, clothes, and habitslike the habit of sitting all together in one 

room until a certain hour, although nobody liked it. There was a rule for everything. The rule for 

tablecloths at that particular period was that they should be made of tapestry with little yellow 

compartments marked upon them, such as you may see in photographs of the carpets in the corridors 

of the royal palaces. Tablecloths of a different kind were not real tablecloths. How shocking, and yet 

how wonderful it was to discover that these real things, Sunday luncheons, Sunday walks, country 

houses, and tablecloths were not entirely real, were indeed half phantoms, and the damnation which 
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visited the disbeliever in them was only a sense of illegitimate freedom. What now takes the place of 

those things I wonder, those real standard things? Men perhaps, should you be a woman; the masculine 

point of view which governs our lives, which sets the standard, which establishes Whitaker's Table of 

Precedency, which has become, I suppose, since the war half a phantom to many men and women, 

which soon, one may hope, will be laughed into the dustbin where the phantoms go, the mahogany 

sideboards and the Landseer prints, Gods and Devils, Hell and so forth, leaving us all with an 

intoxicating sense of illegitimate freedomif freedom exists.... 

In certain lights that mark on the wall seems actually to project from the wall. Nor is it entirely 

circular. I cannot be sure, but it seems to cast a perceptible shadow, suggesting that if I ran my finger 

down that strip of the wall it would, at a certain point, mount and descend a small tumulus, a smooth 

tumulus like those barrows on the South Downs which are, they say, either tombs or camps. Of the two 

I should prefer them to be tombs, desiring melancholy like most English people, and finding it natural 

at the end of a walk to think of the bones stretched beneath the turf.... There must be some book about 

it. Some antiquary must have dug up those bones and given them a name.... What sort of a man is an 

antiquary, I wonder? Retired Colonels for the most part, I daresay, leading parties of aged labourers to 

the top here, examining clods of earth and stone, and getting into correspondence with the 

neighbouring clergy, which, being opened at breakfast time, gives them a feeling of importance, and the 

comparison of arrow-heads necessitates cross-country journeys to the county towns, an agreeable 

necessity both to them and to their elderly wives, who wish to make plum jam or to clean out the study, 

and have every reason for keeping that great question of the camp or the tomb in perpetual suspension, 

while the Colonel himself feels agreeably philosophic in accumulating evidence on both sides of the 

question. It is true that he does finally incline to believe in the camp; and, being opposed, indites a 

pamphlet which he is about to read at the quarterly meeting of the local society when a stroke lays him 

low, and his last conscious thoughts are not of wife or child, but of the camp and that arrowhead there, 

which is now in the case at the local museum, together with the foot of a Chinese murderess, a handful 

of Elizabethan nails, a great many Tudor clay pipes, a piece of Roman pottery, and the wine-glass that 

Nelson drank out ofproving I really don't know what. 

No, no, nothing is proved, nothing is known. And if I were to get up at this very moment and ascertain 

that the mark on the wall is reallywhat shall we say?the head of a gigantic old nail, driven in two 

hundred years ago, which has now, owing to the patient attrition of many generations of housemaids, 

revealed its head above the coat of paint, and is taking its first view of modern life in the sight of a 

white-walled fire-lit room, what should I gain?Knowledge? Matter for further speculation? I can think 

sitting still as well as standing up. And what is knowledge? What are our learned men save the 

descendants of witches and hermits who crouched in caves and in woods brewing herbs, interrogating 

shrew-mice and writing down the language of the stars? And the less we honour them as our 

superstitions dwindle and our respect for beauty and health of mind increases.... Yes, one could imagine 

a very pleasant world. A quiet, spacious world, with the flowers so red and blue in the open fields. A 

world without professors or specialists or house-keepers with the profiles of policemen, a world which 

one could slice with one's thought as a fish slices the water with his fin, grazing the stems of the water-

lilies, hanging suspended over nests of white sea eggs.... How peaceful it is down here, rooted in the 

centre of the world and gazing up through the grey waters, with their sudden gleams of light, and their 

reflectionsif it were not for Whitaker's Almanackif it were not for the Table of Precedency! 
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I must jump up and see for myself what that mark on the wall really isa nail, a rose-leaf, a crack in the 

wood? 

Here is nature once more at her old game of self-preservation. This train of thought, she perceives, is 

threatening mere waste of energy, even some collision with reality, for who will ever be able to lift a 

finger against Whitaker's Table of Precedency? The Archbishop of Canterbury is followed by the Lord 

High Chancellor; the Lord High Chancellor is followed by the Archbishop of York. Everybody follows 

somebody, such is the philosophy of Whitaker; and the great thing is to know who follows whom. 

Whitaker knows, and let that, so Nature counsels, comfort you, instead of enraging you; and if you 

can't be comforted, if you must shatter this hour of peace, think of the mark on the wall. 

I understand Nature's gameher prompting to take action as a way of ending any thought that threatens 

to excite or to pain. Hence, I suppose, comes our slight contempt for men of actionmen, we assume, who 

don't think. Still, there's no harm in putting a full stop to one's disagreeable thoughts by looking at a 

mark on the wall. 

Indeed, now that I have fixed my eyes upon it, I feel that I have grasped a plank in the sea; I feel a 

satisfying sense of reality which at once turns the two Archbishops and the Lord High Chancellor to the 

shadows of shades. Here is something definite, something real. Thus, waking from a midnight dream of 

horror, one hastily turns on the light and lies quiescent, worshipping the chest of drawers, worshipping 

solidity, worshipping reality, worshipping the impersonal world which is a proof of some existence 

other than ours. That is what one wants to be sure of.... Wood is a pleasant thing to think about. It 

comes from a tree; and trees grow, and we don't know how they grow. For years and years they grow, 

without paying any attention to us, in meadows, in forests, and by the side of riversall things one likes 

to think about. The cows swish their tails beneath them on hot afternoons; they paint rivers so green 

that when a moorhen dives one expects to see its feathers all green when it comes up again. I like to 

think of the fish balanced against the stream like flags blown out; and of water-beetles slowly raising 

domes of mud upon the bed of the river. I like to think of the tree itself: first the close dry sensation of 

being wood; then the grinding of the storm; then the slow, delicious ooze of sap. I like to think of it, too, 

on winter's nights standing in the empty field with all leaves close-furled, nothing tender exposed to the 

iron bullets of the moon, a naked mast upon an earth that goes tumbling, tumbling, all night long. The 

song of birds must sound very loud and strange in June; and how cold the feet of insects must feel upon 

it, as they make laborious progresses up the creases of the bark, or sun themselves upon the thin green 

awning of the leaves, and look straight in front of them with diamond-cut red eyes.... One by one the 

fibres snap beneath the immense cold pressure of the earth, then the last storm comes and, falling, the 

highest branches drive deep into the ground again. Even so, life isn't done with; there are a million 

patient, watchful lives still for a tree, all over the world, in bedrooms, in ships, on the pavement, lining 

rooms, where men and women sit after tea, smoking cigarettes. It is full of peaceful thoughts, happy 

thoughts, this tree. I should like to take each one separatelybut something is getting in the way.... 

Where was I? What has it all been about? A tree? A river? The Downs? Whitaker's Almanack? The 

fields of asphodel? I can't remember a thing. Everything's moving, falling, slipping, vanishing.... There 

is a vast upheaval of matter. Someone is standing over me and saying 

"I'm going out to buy a newspaper." 
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"Yes?" 

"Though it's no good buying newspapers.... Nothing ever happens. Curse this war; God damn this 

war!... All the same, I don't see why we should have a snail on our wall." 

Ah, the mark on the wall! It was a snail. 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/virginia-woolf/short-story/the-mark-on-the-wall  
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Is COVID-19 infecting wild animals? We’re testing species from bats to seals to find out 
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Tufts University aporta financiación como institución fundacional de The Conversation US. 

Ver todos los asociados 

Traducciones 

• Español 

• English 

 

Creemos en el libre flujo de información 

Republique nuestros artículos libremente, en impreso o digital, bajo licencia Creative Commons 

Over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic, researchers have found coronavirus infections in pet cats 

and dogs and in multiple zoo animals, including big cats and gorillas. These infections have even 

happened when staff were using personal protective equipment. 

More disturbing, in December the United States Department of Agriculture confirmed the first case of 

a wild animal infected with SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19. Researchers found an 

infected wild mink in Utah near a mink farm with its own COVID-19 outbreak. 

Are humans transmitting this virus to wildlife? If so, what would this mean for wild animals – and 

people too? 

https://theconversation.com/institutions/tufts-university-1024
https://theconversation.com/es/partners
https://theconversation.com/covid-19-que-pasa-si-el-coronavirus-infecta-a-animales-salvajes-153668
https://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal_health/one_health/downloads/sars-cov2-in-animals.pdf
https://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal_health/one_health/downloads/sars-cov2-in-animals.pdf
https://dx.doi.org/10.1128%2FmBio.02220-20
https://zoo.sandiegozoo.org/pressroom/news-releases/gorilla-troop-san-diego-zoo-safari-park-test-positive-covid-19
https://www.zooknoxville.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/028-Zoo-Knoxville-Tiger-Tests-Positive-for-SARS-CoV-2-.pdf?_ga=2.16313462.1707933573.1604353641-1319189766.1604071942
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/12/15/science/covid-wild-mink-utah.html
https://theconversation.com/institutions/tufts-university-1024
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Usually, viruses need extremely close contact to jump species. Jenn Austin-Driver/Image Source via 

Getty Images 

How viruses hop between species 

We are two scientists who study viruses in wildlife and are currently running a study investigating the 

potential for SARS-CoV-2 transmission from humans into domestic and wild animals. 

Únase y apueste por información basada en la evidencia. 

Suscribirme al boletín 

When viruses move from one species into another, scientists call it spillover. Thankfully, spillover 

doesn’t occur easily. 

To infect a new species, a virus must be able to bind to a protein on a cell and enter the cell while 

dodging an immune system the virus hasn’t encountered before. Then, as a virus works to 

https://images.theconversation.com/files/378920/original/file-20210114-17-1paq4i9.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://images.theconversation.com/files/378920/original/file-20210114-17-1paq4i9.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/photo/young-girl-with-dog-in-snowy-landscape-dog-licking-royalty-free-image/926873654?adppopup=true
https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/photo/young-girl-with-dog-in-snowy-landscape-dog-licking-royalty-free-image/926873654?adppopup=true
https://scholar.google.com/citations?hl=en&user=iAQr9XwAAAAJ
https://scholar.google.com/citations?hl=en&user=pgjLWAEAAAAJ
https://sites.tufts.edu/CoVERS
https://doi.org/10.1038/nrmicro.2017.45
https://doi.org/10.1038/nrmicro.2017.45
https://images.theconversation.com/files/378920/original/file-20210114-17-1paq4i9.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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avoid antibodies and other antiviral attackers, it must replicate at a high enough volume to be 

transmitted on to the next animal. 

This usually means that the more closely related two species are, the more likely they are to share 

viruses. Chimpanzees, the species most closely related to humans, can catch and get sick from many 

human viruses. Earlier this month, veterinarians at the San Diego Zoo announced that the zoo’s troop 

of gorillas was infected with SARS–CoV–2. This indicated it is possible for this virus to jump from 

humans to our close relatives. 

Some viruses tend to stay in a single species or in closely related species, while other viruses seem 

innately more capable of large species jumps. Influenza, for example, can infect a wide variety of 

animals, from sparrows to whales. Similarly, coronaviruses are known to regularly jump between 

species. 

The question of how many and which species can be infected by SARS-CoV-2 – and which ones might 

be able to support continued circulation of the virus – is an important one. 

Searching for COVID-19 in wildlife 

 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.coviro.2011.07.002
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/05/primatologists-work-keep-great-apes-safe-coronavirus
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/05/primatologists-work-keep-great-apes-safe-coronavirus
https://zoo.sandiegozoo.org/pressroom/news-releases/gorilla-troop-san-diego-zoo-safari-park-test-positive-covid-19
https://zoo.sandiegozoo.org/pressroom/news-releases/gorilla-troop-san-diego-zoo-safari-park-test-positive-covid-19
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/other/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/other/index.html
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038%2Fs41579-018-0118-9
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038%2Fs41579-018-0118-9
https://images.theconversation.com/files/378873/original/file-20210114-23-gwnpbt.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://images.theconversation.com/files/378873/original/file-20210114-23-gwnpbt.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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Wildlife veterinarians are uniquely well situated to look for signs of coronavirus infection in wild 

animals. F.J. Jimenez/Moment via Getty Images 

For human-to-wildlife spillover of SARS-CoV-2 to occur, an animal needs to be exposed to a high-

enough viral dose to become infected. 

 

Gorillas have been affected by human viruses in the past and are susceptible to the 

coronavirus. Thomas Fuhrmann via Wikimedia Commons, CC BY-SA 

 

The highest-risk situations are during direct contact with humans, such as a veterinarian’s caring for 

an injured animal. Contact between a sick person and a pet or farm animal also poses a risk, as the 

domestic animal could act as an intermediate host, eventually passing the virus to a wild animal. 

Another way COVID-19 could spill over from humans into animals is through indirect infection, such 

as through wastewater. COVID-19 and other pathogens can be detected in waste streams, many of 

which end up dumped, untreated, into environments where wildlife like marine mammals may be 

https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/photo/baby-bat-drinking-bottle-royalty-free-image/1210674530?adppopup=true
https://images.theconversation.com/files/379075/original/file-20210115-19-1wi7axu.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://images.theconversation.com/files/379075/original/file-20210115-19-1wi7axu.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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exposed. This is thought to be how elephant seals in California became infected with H1N1 

influenza during the swine flu pandemic in 2009. 

To study whether spillover of SARS-CoV-2 is happening, our team at Tufts is partnering with 

veterinarians and licensed wildlife rehabilitators across the U.S. to collect samples from and test 

animals in their care. Through the project, we have tested nearly 300 wild animals from over 20 

species. So far, none – from bats to seals to coyotes – have shown any evidence of COVID-19 by swab or 

antibody tests. 

Other researchers have launched targeted surveillance of wild animals in places where captive animals 

have been infected. The first confirmed infection in a wild mink was found during surveillance near an 

infected mink farm. It’s not yet clear how this wild mink got the coronavirus, but the high density of 

infected minks and potentially infectious particles from them made it a high-risk location. 

Bad for animals, bad for humans 

When a virus infects a new species, it sometimes mutates, adapting to infect, replicate and transmit 

more efficiently in a new animal. This is called host adaptation. When a virus jumps to a new host and 

begins adapting, the results can be unpredictable. 

In late 2020, when SARS-CoV-2 jumped into farmed mink in Denmark, it acquired mutations that 

were uncommon in humans. Some of these mutations occurred in the part of the virus that most 

vaccines are designed to recognize. And it didn’t just happen once – these mutations independently 

arose in mink farms multiple times. While it’s not yet clear what impact, if any, these mutations may 

have on human disease or the vaccine, these are signs of host adaptation that could allow novel variants 

of the virus to persist and reemerge from animal hosts in the future. 

Another risk is that SARS-CoV-2 could cause disease in animals. Ecologists are especially concerned 

about endangered species like the black-footed ferret, which is closely related to minks and thought to 

be very susceptible to the virus. 

Human-to-wildlife spillover has happened before. In the late 20th century, the Ebola virus jumped 

from humans into great apes and has resulted in devastating consequences for these endangered 

animals. More recently, a human respiratory virus has been detected in threatened mountain gorilla 

populations and has caused deaths as well. 

But perhaps the biggest risk to humans is that spillover could result in the coronavirus establishing a 

reservoir in new animals and regions. This could provide opportunities for reintroduction of COVID-

19 into humans in the future. This month researchers published a paper showing that this had already 

happened on a small scale with human–to–mink–to–human transmission on mink farms in Denmark. 

While our team has found no evidence of COVID-19 in wild animals in the U.S. at this time, we have 

seen convincing evidence of regular spillover into dogs and cats and some zoo animals. The discovery of 

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0062259
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0062259
https://promedmail.org/promed-post/?id=8015608
https://promedmail.org/promed-post/?id=8015608
https://www.who.int/csr/don/03-december-2020-mink-associated-sars-cov2-denmark/en/
https://www.who.int/csr/don/03-december-2020-mink-associated-sars-cov2-denmark/en/
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.abe5901
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.abe5901
https://www.aaha.org/publications/newstat/articles/2020-12/endangered-black-footed-ferret-gets-experimental-covid-19-vaccine-in-colorado/
https://doi.org/10.1038/543S56a
https://doi.org/10.1038/543S56a
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10393-020-01506-8
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10393-020-01506-8
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.abe5901
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the infected wild mink confirmed our fears. Seeing the first wild animal with natural COVID-19 is 

alarming, but sadly, not surprising. 

 

https://theconversation.com/is-covid-19-infecting-wild-animals-were-testing-species-from-bats-to-seals-

to-find-out-151467?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Daily%20%20January%2019%202021%20-

%201837817885&utm_content=Daily%20%20January%2019%202021%20-

%201837817885+Version+B+CID_16885374f1004fcf9e4643faa803d0e6&utm_source=campaign_monit

or_us&utm_term=Is%20COVID-

19%20infecting%20wild%20animals%20Were%20testing%20species%20from%20bats%20to%20sea

ls%20to%20find%20out  
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World-first biomarker test can predict depression and bipolar disorder 

By Rich Haridy 

A proposed diagnostic test measures blood levels of a brain protein known to be associated with depression 

and bipolar disorder 

SergeyNivens/Depositphotos 

Australian scientists have developed and validated a world-first test that is claimed to accurately 

measure levels of a brain protein known to be associated with depression and bipolar disorder. The 

new research suggests this test could offer doctors an objective diagnostic tool to assess patients for a 

variety of mood disorders. 

A great deal of research in recent years has circled around a protein called brain-derived neurotrophic 

factor, or BDNF. This important protein plays a role in replenishing brain cells and promoting healthy 

neural functions and low levels of it have been linked to Alzheimer’s disease, schizophrenia, multiple 

sclerosis and mood disorders. Some research has also suggested one way exercise exerts beneficial 

effects on the brain is by boosting levels of BDNF. 
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Venus may have been without active tectonic plates for a billion years 

 

Generally when researchers refer to BDNF they are referring to a particular mature form of the 

protein (mBDNF). However, the protein can present in two other forms, the precursor of BDNF 

(referred to as proBDNF), and the prodomain of BDNF. 

Studies have indicated these different forms of BDNF have very different biological functions. In some 

instances the differences between mBDNF and the other two forms are fundamentally opposing, so it is 

vital current tests can distinguish these protein types. Unfortunately, current commercial assay kits 

cannot accurately separate the BDNF types. 

Australian researchers have now developed a new assay kit than can, for the first time, accurately 

differentiate the BDNF types. 

"As mature BDNF and proBDNF have different biological activities, working in opposition to each 

other, it is essential that we can distinguish between these two proteins and detect changes in their 

levels," explains Xin-Fu Zhou, one of the researchers working on the new study. ”The existing 

commercial BDNF ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) kits are not specific and can cross 

react with each other. The kit we have developed has an accuracy rate of 80-83 per cent." 

The Australian team’s latest study, published in the Journal of Psychiatric Research, set out to test the 

new BDNF assay and specifically measure mBDNF levels in a broad cohort composed of subjects with 

major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder or a history of suicide attempts. 

The research found low levels of mBDNF did correlate with both clinical depression and bipolar 

disorder, while severe depression symptoms were linked to even lower mBDNF levels compared to 

those with moderate symptoms. 

Interestingly, mBDNF levels in the suicide group were not unusually low. In fact, that group’s mBDNF 

levels were similar to those seen in healthy control subjects. Discussing this seemingly discordant 

finding the researchers suggest the etiology of suicide may be more diverse than previously anticipated. 

More detailed longitudinal investigations will be necessary to tease out the relationship between suicide 

and mBDNF levels. 

Another compelling finding in the new study is higher levels of mBDNF were detected in major 

depressive disorder (MDD) subjects currently taking anti-depressants, compared to those MDD 

subjects not taking antidepressants. This intriguingly suggests testing for acute increases to mBDNF 

levels may be a useful way to gauge how well a patient is responding to a given antidepressant 

treatment. 

https://newatlas.com/space/venus-tectonic-plates-billion-years/?itm_source=ocelot&itm_medium=recirculation&itm_campaign=ocelot_e079a01&itm_content=recommendation_2
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Although the research is still preliminary Zhou suggests a specific mBDNF blood level could serve as an 

objective diagnostic tool for doctors. In conjunction with clinical assessment, Zhou says mBDNF serum 

levels less than 12.4 ng/ml may be a diagnostic threshold to classify both bipolar disorder and MDD. 

Now that these different types of BDNF can be effectively measured a whole host of new research 

questions are set to be investigated. Can imbalances between proBDNF and mBDNF be restored using 

drugs or other types of therapies? Does proBDNF actively contribute to depressive behavior? 

"Mood disorders affect millions of people worldwide," says Zhou. "However, about one third of people 

with depression and bipolar disorder are resistant to antidepressants or alternative therapies. The 

reasons are not understood but it could have something to do with the imbalances between the different 

forms of BDNF, which we hope to investigate next.” 

The new study was published in the Journal of Psychiatric Research. 

Source: University of South Australia 
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Precision Oncology News, 2020 

 

Rich Haridy 

With interests in film, new media, and the new wave of psychedelic science, Rich has written for a 

number of online and print publications over the last decade and was Chair of the Australian Film 

Critics Association from 2013-2015. Since joining New Atlas Rich’s interests have broadened to 

encompass the era-defining effects of new technology on culture and life in the 21st century. 
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Weed withdrawal: More than half of people using medical cannabis for pain experience 

withdrawal symptoms 
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Creemos en el libre flujo de información 

Republique nuestros artículos libremente, en impreso o digital, bajo licencia Creative Commons 

Republicar este artículo 

CC BY-ND 

In stark contrast to the overblown fears portrayed during decades past, these days, most people think cannabis 

is relatively harmless. While weed is indeed less dangerous than some other drugs, it is not without risks. 

In a study published Jan. 5, my colleagues and I found that 59% percent of people using medical cannabis for 

chronic pain experienced moderate to severe withdrawal symptoms if they stopped ingesting weed for hours 

or days. 

Most states in the U.S. have legalized cannabis for medical purposes and 15 have legalized it for recreational 

use. More people are using cannabis, especially older adults, and the perceived harms from weed use are 

steadily decreasing. While many people report therapeutic benefits or enjoy recreational use of cannabis, it is 

important people understand the potential risks of cannabis use too. 

What cannabis withdrawal looks like 

Cannabis withdrawal symptoms can include both physical and psychological experiences that emerge when 

someone comes down from being high or goes for a period of time without use. 

¿Le gusta lo que lee? ¿Quiere más? 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reefer_Madness
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ypmed.2017.07.008
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ypmed.2017.07.008
https://doi.org/10.1111/add.15370
https://doi.org/10.1001/jamainternmed.2019.7517
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ypmed.2017.07.008
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ypmed.2017.07.008
https://doi.org/10.1037/adb0000452
https://doi.org/10.1097/01.yco.0000218592.00689.e5
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Suscribirme al boletín 

When people use cannabis regularly – such as daily or nearly daily – parts of the brain become reliant on 

cannabinoids, the psychoactive chemicals in cannabis. Cannabinoids are naturally produced in the body, but 

at a much lower level than is available in most cannabis products. Among those who don’t use weed for a 

period of several hours or days, cannabinoid levels drop and they experience withdrawal symptoms. These 

can including irritability, depressed mood, decreased appetite, sleep difficulties, a desire or craving to use 

cannabis, restlessness, anxiety, increased aggression, headaches, shakiness, nausea, increased anger, strange 

dreams, stomach pain and sweating. 

Cannabis withdrawal symptoms usually go away within one to two weeks after use is stopped as the 

body adjusts back to its own natural production of cannabinoids. Unlike withdrawal from some psychoactive 

substances – such as alcohol – cannabis withdrawal is not life threatening or medically dangerous. But it does 

exist. Cannabis withdrawal can also be quite unpleasant and people can end up continuing their cannabis use 

– even when they want to cut back – just to avoid experiencing withdrawal. 

 

Regular use of cannabis can result in dependency and withdrawal when a person stops using cannabis. AP 

Photo/Ted S. Warren 
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How common are withdrawal symptoms? 

To figure out how common withdrawal symptoms are, over two years, my colleagues and I repeatedly 

surveyed 527 people who were using medical weed for chronic pain. We found that 59% of people who use 

medical cannabis for chronic pain had moderate to severe withdrawal symptoms. The most common 

symptoms were sleep difficulties, irritability and anxiety. 

We also found that cannabis withdrawal symptoms were more severe in younger people, people with mental 

health problems, people who had a longer history of cannabis use and people who used more frequently or in 

larger amounts. Additionally, we found that smoking cannabis – rather than eating or topically applying it – 

was correlated with worse withdrawal symptoms. 

Our team also looked at how people’s withdrawal symptoms changed over time. Most continued to 

experience the same severity of withdrawal symptoms any time they stopped ingesting cannabis over the two 

years of the study, but about 10% – particularly younger people – got worse over time. As with most 

dependency-forming substances, reducing the frequency or amount of cannabis use may help to alleviate 

these symptoms. 

Our study looked at people who use medical cannabis only for pain. But in another recent meta-analysis that 

included both recreational and medical use, researchers found that 47% of frequent cannabis users experience 

withdrawals. 

Cannabis may not be the demon drug from “Reefer Madness,” but neither is it a wonder–plant with limitless 

upsides and no downsides. As cannabis use increases across the U.S., it’s important for people to understand 

that regular use can lead to withdrawals, and to know what those symptoms are. 
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Dotspotting Expressionist Science: What the Mysterious Color-Markings on Storm Drains Have to Do with 

Rachel Carson’s Legacy and the War on a Deadly Virus 

Strange signals from the lacuna between street art and microbiology. 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

I noticed them first in my neighborhood — dots of paint hovering over the grate of the storm drain in a blue-

green spectrum punctuated by white. I noticed them probably because I had been writing about the wondrous 

science of the color blue and my brain had formed, as brains tend to, a search image for its present 

preoccupation. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2021/01/14/the-blue-hour-isabelle-simler/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2021/01/14/the-blue-hour-isabelle-simler/
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At first I took them for mindless spray-can tests by a street artist getting ready to graffiti a nearby wall. But no 

surface in sight was emblazoned with these colors. 

And then I started seeing them all over Brooklyn: Red Hook, Greenpoint, even the alleys of the Green-Wood 

Cemetery — quiet ecstasies of color amid the bleak grey-brown of winter, chromatic macaw cries in the 

concrete jungle, the ghost of Alma Thomas risen from the dead through the New York City sewer system. 

 

With some stubborn sleuthing through various city agency logs, street art blogs, conspiracy theory fora, and 

health department reports, I discovered that they are not surreptitious art. 

They are science. 

They are war paint on humanity’s countenance as we combat our great eternal enemy: the mosquito. 

https://nmwa.org/art/artists/alma-woodsey-thomas/
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Mosquito in biting position. (National Library of Medicine.) 

When it rains, when the city washes the streets, water rushes into the drain along with all the debris it carries. 

To prevent downstream clogging, a catch basin resides just beneath the metal grate to sieve the debris before 

releasing the water into the drainage pipe. Mosquitos love nesting in these cozy, soggy chambers, where the 

air is warm enough for the females to survive the winter and where the water doesn’t freeze, so that their eggs 

— around 200 laid by each female mosquito — can float freely while preparing to become a bloodthirsty 

army that goes on replicating the 1:200 reproductive ratio ad infinitum. 
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Mosquitos have always plagued cities, but when the deadly West Nile virus arrived in America in 1999, 

landing in Queens, cities grew serious about defense. The expressionist markings indicate catch basins where 

the war has been waged. Modeled on the inspired pedal-powered program the City of San Francisco 

pioneered in 2005, the colorful dots across Brooklyn signal the particular treatment applied to that drain, with 

each color corresponding to one of the larvicides administered by the NYC Department of Health and Mental 

Hygiene. (Yes, that is its name — a curious poetic inversion of the more expected syntax “department of 

hygiene and mental health.”) 

https://www.mosquitosf.com/
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Having devoted two hundred pages of Figuring to Rachel Carson and her epoch-making exposé of the assault 

on the natural world with DDT — an act of courage and resistance she paid for dearly, not living to see it 

awaken humanity’s ecological conscience, lead to the creation of the Environmental Protection Agency, and 

catalyze the modern environmental movement — I was naturally keen to find out what substances the city 

uses to attack those curbside mosquito mansions. 

Rachel Carson at work. 

When Carson published Silent Spring, the ruthless forces she had unmasked — the $800 million chemical 

pesticide industry, the corporate interests of Big Agriculture, and a complicit government bankrolled by them 

— set out to tear down this scientist of uncommon courage and competence. Their commonest line of attack, 

launched everywhere from the pages of Monsanto Magazine to any national station that would give them 

share of voice, was based on a deliberate misconstrual of the book: Employing the classic tactic of the 

opinion-manipulator — refuting arguments the opponent hasn’t actually made — they disregarded Carson’s 

explicit caveat that there are certain lifesaving uses of chemical controls in typhoid and malaria outbreaks, 

accusing her of advocating for a total ban on pesticides that would cost countless human lives to malaria. 

Some warped the facts of biochemistry so egregiously that they called her work antiscientific. The grave irony 

is that Carson opposed not science but the most unscientific stance there is: the arrogance of false certitude 

unsupported by evidence and the dangerous delusion of pretending to have answers we don’t actually have — 

an arrogance radiating from the indiscriminate use of DDT, with which the government was hosing down 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/01/figuring/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/01/27/rachel-carson-silent-spring-dorothy-freeman/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0618249060/braipick-20
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acres of forests and which agricultural airplanes were raining down upon children lunching in the schoolyard 

amid cornfields. 

 

Pesticide crop duster. (Photograph: Charles O’Rear, The Environmental Protection Agency.) 

But Carson’s most visionary proposition, decades ahead of science, was the development of biological 

controls that would curtail the reproduction of a particular species without harming other organisms. In 

consonance with her vision, the City of New York uses larvicide that relies not on toxic chemicals to vanquish 
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mosquito larvae but on rod-shaped aerobic bacteria commonly found in soil. Bacillus sphaericus and Bacillus 

thuringiensis produce proteins toxic to mosquitos and harmless to mammals, for we lack the enzymes to 

activate and digest them. But when a mosquito larva ingests the bacterium, the protein in it catalyzes the 

release of a digestive enzyme in the larva’s gut that binds to a particular receptor, causing mortal damage to 

the cell membranes. 

Because this entire drama of life and death unfolds in the catch basin beneath the drain grate, both the dead 

larvae and the bacteria never enter the human world overground — they vanish into the ductile catacombs of 

the city sewer system to land at the local waste treatment plant along with all the other sewer-stuff, leaving 

only the colorful expressionist markings on the drain as notation of this silent symphony of science. 

 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2021/01/20/storm-drain-dots/?mc_cid=c7a513cfc3&mc_eid=d1c16ac662  
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The COVID Gender Gap: Why Fewer Women Are Dying 

|by Dina Gerdeman 

To promote the greatest safety, public health officials should target their pandemic messaging to men 

differently than to women. Research by Vincent Pons and colleagues. 

 

According to a survey of citizens in eight countries, women are much more likely than men to view COVID-

19 as a severe health problem. They are also more willing to wear face masks and follow other public health 

recommendations to prevent the spread of the virus countries. 

The research suggests that public health officials should target their pandemic messaging to men differently 

than to women, to encourage safer behaviors and reduce the spread of the disease globally. 

Research shows that men are dying from COVID in much higher numbers worldwide than women—as much 

as 50 percent more often. Experts have cited several factors that may make men more vulnerable to severe 

illness, including biological differences, higher smoking rates, and a greater reluctance to seek health care. 

This new study points to another reason men may be at higher risk: a more cavalier and macho attitude toward 

the virus and a refusal to abide by public health rules, according to the article "Gender Differences in COVID-

19 Attitudes and Behavior: Panel Evidence from Eight Countries (PDF)" in the Proceedings of the National 

Academy of Sciences. 

"If men don't take the virus as seriously as women do, and they're not wearing masks and social distancing as 

much, that could help explain why they are suffering the consequences more," says Harvard Business School 

Associate Professor Vincent Pons, who co-authored the article with researchers in Italy and France. 

In addition, Pons believes that since women are wearing masks and following other health guidelines more 

often, they're less likely than men to contaminate others with COVID. "This research helps us understand not 

only who is getting the disease, but who is transmitting it more to others." 

A worldwide gender gap 

It's particularly striking, Pons says, that the gender gap is so widespread, found consistently among the 21,649 

people across the globe in all eight countries surveyed: Australia, Austria, France, Germany, Italy, New 

Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the United States. 

While all of these countries are part of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development and all 

have high income per capita and advanced health care systems, each was affected differently by the 

https://globalhealth5050.org/the-sex-gender-and-covid-19-project/
https://hbswk.hbs.edu/item/the-covid-gender-gap-why-fewer-women-are-dying?cid=spmailing-32954614-WK%20Newsletter%201-13-2021%20(1)-January%2013,%202021
https://hbswk.hbs.edu/item/the-covid-gender-gap-why-fewer-women-are-dying?cid=spmailing-32954614-WK%20Newsletter%201-13-2021%20(1)-January%2013,%202021
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pandemic. The United States, the United Kingdom, and Italy have had some of the highest COVID-19 

fatalities globally, while Australia and New Zealand have had relatively few deaths. 

The survey results are in line with reports that female-led countries like New Zealand and Germany 

responded swiftly and effectively to contain the pandemic, whereas some of the countries with the worst 

outcomes, including the United States and Brazil, "are led by men who have projected strong masculinity 

attitudes and dismissed the need for precautionary practices, such as wearing masks," the article says. 

When Pons and his team surveyed participants in March, as most countries were beginning to implement 

lockdowns and stay-at-home orders, 59 percent of women respondents considered COVID-19 a very serious 

health problem, compared to 49 percent of men. When the research team surveyed people again a month later, 

in mid-April, the numbers decreased by more than 15 percent for each group. But a significant gender 

difference remained: 40 percent of women still saw the virus as a serious risk, compared to 33 percent of men. 

"The numbers were lower across the board in April, but the gap between men and women remained," says 

Pons, whose team also conducted surveys in the summer and fall that haven't yet been analyzed. "We're all 

adjusting to the pandemic in a rapid way, and there's a lot of uncertainty about what will come next—whether 

we'll see a strong second wave and where treatments and vaccines stand. So it's important to track people's 

perceptions over time." 

Survey respondents also answered questions about how much they agreed with a variety of restrictive public 

policy measures, including closing schools, shutting down nonessential shops, and imposing quarantines. In 

March, 54 percent of women agreed with these measures as a whole, compared with 48 percent of men. 

The closing of nonessential shops inspired a particularly substantial gender gap in April, with 55 percent of 

women believing the closures were necessary, compared to 46 percent of men. 

Fewer men than women take precautions 

Studies show the main route for the spread of COVID-19—airborne transmission—is largely reduced by 

wearing face masks, with 78,000 fewer infections in Italy in a month and 66,000 fewer in New York City 

over a three-week period once masks were mandated. 

Yet in April, as public health officials in many countries including the United States were urging people to 

wear masks in public places, 49 percent of women said they complied with mask-wearing, compared to 43 

percent of men. 

Women were much more likely than men to follow public health recommendations as a whole, not just mask-

wearing, but also washing their hands frequently and distancing from others. In April, 78 percent of women 

followed these rules, versus 72 percent of men. 

These gender differences persisted even after researchers controlled for various socioeconomic factors, such 

as age, education, income, employment, religion, and health status. Other factors were psychological and 
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behavioral, like political affiliation and how much people trust the scientists responsible for making health 

recommendations. 

Why are women behaving more cautiously than men toward COVID? Prior research shows that, in general, 

women are more risk-averse than men. Similar gender differences emerged in response to an outbreak of 

severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2002, Pons notes. This latest research also suggests women may 

be more inclined than men to look out for others' welfare. 

"The gender gap was especially big when we asked whether people coughed and sneezed into their elbows," 

notes Pons, whose research shows 84 percent of women used their elbows versus 76 percent of men. "That's a 

behavior that only protects other people, rather than yourself, so it suggests that gender differences may come 

from the fact that women are more altruistic than men." 

While the gender divide in response to COVID was significant among all respondents, the differences were 

slightly smaller for a few particular groups. Younger men and women disagreed less than older respondents, 

as did married couples and others who lived with the opposite gender, showing that people who live in the 

same household influence each other's views of the pandemic. 

"You see families where everyone is wearing a mask or no one is wearing a mask," Pons says. "And we see a 

bigger gap among men who live alone than men who live with women." 

Gender differences were also less pronounced among people who have had COVID-19 symptoms or have 

known others who have had them, suggesting that "first-hand experience of the pandemic enables men to 

bridge part of the gap with women," according to the article. Pons co-wrote the study with Vincenzo Galasso 

of Università Bocconi-IGIER in Italy; Paola Profeta of Università Bocconi in Italy; Michael Becher of the 

Institute for Advanced Study in Toulouse in France; and Sylvain Brouard and Martial Foucault of Centre de 

recherches politiques in France. 

This research should spur public health officials to consider targeting men when communicating 

recommendations around COVID-19 to attempt to increase compliance with safety regulations—for their own 

good and the good of society, Pons says. 

"You can imagine that some men may want to appear strong and that they're not afraid of the disease, so 

they're refraining from adopting these rules," Pons says. "So we may need to work on some stereotypes. We 

may need to show men that wearing a mask is not unmanly, and it's something that is necessary to protect 

themselves and others." 

About the author 

Dina Gerdeman is a senior writer at Harvard Business School Working Knowledge. 

https://hbswk.hbs.edu/item/the-covid-gender-gap-why-fewer-women-are-dying?cid=spmailing-32954614-

WK%20Newsletter%201-13-2021%20(1)-January%2013,%202021 
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Idol 

by Arthur Rimbaud 

Issue no. 169 (Spring 2004) 

Hidden, wrinkled as a flush violet wedged 

Humbly amid the moss, it breathes 

Still wet with love that leaves 

Along the gentle white curve of buttock to its edge. 

Like milky tears, a flow, 

Wept in a cruel wind forcing travel 

Back across the russet marl and gravel 

To be lost where the curve bids it go. 

Often my dream with this opening has played, 

My soul, jealous of the fleshly lay, 

Has fashioned it a tawny reservoir, its nest of moans. 

It is the enthralling olive, the seductive flute, 

The burnt almond of heaven descends this chute 

—Astarte of the Dews enclosed! 

                —translated from the French by Michael Thomas Davis 

  

 https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=4050ead2dc&e=d538c8f2e0   

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=4050ead2dc&e=d538c8f2e0
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Pesticide alternative coats crops to hide them from insects 

By Ben Coxworth 

 

CropCoat has already been successfully used to protect almond trees from navel orange worms 

vanazi/Depositphotos 

VIEW 1 IMAGES 

While pest insects can have a devastating effect on crops, pesticides can likewise cause a great deal of 

damage to the environment. That's where CropCoat comes in, as it's designed not to kill harmful insects, 

but to "hide" plants from them instead. 

Created by California-based startup Crop Enhancement, CropCoat consists of a proprietary blend of non-

toxic ingredients including an undisclosed botanical extract. It gets mixed with water then sprayed onto 

crops, using conventional agricultural equipment. Within 12 to 24 hours, the water evaporates and the 

CropCoat hardens into a biodegradable film that coats most of each plant's stems and leaves. 

https://newatlas.com/author/ben-coxworth/
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According to the company, that coating essentially makes the plants "unavailable" to pest insects … 

although how it does so isn't entirely understood. "We know that insects don’t recognize coated plant 

surfaces as a source of food or reproductive sites, but the reasons for this lack of recognition probably vary 

from species to species," Crop Enhancement CTO Damian Hajduk tells us. 

Depending on environmental factors such as weather, a single coating reportedly protects crops for up to 

six weeks before a reapplication is required. And even though the plants are coated, they're said to still be 

able to carry out photosynthesis. Additionally, because some patches of their leaves are left uncovered, 

they're also able to continue exchanging oxygen for carbon dioxide via the tiny stomata pores on those 

leaves. 

In tests conducted so far, CropCoat was found to be non-toxic to plants, people and animals – importantly, 

the latter category includes beneficial insects such as honeybees. We're told that it should be comparable in 

price to existing pesticides, and will be commercially available in the US starting sometime next year. 

"Field trials have occurred in South America, Central America, Indonesia, Africa and Europe," says 

Hajduk. "Over the last three years, we have done over 100 field studies, including pilots on almond trees. 

Crop Enhancement found their product reduced the presence of navel orange worms (a common enemy of 

almonds) by up to 50 percent compared to those left untreated, and prevented economic loss upwards of 

$500 per acre." 

Source: Crop Enhancement 

We recommend 

1. Detecting Zika in Mosquitoes? Technology Being Developed As Alternative to Human Blood 

Testing 

Leo O'Connor, 360Dx, 2018 
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1. Personal Genome Diagnostics, Mayo Clinic to Collaborate on Cancer Genomic Tests 

Precision Oncology News, 2020 

2. Astellas' Xospata Fails to Extend Survival in Phase III Newly Diagnosed AML Trial 

Precision Oncology News, 2020 

3. Caris Life Sciences Inks CDx Collaboration With Debiopharm 

Precision Oncology News, 2019 
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Ben Coxworth 

Based out of Edmonton, Canada, Ben Coxworth has been writing for New Atlas since 2009 and is 

presently Managing Editor for North America. An experienced freelance writer, he previously obtained an 

English BA from the University of Saskatchewan, then spent over 20 years working in various markets as a 

television reporter, producer and news videographer. Ben is particularly interested in scientific innovation, 

human-powered transportation, and the marine environment 

 

https://newatlas.com/environment/cropcoat-pesticide-alternative/  

https://www.precisiononcologynews.com/business-news/personal-genome-diagnostics-mayo-clinic-collaborate-cancer-genomic-tests?utm_campaign=TMD_PON&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_source=TrendMD
https://www.precisiononcologynews.com/cancer/astellas-xospata-fails-extend-survival-phase-iii-newly-diagnosed-aml-trial?utm_campaign=TMD_PON&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_source=TrendMD#.X-D12thKjDc
https://www.precisiononcologynews.com/molecular-diagnostics/caris-life-sciences-inks-cdx-collaboration-debiopharm?utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_source=TrendMD&utm_campaign=TMD_PON
https://www.trendmd.com/how-it-works-readers
https://newatlas.com/author/ben-coxworth/
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The Fall of the House of Usher 

by Edgar Allan Poe 

 

The Fall of the House of Usher (1839) is a fine example of Gothic Literature, the very darkest side of the 

genre, Dark Romanticism. Translation of the French epigraph that opens the story: 

"His heart is a suspended lute, as soon as it is touched, it resounds." 

 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/edgar-allan-poe
https://americanliterature.com/gothic-literature-study-guide
https://americanliterature.com/dark-romanticism-study-guide
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Son coeur est un luth suspendu; 

Sitot qu'on le touche il resonne. 

 

--De Beranger. 

DURING the whole of a dull, dark, and soundless day in the autumn of the year, when the clouds hung 

oppressively low in the heavens, I had been passing alone, on horseback, through a singularly dreary tract of 

country; and at length found myself, as the shades of the evening drew on, within view of the melancholy 

House of Usher. I know not how it was--but, with the first glimpse of the building, a sense of insufferable 

gloom pervaded my spirit. I say insufferable; for the feeling was unrelieved by any of that half-pleasurable, 

because poetic, sentiment, with which the mind usually receives even the sternest natural images of the 

desolate or terrible. I looked upon the scene before me—upon the mere house, and the simple landscape 

features of the domain—upon the bleak walls—upon the vacant eye-like windows—upon a few rank 

sedges—and upon a few white trunks of decayed trees—with an utter depression of soul which I can compare 

to no earthly sensation more properly than to the after-dream of the reveller upon opium—the bitter lapse into 

every-day life—the hideous dropping off of the veil. There was an iciness, a sinking, a sickening of the 

heart—an unredeemed dreariness of thought which no goading of the imagination could torture into aught of 

the sublime. What was it—I paused to think—what was it that so unnerved me in the contemplation of the 

House of Usher? It was a mystery all insoluble; nor could I grapple with the shadowy fancies that crowded 

upon me as I pondered. I was forced to fall back upon the unsatisfactory conclusion, that while, beyond doubt, 

there are combinations of very simple natural objects which have the power of thus affecting us, still the 

analysis of this power lies among considerations beyond our depth. It was possible, I reflected, that a mere 

different arrangement of the particulars of the scene, of the details of the picture, would be sufficient to 

modify, or perhaps to annihilate its capacity for sorrowful impression; and, acting upon this idea, I reined my 

horse to the precipitous brink of a black and lurid tarn that lay in unruffled lustre by the dwelling, and gazed 

down—but with a shudder even more thrilling than before—upon the remodelled and inverted images of the 

gray sedge, and the ghastly tree-stems, and the vacant and eye-like windows. 

Nevertheless, in this mansion of gloom I now proposed to myself a sojourn of some weeks. Its proprietor, 

Roderick Usher, had been one of my boon companions in boyhood; but many years had elapsed since our last 

meeting. A letter, however, had lately reached me in a distant part of the country--a letter from him--which, in 

its wildly importunate nature, had admitted of no other than a personal reply. The MS. gave evidence of 

nervous agitation. The writer spoke of acute bodily illness--of a mental disorder which oppressed him--and of 

an earnest desire to see me, as his best, and indeed his only personal friend, with a view of attempting, by the 

cheerfulness of my society, some alleviation of his malady. It was the manner in which all this, and much 

more, was said--it the apparent heart that went with his request--which allowed me no room for hesitation; 

and I accordingly obeyed forthwith what I still considered a very singular summons. 

Although, as boys, we had been even intimate associates, yet really knew little of my friend. His reserve had 

been always excessive and habitual. I was aware, however, that his very ancient family had been noted, time 
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out of mind, for a peculiar sensibility of temperament, displaying itself, through long ages, in many works of 

exalted art, and manifested, of late, in repeated deeds of munificent yet unobtrusive charity, as well as in a 

passionate devotion to the intricacies, perhaps even more than to the orthodox and easily recognisable 

beauties, of musical science. I had learned, too, the very remarkable fact, that the stem of the Usher race, all 

time-honoured as it was, had put forth, at no period, any enduring branch; in other words, that the entire 

family lay in the direct line of descent, and had always, with very trifling and very temporary variation, so 

lain. It was this deficiency, I considered, while running over in thought the perfect keeping of the character of 

the premises with the accredited character of the people, and while speculating upon the possible influence 

which the one, in the long lapse of centuries, might have exercised upon the other--it was this deficiency, 

perhaps, of collateral issue, and the consequent undeviating transmission, from sire to son, of the patrimony 

with the name, which had, at length, so identified the two as to merge the original title of the estate in the 

quaint and equivocal appellation of the "House of Usher" --an appellation which seemed to include, in the 

minds of the peasantry who used it, both the family and the family mansion. 

I have said 

that the sole effect of my somewhat childish experiment --that of looking down within the tarn--had been to 

deepen the first singular impression. There can be no doubt that the consciousness of the rapid increase of my 

superstition--for why should I not so term it?--served mainly to accelerate the increase itself. Such, I have 

long known, is the paradoxical law of all sentiments having terror as a basis. And it might have been for this 
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reason only, that, when I again uplifted my eyes to the house itself, from its image in the pool, there grew in 

my mind a strange fancy --a fancy so ridiculous, indeed, that I but mention it to show the vivid force of the 

sensations which oppressed me. I had so worked upon my imagination as really to believe that about the 

whole mansion and domain there hung an atmosphere peculiar to themselves and their immediate vicinity-an 

atmosphere which had no affinity with the air of heaven, but which had reeked up from the decayed trees, and 

the gray wall, and the silent tarn--a pestilent and mystic vapour, dull, sluggish, faintly discernible, and leaden-

hued. 

Shaking off from my spirit what must have been a dream, I scanned more narrowly the real aspect of the 

building. Its principal feature seemed to be that of an excessive antiquity. The discoloration of ages had been 

great. Minute fungi overspread the whole exterior, hanging in a fine tangled web-work from the eaves. Yet all 

this was apart from any extraordinary dilapidation. No portion of the masonry had fallen; and there appeared 

to be a wild inconsistency between its still perfect adaptation of parts, and the crumbling condition of the 

individual stones. In this there was much that reminded me of the specious totality of old wood-work which 

has rotted for long years in some neglected vault, with no disturbance from the breath of the external air. 

Beyond this indication of extensive decay, however, the fabric gave little token of instability. Perhaps the eye 

of a scrutinising observer might have discovered a barely perceptible fissure, which, extending from the roof 

of the building in front, made its way down the wall in a zigzag direction, until it became lost in the sullen 

waters of the tarn. 

Noticing these things, I rode over a short causeway to the house. A servant in waiting took my horse, and I 

entered the Gothic archway of the hall. A valet, of stealthy step, thence conducted me, in silence, through 

many dark and intricate passages in my progress to the studio of his master. Much that I encountered on the 

way contributed, I know not how, to heighten the vague sentiments of which I have already spoken. While the 

objects around me--while the carvings of the ceilings, the sombre tapestries of the walls, the ebon blackness 

of the floors, and the phantasmagoric armorial trophies which rattled as I strode, were but matters to which, or 

to such as which, I had been accustomed from my infancy--while I hesitated not to acknowledge how familiar 

was all this--I still wondered to find how unfamiliar were the fancies which ordinary images were stirring up. 

On one of the staircases, I met the physician of the family. His countenance, I thought, wore a mingled 

expression of low cunning and perplexity. He accosted me with trepidation and passed on. The valet now 

threw open a door and ushered me into the presence of his master. 

The room in which I found myself was very large and lofty. The windows were long, narrow, and pointed, 

and at so vast a distance from the black oaken floor as to be altogether inaccessible from within. Feeble 

gleams of encrimsoned light made their way through the trellised panes, and served to render sufficiently 

distinct the more prominent objects around the eye, however, struggled in vain to reach the remoter angles of 

the chamber, or the recesses of the vaulted and fretted ceiling. Dark draperies hung upon the walls. The 

general furniture was profuse, comfortless, antique, and tattered. Many books and musical instruments lay 

scattered about, but failed to give any vitality to the scene. I felt that I breathed an atmosphere of sorrow. An 

air of stern, deep, and irredeemable gloom hung over and pervaded all. 

Upon my entrance, Usher arose from a sofa on which he had been lying at full length, and greeted me with a 

vivacious warmth which had much in it, I at first thought, of an overdone cordiality--of the constrained effort 

of the ennuye man of the world. A glance, however, at his countenance, convinced me of his perfect sincerity. 

We sat down; and for some moments, while he spoke not, I gazed upon him with a feeling half of pity, half of 
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awe. Surely, man had never before so terribly altered, in so brief a period, as had Roderick Usher! It was with 

difficulty that I could bring myself to admit the identity of the wan being before me with the companion of 

my early boyhood. Yet the character of his face had been at all times remarkable. A cadaverousness of 

complexion; an eye large, liquid, and luminous beyond comparison; lips somewhat thin and very pallid, but of 

a surpassingly beautiful curve; a nose of a delicate Hebrew model, but with a breadth of nostril unusual in 

similar formations; a finely moulded chin, speaking, in its want of prominence, of a want of moral energy; 

hair of a more than web-like softness and tenuity; these features, with an inordinate expansion above the 

regions of the temple, made up altogether a countenance not easily to be forgotten. And now in the mere 

exaggeration of the prevailing character of these features, and of the expression they were wont to convey, lay 

so much of change that I doubted to whom I spoke. The now ghastly pallor of the skin, and the now 

miraculous lustre of the eve, above all things startled and even awed me. The silken hair, too, had been 

suffered to grow all unheeded, and as, in its wild gossamer texture, it floated rather than fell about the face, I 

could not, even with effort, connect its Arabesque expression with any idea of simple humanity. 

In the manner of my friend I was at once struck with an incoherence --an inconsistency; and I soon found this 

to arise from a series of feeble and futile struggles to overcome an habitual trepidancy--an excessive nervous 

agitation. For something of this nature I had indeed been prepared, no less by his letter, than by reminiscences 

of certain boyish traits, and by conclusions deduced from his peculiar physical conformation and 

temperament. His action was alternately vivacious and sullen. His voice varied rapidly from a tremulous 

indecision (when the animal spirits seemed utterly in abeyance) to that species of energetic concision--that 

abrupt, weighty, unhurried, and hollow-sounding enunciation--that leaden, self-balanced and perfectly 

modulated guttural utterance, which may be observed in the lost drunkard, or the irreclaimable eater of opium, 

during the periods of his most intense excitement. 

It was thus that he spoke of the object of my visit, of his earnest desire to see me, and of the solace he 

expected me to afford him. He entered, at some length, into what he conceived to be the nature of his malady. 

It was, he said, a constitutional and a family evil, and one for which he despaired to find a remedy--a mere 

nervous affection, he immediately added, which would undoubtedly soon pass off. It displayed itself in a host 

of unnatural sensations. Some of these, as he detailed them, interested and bewildered me; although, perhaps, 

the terms, and the general manner of the narration had their weight. He suffered much from a morbid 

acuteness of the senses; the most insipid food was alone endurable; he could wear only garments of certain 

texture; the odours of all flowers were oppressive; his eyes were tortured by even a faint light; and there were 

but peculiar sounds, and these from stringed instruments, which did not inspire him with horror. 

To an anomalous species of terror I found him a bounden slave. "I shall perish," said he, "I must perish in this 

deplorable folly. Thus, thus, and not otherwise, shall I be lost. I dread the events of the future, not in 

themselves, but in their results. I shudder at the thought of any, even the most trivial, incident, which may 

operate upon this intolerable agitation of soul. I have, indeed, no abhorrence of danger, except in its absolute 

effect--in terror. In this unnerved-in this pitiable condition--I feel that the period will sooner or later arrive 

when I must abandon life and reason together, in some struggle with the grim phantasm, FEAR." 

I learned, moreover, at intervals, and through broken and equivocal hints, another singular feature of his 

mental condition. He was enchained by certain superstitious impressions in regard to the dwelling which he 

tenanted, and whence, for many years, he had never ventured forth--in regard to an influence whose 

supposititious force was conveyed in terms too shadowy here to be re-stated--an influence which some 
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peculiarities in the mere form and substance of his family mansion, had, by dint of long sufferance, he said, 

obtained over his spirit-an effect which the physique of the gray walls and turrets, and of the dim tarn into 

which they all looked down, had, at length, brought about upon the morale of his existence. 

He admitted, however, although with hesitation, that much of the peculiar gloom which thus afflicted him 

could be traced to a more natural and far more palpable origin--to the severe and long-continued illness --

indeed to the evidently approaching dissolution-of a tenderly beloved sister--his sole companion for long 

years--his last and only relative on earth. "Her decease," he said, with a bitterness which I can never forget, 

"would leave him (him the hopeless and the frail) the last of the ancient race of the Ushers." While he spoke, 

the lady Madeline (for so was she called) passed slowly through a remote portion of the apartment, and, 

without having noticed my presence, disappeared. I regarded her with an utter astonishment not unmingled 

with dread--and yet I found it impossible to account for such feelings. A sensation of stupor oppressed me, as 

my eyes followed her retreating steps. When a door, at length, closed upon her, my glance sought instinctively 

and eagerly the countenance of the brother--but he had buried his face in his hands, and I could only perceive 

that a far more than ordinary wanness had overspread the emaciated fingers through which trickled many 

passionate tears. 

The disease of the lady Madeline had long baffled the skill of her physicians. A settled apathy, a gradual 

wasting away of the person, and frequent although transient affections of a partially cataleptical character, 

were the unusual diagnosis. Hitherto she had steadily borne up against the pressure of her malady, and had not 

betaken herself finally to bed; but, on the closing in of the evening of my arrival at the house, she succumbed 

(as her brother told me at night with inexpressible agitation) to the prostrating power of the destroyer; and I 

learned that the glimpse I had obtained of her person would thus probably be the last I should obtain --that the 

lady, at least while living, would be seen by me no more. 

For several days ensuing, her name was unmentioned by either Usher or myself: and during this period I was 

busied in earnest endeavours to alleviate the melancholy of my friend. We painted and read together; or I 

listened, as if in a dream, to the wild improvisations of his speaking guitar. And thus, as a closer and still 

intimacy admitted me more unreservedly into the recesses of his spirit, the more bitterly did I perceive the 

futility of all attempt at cheering a mind from which darkness, as if an inherent positive quality, poured forth 

upon all objects of the moral and physical universe, in one unceasing radiation of gloom. 

I shall ever bear about me a memory of the many solemn hours I thus spent alone with the master of the 

House of Usher. Yet I should fail in any attempt to convey an idea of the exact character of the studies, or of 

the occupations, in which he involved me, or led me the way. An excited and highly distempered ideality 

threw a sulphureous lustre over all. His long improvised dirges will ring forever in my ears. Among other 

things, I hold painfully in mind a certain singular perversion and amplification of the wild air of the last waltz 

of Von Weber. From the paintings over which his elaborate fancy brooded, and which grew, touch by touch, 

into vaguenesses at which I shuddered the more thrillingly, because I shuddered knowing not why;--from 

these paintings (vivid as their images now are before me) I would in vain endeavour to educe more than a 

small portion which should lie within the compass of merely written words. By the utter simplicity, by the 

nakedness of his designs, he arrested and overawed attention. If ever mortal painted an idea, that mortal was 

Roderick Usher. For me at least--in the circumstances then surrounding me--there arose out of the pure 

abstractions which the hypochondriac contrived to throw upon his canvas, an intensity of intolerable awe, no 
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shadow of which felt I ever yet in the contemplation of the certainly glowing yet too concrete reveries of 

Fuseli. 
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One of the phantasmagoric conceptions of my friend, partaking not so rigidly of the spirit of abstraction, may 

be shadowed forth, although feebly, in words. A small picture presented the interior of an immensely long and 

rectangular vault or tunnel, with low walls, smooth, white, and without interruption or device. Certain 

accessory points of the design served well to convey the idea that this excavation lay at an exceeding depth 

below the surface of the earth. No outlet was observed in any portion of its vast extent, and no torch, or other 

artificial source of light was discernible; yet a flood of intense rays rolled throughout, and bathed the whole in 

a ghastly and inappropriate splendour. 

 

I have just spoken of that morbid condition of the auditory nerve which rendered all music intolerable to the 

sufferer, with the exception of certain effects of stringed instruments. It was, perhaps, the narrow limits to 

which he thus confined himself upon the guitar, which gave birth, in great measure, to the fantastic character 

of his performances. But the fervid facility of his impromptus could not be so accounted for. They must have 

been, and were, in the notes, as well as in the words of his wild fantasias (for he not unfrequently 

accompanied himself with rhymed verbal improvisations), the result of that intense mental collectedness and 

concentration to which I have previously alluded as observable only in particular moments of the highest 

artificial excitement. The words of one of these rhapsodies I have easily remembered. I was, perhaps, the 

more forcibly impressed with it, as he gave it, because, in the under or mystic current of its meaning, I fancied 

that I perceived, and for the first time, a full consciousness on the part of Usher, of the tottering of his lofty 

reason upon her throne. The verses, which were entitled "The Haunted Palace," ran very nearly, if not 

accurately, thus: 

I. 

In the greenest of our valleys, 

By good angels tenanted, 

Once fair and stately palace-- 

Radiant palace--reared its head. 

In the monarch Thought's dominion-- 

It stood there! 

Never seraph spread a pinion 

Over fabric half so fair. 
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II. 

Banners yellow, glorious, golden, 

On its roof did float and flow; 

(This--all this--was in the olden 

Time long ago); 

And every gentle air that dallied, 

In that sweet day, 

Along the ramparts plumed and pallid, 

A winged odour went away. 

 

III. 

Wanderers in that happy valley 

Through two luminous windows saw 

Spirits moving musically 

To a lute's well-tuned law, 

Round about a throne, where sitting 

(Porphyrogene!) 

In state his glory well befitting, 

The ruler of the realm was seen. 

 

IV. 
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And all with pearl and ruby glowing 

Was the fair palace door, 

Through which came flowing, flowing, flowing 

And sparkling evermore, 

A troop of Echoes whose sweet duty 

Was but to sing, 

In voices of surpassing beauty, 

The wit and wisdom of their king. 

 

V. 

But evil things, in robes of sorrow, 

Assailed the monarch's high estate; 

(Ah, let us mourn, for never morrow 

Shall dawn upon him, desolate!) 

And, round about his home, the glory 

That blushed and bloomed 

Is but a dim-remembered story 

Of the old time entombed. 

 

VI. 

And travellers now within that valley, 
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Through the red-litten windows, see 

Vast forms that move fantastically 

To a discordant melody; 

While, like a rapid ghastly river, 

Through the pale door, 

A hideous throng rush out forever, 

And laugh--but smile no more. 

I well remember that suggestions arising from this ballad led us into a train of thought wherein there became 

manifest an opinion of Usher's which I mention not so much on account of its novelty, (for other men have 

thought thus,) as on account of the pertinacity with which he maintained it. This opinion, in its general form, 

was that of the sentience of all vegetable things. But, in his disordered fancy, the idea had assumed a more 

daring character, and trespassed, under certain conditions, upon the kingdom of inorganization. I lack words 

to express the full extent, or the earnest abandon of his persuasion. The belief, however, was connected (as I 

have previously hinted) with the gray stones of the home of his forefathers. The conditions of the sentience 

had been here, he imagined, fulfilled in the method of collocation of these stones--in the order of their 

arrangement, as well as in that of the many fungi which overspread them, and of the decayed trees which 

stood around--above all, in the long undisturbed endurance of this arrangement, and in its reduplication in the 

still waters of the tarn. Its evidence--the evidence of the sentience--was to be seen, he said, (and I here started 

as he spoke,) in the gradual yet certain condensation of an atmosphere of their own about the waters and the 

walls. The result was discoverable, he added, in that silent, yet importunate and terrible influence which for 

centuries had moulded the destinies of his family, and which made him what I now saw him--what he was. 

Such opinions need no comment, and I will make none. 

Our books--the books which, for years, had formed no small portion of the mental existence of the invalid--

were, as might be supposed, in strict keeping with this character of phantasm. We pored together over such 

works as the Ververt et Chartreuse of Gresset; the Belphegor of Machiavelli; the Heaven and Hell of 

Swedenborg; the Subterranean Voyage of Nicholas Klimm by Holberg; the Chiromancy of Robert Flud, of 

Jean D'Indagine, and of De la Chambre; the Journey into the Blue Distance of Tieck; and the City of the Sun 

of Campanella. One favourite volume was a small octavo edition of the Directorium Inquisitorum, by the 

Dominican Eymeric de Gironne; and there were passages in Pomponius Mela, about the old African Satyrs 

and AEgipans, over which Usher would sit dreaming for hours. His chief delight, however, was found in the 

perusal of an exceedingly rare and curious book in quarto Gothic--the manual of a forgotten church--the 

Vigilae Mortuorum secundum Chorum Ecclesiae Maguntinae. 
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I could not help thinking of the wild ritual of this work, and of its probable influence upon the hypochondriac, 

when, one evening, having informed me abruptly that the lady Madeline was no more, he stated his intention 

of preserving her corpse for a fortnight, (previously to its final interment,) in one of the numerous vaults 

within the main walls of the building. The worldly reason, however, assigned for this singular proceeding, 

was one which I did not feel at liberty to dispute. The brother had been led to his resolution (so he told me) by 

consideration of the unusual character of the malady of the deceased, of certain obtrusive and eager inquiries 

on the part of her medical men, and of the remote and exposed situation of the burial-ground of the family. I 

will not deny that when I called to mind the sinister countenance of the person whom I met upon the stair 

case, on the day of my arrival at the house, I had no desire to oppose what I regarded as at best but a harmless, 

and by no means an unnatural, precaution. 

At the request of Usher, I personally aided him in the arrangements for the temporary entombment. The body 

having been encoffined, we two alone bore it to its rest. The vault in which we placed it (and which had been 

so long unopened that our torches, half smothered in its oppressive atmosphere, gave us little opportunity for 

investigation) was small, damp, and entirely without means of admission for light; lying, at great depth, 

immediately beneath that portion of the building in which was my own sleeping apartment. It had been used, 

apparently, in remote feudal times, for the worst purposes of a donjon-keep, and, in later days, as a place of 

deposit for powder, or some other highly combustible substance, as a portion of its floor, and the whole 

interior of a long archway through which we reached it, were carefully sheathed with copper. The door, of 

massive iron, had been, also, similarly protected. Its immense weight caused an unusually sharp grating 

sound, as it moved upon its hinges. 

Having deposited our mournful burden upon tressels within this region of horror, we partially turned aside the 

yet unscrewed lid of the coffin, and looked upon the face of the tenant. A striking similitude between the 

brother and sister now first arrested my attention; and Usher, divining, perhaps, my thoughts, murmured out 

some few words from which I learned that the deceased and himself had been twins, and that sympathies of a 

scarcely intelligible nature had always existed between them. Our glances, however, rested not long upon the 

dead--for we could not regard her unawed. The disease which had thus entombed the lady in the maturity of 

youth, had left, as usual in all maladies of a strictly cataleptical character, the mockery of a faint blush upon 

the bosom and the face, and that suspiciously lingering smile upon the lip which is so terrible in death. We 

replaced and screwed down the lid, and, having secured the door of iron, made our way, with toll, into the 

scarcely less gloomy apartments of the upper portion of the house. 

And now, some days of bitter grief having elapsed, an observable change came over the features of the mental 

disorder of my friend. His ordinary manner had vanished. His ordinary occupations were neglected or 

forgotten. He roamed from chamber to chamber with hurried, unequal, and objectless step. The pallor of his 

countenance had assumed, if possible, a more ghastly hue--but the luminousness of his eye had utterly gone 

out. The once occasional huskiness of his tone was heard no more; and a tremulous quaver, as if of extreme 

terror, habitually characterized his utterance. There were times, indeed, when I thought his unceasingly 

agitated mind was labouring with some oppressive secret, to divulge which he struggled for the necessary 

courage. At times, again, I was obliged to resolve all into the mere inexplicable vagaries of madness, for I 

beheld him gazing upon vacancy for long hours, in an attitude of the profoundest attention, as if listening to 

some imaginary sound. It was no wonder that his condition terrified-that it infected me. I felt creeping upon 

me, by slow yet certain degrees, the wild influences of his own fantastic yet impressive superstitions. 
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It was, especially, upon retiring to bed late in the night of the seventh or eighth day after the placing of the 

lady Madeline within the donjon, that I experienced the full power of such feelings. Sleep came not near my 

couch--while the hours waned and waned away. I struggled to reason off the nervousness which had dominion 

over me. I endeavoured to believe that much, if not all of what I felt, was due to the bewildering influence of 

the gloomy furniture of the room--of the dark and tattered draperies, which, tortured into motion by the breath 

of a rising tempest, swayed fitfully to and fro upon the walls, and rustled uneasily about the decorations of the 

bed. But my efforts were fruitless. An irrepressible tremour gradually pervaded my frame; and, at length, 

there sat upon my very heart an incubus of utterly causeless alarm. Shaking this off with a gasp and a 

struggle, I uplifted myself upon the pillows, and, peering earnestly within the intense darkness of the 

chamber, hearkened--I know not why, except that an instinctive spirit prompted me--to certain low and 

indefinite sounds which came, through the pauses of the storm, at long intervals, I knew not whence. 

Overpowered by an intense sentiment of horror, unaccountable yet unendurable, I threw on my clothes with 

haste (for I felt that I should sleep no more during the night), and endeavoured to arouse myself from the 

pitiable condition into which I had fallen, by pacing rapidly to and fro through the apartment. 

I had taken but few turns in this manner, when a light step on an adjoining staircase arrested my attention. I 

presently recognised it as that of Usher. In an instant afterward he rapped, with a gentle touch, at my door, 

and entered, bearing a lamp. His countenance was, as usual, cadaverously wan--but, moreover, there was a 

species of mad hilarity in his eyes--an evidently restrained hysteria in his whole demeanour. His air appalled 

me--but anything was preferable to the solitude which I had so long endured, and I even welcomed his 

presence as a relief. 

"And you have not seen it?" he said abruptly, after having stared about him for some moments in silence--

"you have not then seen it?--but, stay! you shall." Thus speaking, and having carefully shaded his lamp, he 

hurried to one of the casements, and threw it freely open to the storm. 

The impetuous fury of the entering gust nearly lifted us from our feet. It was, indeed, a tempestuous yet 

sternly beautiful night, and one wildly singular in its terror and its beauty. A whirlwind had apparently 

collected its force in our vicinity; for there were frequent and violent alterations in the direction of the wind; 

and the exceeding density of the clouds (which hung so low as to press upon the turrets of the house) did not 

prevent our perceiving the life-like velocity with which they flew careering from all points against each other, 

without passing away into the distance. I say that even their exceeding density did not prevent our perceiving 

this--yet we had no glimpse of the moon or stars--nor was there any flashing forth of the lightning. But the 

under surfaces of the huge masses of agitated vapour, as well as all terrestrial objects immediately around us, 

were glowing in the unnatural light of a faintly luminous and distinctly visible gaseous exhalation which hung 

about and enshrouded the mansion. 

"You must not--you shall not behold this!" said I, shudderingly, to Usher, as I led him, with a gentle violence, 

from the window to a seat. "These appearances, which bewilder you, are merely electrical phenomena not 

uncommon--or it may be that they have their ghastly origin in the rank miasma of the tarn. Let us close this 

casement;--the air is chilling and dangerous to your frame. Here is one of your favourite romances. I will read, 

and you shall listen;--and so we will pass away this terrible night together." 

The antique volume which I had taken up was the "Mad Trist" of Sir Launcelot Canning; but I had called it a 

favourite of Usher's more in sad jest than in earnest; for, in truth, there is little in its uncouth and 
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unimaginative prolixity which could have had interest for the lofty and spiritual ideality of my friend. It was, 

however, the only book immediately at hand; and I indulged a vague hope that the excitement which now 

agitated the hypochondriac, might find relief (for the history of mental disorder is full of similar anomalies) 

even in the extremeness of the folly which I should read. Could I have judged, indeed, by the wild over-

strained air of vivacity with which he hearkened, or apparently hearkened, to the words of the tale, I might 

well have congratulated myself upon the success of my design. 

I had arrived at that well-known portion of the story where Ethelred, the hero of the Trist, having sought in 

vain for peaceable admission into the dwelling of the hermit, proceeds to make good an entrance by force. 

Here, it will be remembered, the words of the narrative run thus : "And Ethelred, who was by nature of a 

doughty heart, and who was now mighty withal, on account of the powerfulness of the wine which he had 

drunken, waited no longer to hold parley with the hermit, who, in sooth, was of an obstinate and maliceful 

turn, but, feeling the rain upon his shoulders, and fearing the rising of the tempest, uplifted his mace outright, 

and, with blows, made quickly room in the plankings of the door for his gauntleted hand; and now pulling 

there-with sturdily, he so cracked, and ripped, and tore all asunder, that the noise of the dry and hollow-

sounding wood alarumed and reverberated throughout the forest. 

At the termination of this sentence I started, and for a moment, paused; for it appeared to me (although I at 

once concluded that my excited fancy had deceived me)--it appeared to me that, from some very remote 

portion of the mansion, there came, indistinctly, to my ears, what might have been, in its exact similarity of 

character, the echo (but a stifled and dull one certainly) of the very cracking and ripping sound which Sir 

Launcelot had so particularly described. It was, beyond doubt, the coincidence alone which had arrested my 

attention; for, amid the rattling of the sashes of the casements, and the ordinary commingled noises of the still 

increasing storm, the sound, in itself, had nothing, surely, which should have interested or disturbed me. I 

continued the story: "But the good champion Ethelred, now entering within the door, was sore enraged and 

amazed to perceive no signal of the maliceful hermit; but, in the stead thereof, a dragon of a scaly and 

prodigious demeanour, and of a fiery tongue, which sate in guard before a palace of gold, with a floor of 

silver; and upon the wall there hung a shield of shining brass with this legend enwritten-- 

Who entereth herein, a conqueror hath bin; 

Who slayeth the dragon, the shield he shall win; 

And Ethelred uplifted his mace, and struck upon the head of the dragon, which fell before him, and gave up 

his pesty breath, with a shriek so horrid and harsh, and withal so piercing, that Ethelred had fain to close his 

ears with his hands against the dreadful noise of it, the like whereof was never before heard." 

Here again I paused abruptly, and now with a feeling of wild amazement --for there could be no doubt 

whatever that, in this instance, I did actually hear (although from what direction it proceeded I found it 

impossible to say) a low and apparently distant, but harsh, protracted, and most unusual screaming or grating 

sound--the exact counterpart of what my fancy had already conjured up for the dragon's unnatural shriek as 

described by the romancer. 

Oppressed, as I certainly was, upon the occurrence of the second and most extraordinary coincidence, by a 

thousand conflicting sensations, in which wonder and extreme terror were predominant, I still retained 
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sufficient presence of mind to avoid exciting, by any observation, the sensitive nervousness of my companion. 

I was by no means certain that he had noticed the sounds in question; although, assuredly, a strange alteration 

had, during the last few minutes, taken place in his demeanour. From a position fronting my own, he had 

gradually brought round his chair, so as to sit with his face to the door of the chamber; and thus I could but 

partially perceive his features, although I saw that his lips trembled as if he were murmuring inaudibly. His 

head had dropped upon his breast--yet I knew that he was not asleep, from the wide and rigid opening of the 

eye as I caught a glance of it in profile. The motion of his body, too, was at variance with this idea--for he 

rocked from side to side with a gentle yet constant and uniform sway. Having rapidly taken notice of all this, I 

resumed the narrative of Sir Launcelot, which thus proceeded: 

"And now, the champion, having escaped from the terrible fury of the dragon, bethinking himself of the 

brazen shield, and of the breaking up of the enchantment which was upon it, removed the carcass from out of 

the way before him, and approached valorously over the silver pavement of the castle to where the shield was 

upon the wall; which in sooth tarried not for his full coming, but fell down at his feet upon the silver floor, 

with a mighty great and terrible ringing sound." 

No sooner had these syllables passed my lips, than--as if a shield of brass had indeed, at the moment, fallen 

heavily upon a floor of silver became aware of a distinct, hollow, metallic, and clangorous, yet apparently 

muffled reverberation. Completely unnerved, I leaped to my feet; but the measured rocking movement of 

Usher was undisturbed. I rushed to the chair in which he sat. His eyes were bent fixedly before him, and 

throughout his whole countenance there reigned a stony rigidity. But, as I placed my hand upon his shoulder, 

there came a strong shudder over his whole person; a sickly smile quivered about his lips; and I saw that he 

spoke in a low, hurried, and gibbering murmur, as if unconscious of my presence. Bending closely over him, I 

at length drank in the hideous import of his words. 

"Now hear it?--yes, I hear it, and have heard it. Long--long --long--many minutes, many hours, many days, 

have I heard it--yet I dared not--oh, pity me, miserable wretch that I am!--I dared not--I dared not speak! We 

have put her living in the tomb! Said I not that my senses were acute? I now tell you that I heard her first 

feeble movements in the hollow coffin. I heard them--many, many days ago--yet I dared not--I dared not 

speak! And now--to-night--Ethelred--ha! ha!--the breaking of the hermit's door, and the death-cry of the 

dragon, and the clangour of the shield!--say, rather, the rending of her coffin, and the grating of the iron 

hinges of her prison, and her struggles within the coppered archway of the vault! Oh whither shall I fly? Will 

she not be here anon? Is she not hurrying to upbraid me for my haste? Have I not heard her footstep on the 

stair? Do I not distinguish that heavy and horrible beating of her heart? Madman!" here he sprang furiously to 

his feet, and shrieked out his syllables, as if in the effort he were giving up his soul--"Madman! I tell you that 

she now stands without the door!" 

As if in the superhuman energy of his utterance there had been found the potency of a spell--the huge antique 

panels to which the speaker pointed, threw slowly back, upon the instant, ponderous and ebony jaws. It was 

the work of the rushing gust--but then without those doors there DID stand the lofty and enshrouded figure of 

the lady Madeline of Usher. There was blood upon her white robes, and the evidence of some bitter struggle 

upon every portion of her emaciated frame. For a moment she remained trembling and reeling to and fro upon 

the threshold, then, with a low moaning cry, fell heavily inward upon the person of her brother, and in her 

violent and now final death-agonies, bore him to the floor a corpse, and a victim to the terrors he had 

anticipated. 
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From that chamber, and from that mansion, I fled aghast. The storm was still abroad in all its wrath as I found 

myself crossing the old causeway. Suddenly there shot along the path a wild light, and I turned to see whence 

a gleam so unusual could wi have issued; for the vast house and its shadows were alone behind me. The 

radiance was that of the full, setting, and blood-red moon which now shone vividly through that once barely-

discernible fissure of which I have before spoken as extending from the roof of the building, in a zigzag 

direction, to the base. While I gazed, this fissure rapidly widened--there came a fierce breath of the 

whirlwind--the entire orb of the satellite burst at once upon my sight--my brain reeled as I saw the mighty 

walls rushing asunder--there was a long tumultuous shouting sound like the voice of a thousand waters--and 

the deep and dank tarn at my feet closed sullenly and silently over the fragments of the "HOUSE OF 

USHER." 

-THE END- 

https://americanliterature.com/author/edgar-allan-poe/short-story/the-fall-of-the-house-of-usher 
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